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ABSTRACT 

Structural learning theory provides a foundation for the unification of the 

declarative and procedural knowledge required for the various general problem-solving 

tasks in an attempt to account for the observed performance of individuals with 

varying experiences. This research extends the concept of an integrated perspective 

to general problem solving founded upon structural learning theory by developing a 

task activities representation of general problem solving and by empirically evaluating 

this model within the specific task domain of software debugging. 

A fundamental tenet of structural learning theory is that the basic activities 

associated with a specific task are essentially the same for all individuals with prior 

exposure to the task regardless of skill and experience and that differences in the 

observed performance of individuals are due to the task-specific declarative 

knowledge possessed and utilized by the individual. This research effort assesses this 

tenet by evaluating the task activities representation founded upon the integrated 

model of problem solving in accordance with the observed behavior of a 

heterogeneous group of software programmers engaged in a software debugging 

activity. An evaluation of the encoded verbal protocols obtained from 20 professional 

programmers is conducted utilizing verbal protocol analysis techniques. The results of 

the analysis provide support for the task activities representation founded upon 

structural learning theory and provide support for the process portion of the integrated 

problem-solving model. The results of this study also indicate the presence of 

previously identified search strategies used by programmers engaged in the software 

debugging process and provides the foundation for the unification of previous 

research efforts in software debugging. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

Problem solving is thinking that is directed toward the resolution of a specific 

problem in a process that involves both the formation of responses and the selection 

among these responses (Solso, 1988). The general problem-solving activity crosses 

every junction of human behavior (Anderson, 1985), and is a common factor among 

widely diverse fields of human activities. A number of problem-solving models 

(Bouwman et al., 1987; Brooks, 1983; Dewey, 1933; Newell and Simon, 1972; Polya, 

1962; Pounds, 1969; Scandura, 1977a; Vessey, 1988) have been developed across 

these various fields In an attempt to account for human problem-solving behavior. A 

focused evaluation of these models requires a strategy for classifying each model 

based upon higher-level commonalities. 

Previous research (Anderson, 1976; Squire, 1986; Winograd, 1975) suggests 

that a distinction between knowledge based on expertise (skills or procedures) and 

knowledge based on specific assertions can be made to account for differences in the 

performance of individuals engaged in various problem-solving activities. This 

distinction provides a foundation for the classification of problem-solving models into 

two categories. That is, the declarative and procedural categories are used in the 

classification of general problem-solving models (Bouwman, 1983; Isenberg, 1986; 

Newell, 1990; Scandura, 1977a; Simon, 1981; Szymanski, 1988). 
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Within the realm of problem solving, the category of declarative problem-

solving models represents the knowledge required to successfully complete a task. A 

great deal of research has focused on the elucidation of the declarative knowledge 

possessed by individuals exhibiting varying levels of competence when involved in 

problem-solving tasks (Carlson et al., 1990; Johnson et al., 1987; Silverman, 1985; 

Vessey, 1988; Wright and Ayton, 1987). Although declarative models detail the 

knowledge required to perform a specific task, these models do not describe the 

processes or general sequence of activities associated with a problem-solving task 

(Scandura, 1977a). 

Procedural knowledge is implicit and is accessible only through the 

performance of a problem-solving task (Squire, 1986). A number of models depicting 

the procedural knowledge required for general problem solving are identified in the 

literature (Dewey, 1933; Newell and Simon, 1972; Polya, 1962; Pounds, 1969; 

Scandura, 1977a). The procedural category of problem-solving models all possess a 

set of common features, and the primary purpose of these models is to depict the 

activities along with the general sequence of activities of an individual performing a 

specific problem-solving task. However, these models do not detail the specific 

declarative knowledge required to perform the task (Bouwman et al., 1987; Brooks, 

1983; Caine and Caine, 1989; Cohen et al., 1989; Diederich et al., 1987; Dillard et al., 

1982; Klersey and Mock, 1989; Schneiderman and Mayer, 1979; Shepherd and Rentz, 

1990; Szymanski, 1988; Vessey, 1988). 

Several management and organizational research studies have been 

conducted to evaluate either the declarative or procedural knowledge possessed by 
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individuals. These studies account for differences in skill levels and varying levels of 

performance of individuals engaged in routine business activities such as: auditing 

(Dillard et al. 1982; Klersey and Mock, 1989), investment screening and financial 

analysis (Bouwman et al., 1987), personal sales (Shepherd and Rentz, 1990; 

Szymanski, 1988), personnel training (Caine and Caine, 1989), and software 

engineering (Brooks, 1983; Cohen et al., 1989; Diederich et al., 1987; Schneiderman 

and Mayer. 1979; Vessey, 1988). A number of these studies have identified and 

developed models of the domain-specific knowledge required by individuals to exhibit 

a certain degree of competence In the completion of a designated activity, and a 

number of these studies have concluded with the development of a procedural model 

denoting the activities and sequence of these activities resulting from obsen/ed 

behavior of individuals engaged In a designated activity. However, there has been no 

attempt to integrate the declarative and procedural knowledge utilized by an individual 

during the completion of a problem-solving task. 

The lack of an integrated approach in the specification of the declarative and 

procedural knowledge required to perform a problem-solving task is exemplified by the 

results of previous research conducted in area of software maintenance (Hale and 

Haworth, 1991). Software debugging, one of the activities associated with software 

maintenance (Swanson, 1976), is a specific instance of a problem-solving task (Katz 

and Anderson, 1988). A number of researchers have developed models of the 

declarative knowledge utilized by programmers engaged in a software debugging 

activity (Adelson, 1981; Brooks, 1983; Gould and Drongowski, 1974; Schneiderman, 

1986; Schneiderman and Mayer, 1979; Soloway and Ehrlich, 1984). Similarly, several 
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researchers have developed different procedural models depicting the activities and 

sequence of the activities associated with software debugging (Gould, 1975; Katz and 

Anderson, 1988; Vessey, 1986). A related body of research that Is implicit in the 

procedural models identifies and describes the different search strategies used by 

programmers to find a problem and generate a hypothesis concerning a potential 

cause of the problem (Brooke and Duncan, 1980; Gould, 1975; Gugerty and Olson, 

1986; Katz and Anderson, 1988; Sheppard et al., 1979; Weiser, 1982). The models 

that depict the declarative knowledge required by maintenance programmers continue 

to be enhanced and refined based upon the results of previous and ongoing research 

efforts. However, there are a number of discrepancies that exist between the various 

procedural models depicting the software maintenance process. The existence of 

discrepancies between these models is due, in part, to the lack of an integrated 

perspective in the development and evaluation of the knowledge utilized by individuals 

engaged In software debugging. 

Therefore, there is a need for a model capable of representing both the 

declarative knowledge and the cognitive processes of an individual performing a 

specific problem-solving task. Such a model should be capable of overcoming the 

shortcomings associated with each of the separate classes of models. An integrated 

model of problem solving founded upon structural learning theory is postulated to 

possess such capabilities (Dienes and Jeeves, 1965; Jeeves and Greer, 1983; 

Scandura, 1977a). 

Structural learning theory focuses on both the content and internal 

representation of human knowledge and the cognitive processes associated with 
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learning and task completion (Scandura, 1977a). The theory explicitly depicts the use 

of strategies to discover and exploit structure in a task and the constructive nature of 

hypothesis generation. Structural learning theory deals with the intellectual 

competency of individuals and proposes that competence underlying any particular 

problem domain can be represented in finite sets of rules (Scandura and Scandura, 

1980). These rules are the underlying knowledge structures that facilitate the 

combination of declarative knowledge and cognitive processes. 

As previously mentioned, a great deal of research has been directed at the 

elucidation of the declarative knowledge possessed by individuals and the cognitive 

processes associated with task performance. Although much of the prescriptive 

literature in various fields emphasize the need to understand the problem-solving 

processes of individuals engaged in various tasks (Ackoff, 1967; Keen and Scott 

Morton, 1978; Mintzberg et al. 1976; Newell and Simon, 1972; Sprague, 1980), 

traditional research efforts have primarily utilized a conventional input-output approach 

to facilitate an examination of the cognitive processes underlying individual problem-

solving tasks (Isenberg, 1986; Todd and Benbasat, 1987). These research studies 

have been characterized as providing a limited understanding of the problem-solving 

process (Schweiger et al., 1985; Ungson et al., 1981), and consequently there is a 

need to further explore the processes underlying the problem-solving behavior 

exhibited by individuals (Ford et al., 1989). 
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Problem Statement 

As detailed in the overview, problem solving requires both declarative and 

procedural knowledge. Consequently, there Is a need to adopt an integrated 

perspective in the evaluation and specification of declarative and procedural 

knowledge. Although each type of knowledge can be evaluated Independently, an 

integrated perspective of problem solving provides researchers with a more holistic 

approach In the evaluation of individuals engaged in problem-solving activities. The 

utilization of an integrated perspective of problem solving also provides the foundation 

for the unification of previous research results and provides direction for future 

research efforts. However, a detailed investigation of an integrated problem-solving 

model has not been investigated. The lack of such an evaluation has consequently 

resulted in an incomplete representation of the human problem-solving process. 

One of the activities associated with software maintenance, software 

debugging, is an example of a problem-solving task that has suffered from the lack of 

an integrated approach in conducting problem-solving research. As previously 

mentioned, a number of models of the declarative knowledge utilized by programmers 

engaged in a software debugging activity have been developed (Adelson, 1981; 

Brooks, 1983; Gould and Drongowski, 1974; Schneiderman, 1986; Schneiderman and 

Mayer, 1979; Soloway and Ehrlich, 1984). Similarly, several different procedural 

models depicting the activities, search strategies, and sequence of the activities 

associated with software debugging have also been developed (Brooke and Duncan, 

1980; Gould, 1975; Gugerty and Olson, 1986; Sheppard et al., 1979; Katz and 

Anderson, 1988; Vessey, 1986; Weiser, 1982). The models that depict the declarative 
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knowledge required by maintenance programmers continue to be enhanced and 

refined, and there are a number of discrepancies that exist between the various 

procedural models depicting the software debugging process. The discrepancies 

between these models is due, in part, to the lack of an integrated perspective in the 

development and evaluation of the knowledge utilized by individuals engaged in 

software debugging. 

The research area of software maintenance should clearly benefit from an 

approach that unifies declarative and procedural knowledge (Hale and Haworth, 1991). 

Previous research designed to evaluate the software debugging activity has lacked a 

theory-driven integrated perspective of problem solving. This research has resulted in 

several distinct models of the software debugging process and has not adequately 

provided for the control of the search strategies used by software programmers in a 

debugging task. 

Research Objectives 

In order to address the issues raised in the two proceeding sections, two major 

objectives are identified for this research. The first objective is to develop a high-level 

task activities model of software debugging founded upon a theory-driven integrated 

approach to problem solving. The model reflects a logical extension from structural 

learning theory into the applied problem-solving domain of software debugging. The 

model also integrates and extends the relevant research in this area and provides for 

the unification of related bodies of research. 
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The process portion of the integrated problem-solving model is selected for 

explication and evaluation to respond to a criticism levied against structural learning 

theory. Brown (1978) notes that the primary evaluations of the problem-solving model 

based upon structural learning theory are based upon the outcome of a subject's 

performance of a task, and thus the process component of the model can only be 

inferred. Based upon this criticism, there is a need to specifically evaluate the process 

portion of the integrated model of problem solving founded upon structural learning 

theory. 

As is demonstrated in Chapter 111, a high-level task activities model of problem 

solving is derived from an integrated model of structural problem solving using 

structured systems design principles. The model identifies the key activities of 

problem solving founded upon structural learning theory. 

The second objective of this research relates to the need to evaluate the task 

activities model of problem solving. Specifically, the objective is to evaluate the ability 

of the model to account for the obsen/ed behavior of a heterogenous group of 

individuals separately engaged in the problem-solving task of software debugging, and 

to focus on the ability of the model to accommodate the search strategies utilized by 

individuals as previously identified in the literature. 

A fijndamental tenet of the integrated model of structural learning theory is that 

the basic task activities are essentially the same for all individuals with prior exposure 

to the task regardless of skill and experience and that the differences in the obsen/ed 

performance of individuals are due to the task-specific declarative knowledge 

possessed and utilized by the individual. An assessment of this fijndamental tenet is a 



prerequisite for the adoption of an Integrated approach to problem-solving research 

within the area of software debugging. This evaluation is also essential for the 

development of a foundation of the activities and search strategies associated with 

software debugging that can be used for future research examining differences in 

expertise and performance. 

Chapter Oroanization 

Chapter II provides a selected review of general problem-solving models based 

upon a declarative and procedural knowledge classification, and provides a 

description of the unified model of problem solving based upon structural learning 

theory. Chapter III develops a task activities representation of structural problem 

solving that depicts the activities individuals are postulated to exhibit when engaging 

in a problem-solving task and presents the general research questions related to an 

evaluation of the process portion of the structural problem-solving model. Chapter IV 

develops an activities representation of problem solving for a specific task (software 

debugging) and presents the specific research questions associated with an 

evaluation of this representation, which is consistent with the second objective of this 

research. Chapter V introduces the research method selected for the evaluation of the 

task activities representation (verbal protocol analysis) and presents the details of the 

research effort used to investigate the research questions. Chapter VI presents and 

discusses the results of the individual activities assessment, Chapter Vll presents and 

discusses the results of the patterns identified in the activities assessment, and 
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Chapter Vlll discusses the significance of the results, illustrates the limitations of this 

study, and indicates future research possibilities. 



CHAPTER II 

LfTERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

In order to support the research objectives stated in the previous chapter, the 

goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of general problem-solving models 

developed fi-om these past research efforts, and to illustrate the need for a unified 

model of human problem solving. Research efforts designed to evaluate the 

declarative and procedural knowledge utilized in problem solving are found in a wide 

range of reference disciplines (Bouwman et al., 1987; Brooks, 1983; Byrne, 1977; 

Caine and Caine, 1989; Cohen et al., 1989; Diederich et al., 1987; Dillard et al. 1982; 

Klersey and Mock, 1989; McPherson and Thomas, 1989; Peterson et al., 1990; 

Schneiderman and Mayer, 1979; Shepherd and Rentz, 1990; Szymanski, 1988; 

Vessey, 1988). 

To achieve the goal for this chapter, the review is divided into five primary 

sections: (1) an overview of problem-solving models, (2) the integrated model 

background, (3) modeling structural learning theory, (4) the integrated model 

description, and (5) criticisms of the integrated model. 

The section presenting the overview of problem-solving models discusses both 

models of declarative knowledge and procedural models derived from previous 

research efforts in a wide range of human activities. The distinction between these 

two categories of problem-solving models is presented and an assessment of these 

models is then developed. The need for an integrated model of problem solving 

11 
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arises fi-om this assessment and supports the first objective of this research that is to 

develop a high-level task activities model of problem solving founded upon a theory-

driven integrated approach to problem solving. 

The second section introduces the background of the integrated problem-

solving model. This discussion is developed around a summarization of structural 

learning theory, which provides the foundation for an integrated model of problem-

solving. 

The third section of this chapter presents a detailed illustration of the 

development of a problem-solving model founded on structural learning theory. The 

development of the model proceeds by discussing the procedural portion of the model 

and then discussing the declarative knowledge portion of the model. This 

presentation allows the reader to relate these portions of the integrated model to 

procedural and declarative models discussed previously. 

A description of the integrated model of problem solving follows in the fourth 

section of this chapter. The interaction between the process portion of the integrated 

problem-solving model and the associated knowledge structures is depicted to 

provide an comprehensive view of the integrated model. 

The fifth section identifies and discusses aiticisms of the unified model of 

problem solving. The discussion of these criticisms is central to this research in two 

respects. First, it identifies the scope of problem-solving activities to which the 

integrated model of problem-solving is restricted. As will be demonstrated, this 

classification of activities provides an additional motivation for evaluating the software 

debugging activity. Second, it focuses the evaluation of the integrated model of 
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problem solving on the process-portion of the model, which is the second objective of 

this research. 

Collectively, this review presents and integrates the current state of knowledge 

on issues pertinent to a discussion of the development and evaluation of an integrated 

model of individual problem solving. Additional literature specifically related to the 

software debugging activity is presented in Chapter IV. The motivation and direction 

for this research emerges from the literature review. 

Oven/lew of Problem-Solvina Models 

Problem solving is a thought process directed toward solving a specific 

problem. This process involves both the formation of responses and the selection 

among these responses (Solso, 1988). The problem-solving activity is essential to 

every type of human behavior (Anderson, 1985), and as detailed previously is a 

common factor among widely diverse fields of human activities such as sciences, 

education, business, medicine, law, sports, and many forms of recreation. A number 

of problem-solving models have been developed across these various fields 

(Bouwman et al., 1987; Brooks, 1983; Byrne, 1977; Caine and Caine, 1989; Cohen et 

al., 1989; Diederich et al., 1987; Dillard et al. 1982; Klersey and Mock, 1989; 

McPherson and Thomas, 1989; Newell and Simon, 1972; Peterson et al., 1990; Polya, 

1962; Pounds, 1969; Scandura, 1977a; Schneiderman and Mayer, 1979; Shepherd 

and Rentz, 1990; Szymanski, 1988; Vessey, 1988). A focused evaluation of these 

models requires a strategy for classifying each model based upon higher-level 

abstractions. 
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Previous research conducted in the area of psychology (Anderson, 1976; 

Winograd, 1975) along with recent advances in human neuropsychological pathology 

(Squire, 1986) suggest a distinction between knowledge based on procedural 

expertise and knowledge based on specific facts or assertions. This distinction 

reflects the operation of two basic types of knowledge systems-procedural knowledge 

and declarative knowledge. The differentiation of knowledge systems provides a 

classification scheme for the categorization of general problem-solving models. The 

declarative and procedural categories used to classify general problem-solving models 

have also been explicitly acknowledged by other researchers (Newell, 1990; Scandura, 

1977a; Simon, 1981). 

Declarative Models 

Declarative knowledge is explicit and consciously accessible, and it includes 

the facts, episodes, lists, and routines of everyday life. It can be brought to mind 

(declared) both verbally as a proposition or nonverbally as an image and includes 

both episodic memory and semantic memory (Squire, 1986). Episodic memory is 

related to specific time-and-place events whereas semantic memory may be thought of 

as facts and general information gathered in the course of specific experiences. 

Within the realm of problem solving, declarative models represent the 

knowledge required to successfully complete a task. Previous research has focused 

on the knowledge possessed by individuals exhibiting skilled performance at a specific 

task. This research has primarily concentrated on the knowledge possessed by 

individuals exhibiting "experT performance in an attempt to account for differences in 
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performance across Individuals and improve the performance of Individuals that do not 

exhibit a desired level of skill. Previous research efforts have spanned a wide range of 

task domains: auditing (Dillard et al. 1982; Klersey and Mock, 1989), educational 

instruction (Peterson et al., 1990), investment screening and financial analysis 

(Bouwman et al., 1987), diet planning (Byrne, 1977), personal sales (Shepherd and 

Rentz, 1990; Szymanski, 1988), personnel training (Caine and Caine, 1989), software 

engineering (Brooks, 1983; Cohen et al., 1989; Diederich et al., 1987; Schneiderman 

and Mayer, 1979; Vessey, 1988), and sports (McPherson and Thomas, 1989). 

Although declarative models detail the knowledge required to perform a specific task, 

these models do not describe the activities or the general sequence of activities 

associated with a problem-solving task. 

Procedural Models 

Procedural knowledge is Implicit, and it is accessible only through 

performance. Procedural knowledge is retrieved by engaging in the skills or 

operations in which the knowledge is embedded. In addition to the knowledge 

associated with the performance of a skill, procedural knowledge also includes 

priming effects, simple classical conditioning, habituation, sensitization, and perceptual 

aftereffects (Squire, 1986). 

Procedural knowledge is required to perform various tasks associated with a 

problem-solving activity. A number of models depicting procedural knowledge 

required for general problem solving are identified in the literature (Dewey, 1933; 

Newell and Simon, 1972; Polya, 1962; Pounds, 1969; Scandura, 1977a). This is not 
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by any means an exhaustive list of problem-solving models; however, these models 

are pen/asive in their influence throughout the problem-solving literature and provide 

an adequate representation of the process-oriented general problem-solving model. 

Although there are differences among the models, there is a set of common features 

inherent in all of these procedurally-oriented general problem-solving models. 

The common features depicted below are a synthesis of the above-mentioned 

procedurally-oriented models of general problem solving. These features include: 

(1) the identification of the existence of the problem; 

(2) the development of an understanding of the goals and constraints of 

the problem; 

(3) the formulation of a general strategy to identify or discover the solution; 

(4) the implementation of the strategy; and 

(5) an evaluation of the implementation. 

A number of models adopting these basic features have been proposed and evaluated 

through a variety of specific tasks. Examples of these tasks are chess (Newell and 

Simon, 1972), the fitting of mathematical fijnctions (Huseman and Cheng, 1973), water 

jug problems (Atwood and Poison, 1976), errand planning (Hayes-Roth and Hayes-

Roth, 1979), fault diagnosis (Hunt and Rouse, 1981), and others. Interesting features 

of these models are the extensive use of rule-based problem-solving strategies, and 

the use of probabilistic or fuzzy choice strategies in several of the models. 

The primary purpose of these models is to depict the activities and the general 

sequence of the activities of an individual problem solver working on a task within the 
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specific domain. However, these procedurally oriented models do not detail the 

specific knowledge required to perform the task. 

Assessment of Declarative and Procedural Models 

Declarative models aspire to specify the knowledge that an individual must 

possess to perform a specific task; however, these models to not describe how or 

when this knowledge is to be used during the problem-solving task. Conversely, 

procedural models of problem solving attempt to depict the activities and the 

sequence of activities an individual exhibits when engaging in a problem-solving task, 

but do not characterize the knowledge required to perform the various activities 

associated with the task. Consequently, research efforts that concentrate on one 

category at the exclusion of the other neglect the robust nature of the problem-solving 

process. 

Integrated Model Background 

A model capable of overcoming the shortcomings associated with each of the 

classes of models and facilitating the unification of previous research results is 

prescribed. The components of the integrated model are defined through the 

depiction of the cognitive process fiow of problem solving and the associated 

knowledge structures required to facilitate this process in order to account for the 

observed competence of a given individual. The integrated model of problem solving 

is founded on structural learning theory as interpreted fi-om Problem Solving by 

Scandura (1977a) and Analvsis of Structural Learning by Jeeves and Greer (1983). 
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Structural learning theory is a deterministic theory that deals with the 

intellectual competency of Individuals and proposes that the competence underlying 

any particular problem domain can t>e represented in terms of finite sets of rules. The 

theory is concerned with the content of human knowledge and the cognitive 

processes associated with learning in an attempt to account for individual differences 

and competence. 

Essentially, structural learning theory is concerned with how people discover 

and utilize structure in the activities that they perform. In this sense, structure is not 

intended to represent something objectively existing in the real world, but rather is 

viewed as a simplifying code an individual becomes aware of when evaluating 

something that initially appears to be unstructured. It is difficult to give a precise 

definition of "structure"; however, structure can be said to exist when there is some 

form of code or description (verbal or othenÂ ise) that enables an individual to generate 

sufficient responses required for task performance, and which is significantly more 

efficient, in cognitive terms, than a simple exhaustive catalog of the contingencies 

(Jeeves and Greer, 1983). 

Structural learning therefore facilitates learning by the discovery of structure in 

the material to be learned, and provides the potential for very efficient learning of new 

tasks structurally similar to previous tasks and for the efficient completion of these 

tasks. Several of the major aspects associated with the acquisition of efficient codes 

that exploit the structure in tasks include: the use of selection strategies, the 

constructive nature of hypotheses generation and evaluation, internal representations 

of knowledge structures, and the role of language. The theory is concerned with 
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individual learning, as well as thinking, memory, and cognitive development, and the 

theory has links to existing work in such areas as concept learning, discrimination 

learning, and rule learning (Jeeves and Greer, 1983; Scandura, 1977a). Structural 

learning theory is currently employed by a diverse set of disciplines such as cognltive-

(Anderson, 1985; Hayes and Simon, 1977; Johnson-Laird, 1980) and developmental-

(Anders et al., 1972) psychology; education (Shavelson and Geeslin, 1975); 

mathematics (Dienes, 1972); linguistics (Greer, 1974); artificial intelligence (Banerji, 

1980); and computer programming (Scandura, 1984b). 

Modeling Structural Learning Theory 

Structural learning theory utilizes both procedural knowledge and declarative 

knowledge in the development of an integrated model of human problem solving. 

Procedural knowledge describes the general sequence of the problem-solving 

activities for the performance of a task and declarative knowledge describes the 

structure of knowledge required to complete the task. An "integrated model of 

software debugging" (Hale and Haworth, 1991) provides a domain-specific description 

of the process portion and knowledge structures of the integrated model based upon 

an adaptation of Scandura's work. The following description of the process portion 

and knowledge structures for the general structural problem-solving model is based 

on an interpretation of Scandura's work and an extrapolation from Hale and Haworth's 

integrated model of software debugging. 
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Procedural Model 

The structural learning theory is goal directed In that the model depicts an 

individual problem solver as attempting to solve a problem (reach a primary goal) 

through the application of direct solution rules. If this goal cannot be directly satisfied, 

a series of higher level goals is established. These higher level goals provide a means 

of working toward a direct solution by recalling or developing a strategy to discover a 

direct solution rule and/or establishing additional knowledge about the problem 

situation. 

A brief description of the process fiow is presented here to enhance a 

discussion of the knowledge structures associated with the process-portion of this 

model. The operative goal (the goal or subgoal currently being solved) and the 

knowledge related to the problem situation constitute the basic declarative knowledge 

an individual employs to drive three primary procedural activities utilized to satisfy all 

goals. These three procedural activities are depicted in the fiow diagram of the 

integrated problem-solving model (Figure 1) and are defined as follows: 

(1) Find Rule is responsible for finding a direct solution rule that has the 

potential to solve the operative goal associated with the current problem 

situation. 

(2) Execute Rule is responsible for executing the process portion of the 

rules that have been found. 

(3) Switch Goal selects an alternative goal (new operative goal) when the 

current operative goal cannot be satisfied by any of the existing rules. 
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Structural learning theory suggests that the initial input to the problem-solving 

process is an initial description of the problem situation and the primary goal. This 

view of the problem solving does not account for a problem sensation or problem 

recognition activity (Mintzberg et al., 1976; Pounds, 1969; Volkema, 1983) and 

assumes that the individual problem solver has been alerted to the presence of a 

problem. Following the recognition of a problem, the first task in solving a problem 

then is to satisfy the primary goal with a direct solution rule that directly achieves this 

goal. If a direct solution rule is found, it is invoked. The result of the invocation is 

then checked to determine if the primary goal is satisfied, resulting in a solution to the 

problem. If this result does not satisfy the primary goal, another sequence of finding a 

rule, executing the rule, and verification is conducted. The theory also suggests that 

humans extend knowledge of the current problem situation through the actions of 

finding and executing rules. 

The Find Rule activity searches for other rules with the potential to satisfy the 

operative goal given the extended problem situation, and this process repeats until the 

operative goal is satisfied or no more direct solution rules are available for execution. 

If the operational goal has not been satisfied, then the theory suggests that humans 

switch to a new goal. The Switch Goal activity establishes a higher level goal, which is 

to find or develop a procedure that leads to a direct solution rule. The higher level 

goal is hypothesized to then be used as the operative goal of a new problem-solving 

process-thus, the Switch Goal activity provides a means of establishing new goals 

and extending knowledge of the problem situation. Once a solution to a higher level 
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goal Is identified and invoked, the result is hypothesized then to be used as part of the 

solution to the primary goal. 

A closer Interpretation of the Execute Rule activity (Figure 2) reveals that human 

problem solvers use such functions to analyze the input rule to determine if each step 

of the procedure associated with the rule is an action or higher level goal. If the step 

is a higher level goal. Execute Rule invokes a subordinate Solve Problem process with 

the higher level goal as the operative goal, and the result of the secondary invocation 

of the Solve Problem process is identified. If the step is an action, the action is 

performed. The Execute Rule activity continues until all the steps of the input rule are 

processed. 

As mentioned above, the input to the Solve Problem process is the current 

problem situation and the primary goal established by the human problem solver. The 

current problem situation and the goal situation may be thought of as knowledge 

structures possessed by the individual. Neither of these two knowledge structures 

contains a procedure on how to match one with the other. It is suggested that the 

Find Rule activity resolves this matter by selecting candidate rules to be invoked for 

execution by matching the current problem situation to the Input components of a rule 

and the primary goal to the output components of a rule. The process portion of a 

rule is then performed by the Execute Rule activity. 
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Declarative Knowledge Model 

The following discussion illustrates the concepts of the declarative knowledge 

structures, problem situation, goals, and rules, associated with the integrated model. 

It is not the intent of this research effort to evaluate the declarative knowledge 

structures inherent in the structural problem-solving model. However, a brief overview 

of these knowledge structures is essential for the development of a more complete 

understanding of the process portion of human problem solving, and aids in 

constructing the empirical analysis detailed in later chapters. 

Problem-Solving Goals 

Problem-solving goals include the criterion or criteria to be satisfied. As 

depicted in Figure 3, an analysis of structural learning theory reveals that a Goal 

consists of an operative Criterion to be satisfied, a Determinant to find the operands of 

the Criterion, an index of facts related to the Goal, and a pointer to other Goals, If any, 

to be fulfilled. The relationships among goals may be established through the 

interrelationships with the operands of the criterion and through interrelationships with 

the associated facts. Again, it should be noted that this is the minimum structure for 

building a representation of the problem-solving goals. 

Problem Situation 

The problem situation contains the pertinent information concerning the 

problem known to the problem solver. Although not the only means to depict 

information concerning a problem situation, a linked list structure is useful for 
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conceptual representation (Figure 3) because It allows the depiction of learning as 

new information is identified and permits its Insertion at an appropriate location In a 

human's memory. 

As depicted in Figure 3, there are three types of knowledge comprising the 

conceptual representation of problem situation-Pro/j/em Situation, Fact, and 

Incongruence. Problem Situation semantically represents a super class comprised of 

the subclasses. Facts and Incongruences, and senses as a reference point to find 

both facts and incongruences that comprise the problem situation. This 

representation of a problem situation allows for the depiction of complex problems 

where a number of incongruences are present in the current problem situation. In 

addition, the relationships between these incongruences may also be illustrated with 

this form of representation. Similarly, multiple facts concerning the problem situation 

and their relationships may also be depicted. 

The Incongruence knowledge type contains at a minimum a unique identifier, a 

description of a discrepancy in the current problem situation, and a pointer to any 

other discrepancies. Additionally, the Fact knowledge type contains a unique identifier 

for each node, a fact about the problem situation, and a pointer to other facts. The 

unique identifiers also allow for the storage and retrieval of these structures based 

upon the cues associated with the context of the problem situation. It is important to 

acknowledge that this is the minimum structure for building a flexible representation of 

a problem situation and that other representations may be more amenable for a 

detailed examination of the knowledge structures associated with structural learning 
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theory. However, this structure Is detailed enough to describe the relationships 

among the various components. 

Rules 

A rule is a knowledge structure consisting of a Domain-Process-Range 

configuration (Figure 4). The Domain of a rule is the portion of the structure 

specifying the allowable inputs required for application of a rule to a given problem, 

and the Range of a rule is the portion of the structure denoting the potential outputs 

from the process. 

Integrated Model Description 

In the prior sections, a description of the process activities and the declarative 

components of the structural problem-solving model were presented. These activities 

and components are now aggregated to achieve a more comprehensive view of the 

integrated problem-solving model to represent the postulated problem-solving process 

of an individual. 

The representation of Problem Situation, Goals, and Rules is strictly declarative. 

The Find Rule activity of the process portion in the integrated problem-solving model 

selects rules to be invoked by matching the Problem Situation to the Domain of the 

rule and the Goal to the Range of the rule (Figure 5). If a match occurs, the Process 

component of the rule is executed. This process may be a direct response, an 

involved procedure, or a detailed algorithm depending on the nature of the rule. 
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Figure 4 

Problem-Solving Rules 
(Adapted fi-om Hale and Haworth, 1991) 
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As indicated above, rules take the general form of a Domain-Process-Range 

configuration and thus represent both declarative and procedural knowledge. The 

procedural components are similar to those depicted in Gould's (1975) software 

debugging process model and contain knowledge structures capable of storing 

Brooks' (1983) programmer comprehension knowledge requirements that include 

knowledge of programming, knowledge of the application domain, and program 

comprehension strategies. In addition, rules may be also equivalently thought of as 

procedures, flow diagrams, or directed graphs (Scandura, 1977a). 

As previously mentioned, the initial input to a problem-solving process is the 

current Problem Situation and Goal(s). The structural model of individual problem 

solving is thought of as goal-driven because it attempts to attain a solution to a 

problem through the application of a direct solution rule. At the core of the model is 

the Find Rule activity, which evaluates the Problem Situation and Goal to determine if 

there is a sufficient match between the Domain (allowable inputs) of a direct solution 

rule to the Problem Situation and the Range (permissible outputs) of a direct solution 

rule to the Goal. 

If a direct solution rule exists that adequately matches the Problem Situation 

and Goal, the process portion of the solution rule is then executed. The execution of 

the rule involves the Initial determination of whether there exists a higher level goal 

that must first be satisfied. If there is no higher level goal to be satisfied, then a 

determination of whether an action is to be performed is made. The performance of 

an action is postulated to be either the performance of a simple procedure or a 

complex algorithm. The results of the action or null process are then evaluated to 
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determine if the primary Goal is satisfied. Similarly, the presence of a higher level goal 

requires the successfiji completion of the higher level goal through the establishment 

of a new operative goal and its solution (which is a recursive call to the Solve Problem 

process). The results of the Solve Problem process involving the higher level goal are 

assumed to be maintained in a human's memory and made available to evaluate the 

attainment of the primary Goal. Thus, knowledge of the current Problem Situation and 

Goal has been extended through the execution of this direct solution rule. The Find 

Rule activity continues to search for direct solution rules until the primary Goal has 

been satisfied, or until all candidate direct solution rules have been evaluated. 

When the Find Rule activity cannot find a sufficient match between a direct 

solution rule and the Problem Situation and primary Goal, structural learning theory 

suggests that an activity similar to the Switch Goal activity is invoked. The Switch Goal 

activity establishes a new operative goal~a secondary goal. The secondary goal 

provides a means of working toward a direct solution rule by establishing new 

knowledge about the Problem Situation or the primary Goal that will allow the 

identification and application of a direct solution rule. The secondary goal is the input 

to the SoÂ e Problem activity at a higher level. 

Structural learning theory suggests that the secondary goals are attained with 

the use of action plans. These action plans are actually rules that, when executed, 

may result in the attainment of additional knowledge about the Problem Situation or 

the primary Goal. This process may be thought of as a problem comprehension or 

understanding process engaged in by the individual. The result from the secondary 

goal is identified to the primary level as input to the Solve Problem activity with the 
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intent of identifying a direct solution rule capable of attaining the primary Goal. Note 

that several different action plans may be invoked witiiin this same level indicating tiiat 

the Switch Goal activity may result in lateral movements, as in switching between 

action plans, or In vertical movements, resulting in a change of the level of the goal 

(Newell and Simon, 1972). Thus, this process iterates until the primary goal has been 

attained or all available action plans have been executed. 

Failure to satisfy the primary goal and an exhaustion of all available rules at the 

secondary level, structural learning theory provides for a tertiary goal. This new 

operative goal is Input for the Solve Problem activity at the third level of recursion. At 

this level, the Find Rule activity attempts to identify rules capable of creating an action 

plan capable of obtaining additional information pertaining to the Problem Situation 

and the primary Goal. The creation of a new action plan may also be achieved 

through the modification of an existing action plan. The solution fi'om the attainment 

of the tertiary goal, the creation of an action plan, resulting from the execution of rules 

at this level is recursively identified to the previous level for execution. This entire 

process of establishing new operative goals at higher levels of recursion continues 

until a direct solution rule capable of solving tiie primary Goal is developed and 

executed or the individual problem solver abandons the process. 

An extensive analysis of the sti-uctural problem-solving model reveals that the 

control mechanism {Switch Goal) is an essential feature of the model in that It provides 

for the separation of domain specific knowledge fi-om tiie cognitive processes 

controlling the application of this knowledge. Thus, the control mechanism is centi-al 

to tiie ability of the model to account for differences in individual problem-solving 
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behavior (Scandura, 1977a). In addition, the control mechanism differentiates ttie 

sti-uctural problem-solving model fi-om other contemporary problem-solving models 

(c.f. Scandura, 1984a). For example, tiie Switch Goal activity differs fi-om a "stack 

type" conti-ol mechanism (Newell and Simon, 1972) in two ways: "It is not 

automatically assumed that people can compose available rules...nor is composition 

the only way In which new rules can be formed fi-om old ones" (Scandura, 1977a p. 

42). Empirical results suggest that composition is a strategy that must be acquired, 

and that individuals do not compose available rules automatically. In addition, higher-

order processes such as the generalization of a rule are acquired rather tiian built-in 

capacities as with the stack-type control mechanism. 

Criticisms of the Model 

The structural problem-solving model (Figure 5) unifies the procedural and 

declarative models of problem solving, and the model provides the foundation for 

studying problem-solving domains involving rule learning and rule application. 

However, several criticisms have been levied against this theory. 

One criticism of structural learning theory put fortii by Shuell (1986) is the use 

of rules as the form of knowledge representation. Shuell advocates the notion that 

humans have several different ways and/or modes of representing knowledge, 

including the commonly conceptualized use of network representations. This criticism 

disregards Scandura's claim tiiat rules may be equivaientiy represented as 

procedures, fiow diagrams, or directed graphs (Shavelson and Geeslin, 1975). The 

concept of a representation such as a directed graph that allows data, relationships. 
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procedures, and rules to be elements of tiie knowledge stixjcture is similar to 

representations such as Shank and Abelson's (1977) script or Minsky's (1975) fi-ame 

as discussed in tiie cognitive psychology literature. These similarities suggest that the 

use of rules as a form of knowledge representation is not as restrictive as the 

criticisms imply. 

Another criticism of structural learning theory is that the application of this 

approach Is restricted to problem-solving domains that are highly structured in content 

(Brown, 1978; Gagne and Dick, 1983). In addition, Gagne and Dick (1983) report tiiat 

structural learning theory may be best viewed as a theory of rule learning and rule 

application and does not appear to encompass the learning of capabilities such as 

those required to learn a foreign language or develop a preference for abstract art. 

This criticism is primarily based upon the contention that empirical studies designed to 

evaluate structural learning theory have previously been applied only to highly 

structured problem-solving domains. 

Brown (1978) also notes that the structural learning theory model of problem 

solving has not been evaluated using the information from a protocol or latency 

analysis, and that the primary evaluation of the model has been with a subject's 

success or failure at a given task. This criticism indicates tiiat the predictive power of 

this model is based upon the outcome of a subject's performance, and thus the 

process component of the model can only be inferred. The objective of this research 

is to examine the accountability of the process portion of the integrated problem-

solving model by observing the performance of a heterogeneous group of individuals 

within a specific problem-solving domain. 
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Summan/ 

The literature review discusses the classification of general problem-solving 

models as either declarative or procedural based on the distinction between 

procedural knowledge and declarative knowledge required for development of the 

model. An overview of declarative problem-solving models and process-oriented 

problem solving models is then presented. This review is followed by an assessment 

of each category of problem-solving models and tiie need for an general problem-

solving model that integrates declarative and procedural knowledge. 

The following section discusses a unified model of general problem-solving that 

is founded upon structural learning theory. Sti-uctural learning theory is a deterministic 

theory that deals with the intellectual competency of individuals, and proposes that 

competence underlying any particular problem domain can be represented in terms of 

finite sets of rules. This theory focuses on both the content of human knowledge and 

the cognitive processes associated with learning. 

The discussion of structural learning theory is followed by the presentation of a 

unified model of general problem solving founded upon structural learning theory. The 

development and explication of tills integrated model of general problem solving is 

based upon tiiis author's interpretation of Scandura's work in structural learning 

tiieory. In addition, tills unified model is capable of supporting Hale and Hawortii's 

(1991) unified model of software debugging, which is a domain-specific description of 

the knowledge sti-uctures and processes postulated for software debugging as 

founded upon structural learning theory. The integrated model of general problem 

solving depicts tiie interaction of declarative knowledge required with tiie cognitive 
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processes associated with a general problem-solving task. This review concludes with 

the criticisms levied against models of problem-solving founded upon structural 

learning theory, and reinforces the objective of this research effort to respond to one 

of the criticisms. 



CHAPTER III 

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT: GENERAL 

TASK ACTIVITIES REPRESENTATION 

Introduction 

As a first step towards the explication and evaluation of tiie stiuctural problem-

solving model, this chapter develops an activities representation of general problem 

solving based upon the process portion of the sti-uctural problem-solving model 

described in Chapter II. A representation of problem-solving activities is required to 

illustrate the actions an individual is postulated to exhibit during a specific problem-

solving task in order to evaluate the observed performance of individuals performing 

the task. This representation is essential for tiie development of testable research 

questions concerning the relationships among the components of the process portion 

of the problem-solving model within a specific task domain, and to facilitate the 

integration of previous research results with the integrated problem-solving model. 

The next section presents the rationale for the use of the task activities 

representation as applied to the integrated problem-solving model founded upon 

structureil learning theory, and presents the method for the task activities 

representation development procedure. This section also denotes previous research 

efforts that have specifically Identified activities similar to those included in the 

postulated task activities model. 

The tiiird section presents an assessment of tiie development of tiie task 

activities representation fi-om tiie integrated model of problem solving. The fourth 

38 
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section provides an interpretation of tiie task activities representation and describes 

the relationship between tills representation and tiie process-portion of tiie integrated 

model of problem solving. 

The fifth section presents an evaluation of tiie task activities representation in 

relation to the behavior an individual is postulated to exhibit when performing a 

problem-solving task. This section also provides a discussion comparing the task 

activities representation founded on stiuctural learning theory to other process-

oriented models of problem solving, and elucidates the distinguishing features of the 

structural problem-solving model. 

The final section of tills chapter presents several general research questions 

that are germane to the evaluation of tiie task activities representation of tiie problem-

solving model founded upon structural learning theory. The model developed in this 

chapter Is used as a foundation for the development of a domain-specific (software 

debugging) task activities model that is presented in Chapter IV. The domain-specific 

model also provides the infrastructure for the integration of previous research 

conducted in the area of software maintenance. Similarly, the general research 

questions presented in this chapter are used to develop the domain-specific research 

questions presented in Chapter IV. 

Task Activities Representation Development Procedure 

The process model is dynamic in nature because it depicts the flow of the 

processes Involved in task performance, the integration of the declarative knowledge 

associated with these processes, and the control elements directing the flow of these 
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processes. Therefore, In order to proceed with an evaluation of tiie process portion of 

the sti'uctural problem-solving model, a representation is developed depicting tiie 

elements of procedural knowledge required for individual problem-solving. 

This representation scheme depicts tiie activities an individual is hypothesized 

to perform during a problem-solving task. The process model of problem solving 

(Figure 1) does not provide an indication of how certain activities are achieved, 

whereas these activities are made explicit within this representation. Thus, the 

activities representation permits the examination of the type of behavior that individuals 

are postulated to engage in during a problem-solving task within a specific domain. 

The development of this representational scheme is an extension of previous research 

focused on the evaluation of the structural learning theory of problem solving. Several 

research studies have advocated the importance of task decomposition to elucidate 

the fundamental activities associated with the performance of a specific task or class 

of tasks (Davis and Olson, 1985; Jeeves and Greer, 1983; Johnson-Laird, 1980; Newell 

and Simon, 1972; and Scandura, 1984a). 

The activities or elements of procedural knowledge are derived fi-om the 

process model illustrated in Figure 1. The steps used in the derivation of the activities 

representation of problem solving fi-om the process-oriented problem-solving model 

using a system fiowchart representation are exemplary of tiie task decomposition 

process and may be viewed as a contribution of research effort. The steps used in 

tiie derivation of tiie task activities representation include the following. 
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1. Identify the major goal of the entire process (e.g.. Solve Problem). This 

Is the top-level module of the task activity representation. 

2. Identify the major fijnctions in the process model through an analysis of 

process and selection symbols in tiie model. (This may require an 

aggregation of several processes and decisions.) 

3. Identify a hierarchy and left-to-right ordering of the major fijnctions. This 

may be based upon certain information requirements or dependencies 

that exist between functions. 

4. Decompose each of the major fijnctions into subfunctions. These 

functions become subordinate modules In the activities representation 

to the previously identified major functions. 

5. Specify any interrelationships between one or more of the subordinate 

and superordinate modules to reduce redundancy in the modules. This 

may require a reordering of the subordinate modules. 

6. Implement decision points between functions from the fiow chart in the 

task activities representation through the use of a tiansaction center 

symbol. (Note that the nature of the subordinate functions must be 

encompassed by the superordinate function, which may signal the need 

to create the superordinate function in tiie representation.) 
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7. Note any functions tiiat are repeatedly invoked by anotiier ftjnction witii 

an iteration symbol on tiie task activities representation. 

8. Further decompose any of tiie subordinate fijnctions and repeat steps 5 

through 7. Recall tiiat tiie function of tiie task activities representation is 

to explicate proposed human actions or behavior, and therefore further 

decomposition of functions may be conceptually appealing but not 

operationally feasible. 

The development of these steps is based upon an adaptation of the steps used in the 

ti-ansformation of a functional model to a stiucture chart (Kendall and Kendall, 1988; 

Page-Jones, 1988). In addition, tills type of representational format is consistent with 

previously published studies in problem solving (Katz and Anderson, 1988; Vessey, 

1986). 

The model of problem-solving functions is illustiated in Figure 6 using structure 

chart conventions (Page-Jones, 1988; Yourdon and Constantine. 1979) without an 

explicit control structure. This type of representation illusti-ates the flow of control 

among the various activities associated with problem solving in a top-down 

hierarchical manner. In addition, the interrelationships among the activities are also 

depicted. Therefore, tiie activities at the top of tiie sti-ucture chart are responsible for 

the control of the subordinate activities and interact with or invoke the lower activities 

as required. 
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Assessment of the Task Activities Representation 
Development Process 

The task activities representation is developed based upon the behavior that an 

individual is postulated to exhibit when performing a problem-solving task. Thus, tiie 

activities representation explicitiy reflects the actions an individual is proposed to 

exhibit when engaging in various porti'ons of the process model. The process portion 

of the integrated model of problem solving illusti-ated in Figure 1 depicts the 

hypothesized integration of declarative knowledge and cognitive processes of an 

individual engaged in problem solving, and does not account for the behavior of an 

individual. Therefore, the task activities representation emerged fi-om the process 

portion of the structural problem-solving model through an analysis of the behavior 

postulated to be exhibited for each of the components of the process model. A 

description of the task activities representation development process that resulted in 

the representation depicted of Figure 6 is presented in Appendix A. This 

representational scheme allows the structural problem-solving model to be 

differentiated fi-om other contemporary problem-solving models through tiie obsen/ed 

behavior of individuals performing a specific task. The stiucture chart notation 

facilitates the representation of the interaction between these components and 

provides a more detailed explication of individual activities compared to the process 

model. 

Support for the inclusion of tiie lower-level activities is also found in tiie 

literature and is presented in Table 1. These citations provide a foundation for the 

inclusion of the task activities derived fi^om tiie process model and provide additional 
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Activity Literature Suoport Definition 

SOLVE PROBLEM 

IDENTIFY DIRECT 
SOLUTION 

SELECT STRATEGY 

CREATE/MODIFY 
STRATEGY 

EVALUATE 
PROBLEM 

UPDATE 
REPRESENTATION 

GENERATE 
HYPOTHESIS 

EVALUATE 
HYPOTHESIS 

IMPLEMENT 
SOLUTION 

ASSESS 
SOLUTION 

Polya (1962) 
Newell and Simon (1972) 
Scandura (1977a) 

Scandura (1977a) 
Jeeves and Greer (1983) 

Scandura (1977a) 
Jeeves and Greer (1983) 
Bouwman (1985) 

Scandura (1977a) 
Jeeves and Greer (1983) 

Pounds (1969) 
Newell and Simon (1972) 
Johnson et al. (1987) 
Bouwman et al. (1987) 

Best (1987) 
Johnson et al. (1987) 
Mitchell (1987) 

Dewey (1933) 
Polya (1962) 
Newell and Simon (1972) 

Dewey (1933) 
Simon and Lea (1974) 
Kout>eketal. (1987) 
Iselin (1988) 

Johnson etal. (1987) 
Iselin (1988) 

Johnson et al. (1987) 
Mitchell (1987) 

Control of the problem solving effort 

Determine the existence of a direct 
solution to the prot>lem 

Establish a plan of action that is 
appropriate for the current problem-
soh/ing activity 

Create a plan of action or modify 
an action plan or plans for the current 
problem-solving activity 

Responsit}le for the identification of 
the problem and assessment of the 
problem situation 

Revise the representation of the 
prot}lem situation and goals 

Generate hypotheses conceming the 
nature and cause of the problem, and 
potential soiutkxis 

Direct the assessment of the 
hypothesis developed regarding the 
problem situation or px̂ tentlal solution 

Execute a potential solution to the 
current goal 

Verify the results of the implementation 
of the solutk)n attempt 
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external validity to the postulated task activities model. Because the task activities 

representation is derived fi-om the process model, tiie activities noted in the 

representation of problem solving are closely related to tiie fijnctions depicted in tiie 

process model. 

The integrated problem-solving model founded upon structural learning tiieory 

characterizes the input to the problem-solving process as an Initial description of the 

problem situation and the primary goal. As previously discussed, this view of the 

problem solving does not account for a problem sensati'on or problem recognition 

activity (Mintzberg et al., 1976; Pounds, 1969; Volkema, 1983). The task activities 

representation developed fi-om the process model is consistent with this 

representation, and consequentiy depicts a goal establishment activity prior to the 

problem evaluation and problem representation revision activities. In addition, the task 

activities representation distinguishes between the stiategy enactment activities, 

devised to enhance the comprehension of the problem situation, and the hypothesis 

development activities. This distinction is consistent with the rule identification and 

execution activities and tiie goal assessment activities as postulated in tiie integrated 

model of problem solving. This distinction is also consistent with the goal-directed 

approach to problem solving associated with stiuctural learning theory (Scandura, 

1977a; Jeeves and Greer, 1983) in contiast to a hypothesis-testing oriented problem-

solving approach depicted in otiier research efforts (Simon and Lea, 1974; Levine, 

1975). 
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Task Activities Representation Interpretation 

The uppermost activity in the structure chart representation. Solve Problem, 

exerts ultimate contiol over the problem-solving process. It is responsible for invoking 

tiie subordinate activities-Esta/)//s/7 Goal, Enact Strategy, Develop Hypothesis, and 

Purpose Solution. 

The Establish Goal activity involves the determination of the appropriate level of 

problem-solving activity and the implementation of an activity that is commensurate 

with the level of the problem-solving activity. The task activities representation is 

consistent with the process portion of the integrated model of problem solving in that 

the individual is alerted to the presence of a problem and therefore this representation 

does not depict the presence of a problem recognition activity. The primary level of 

the problem-solving activity {Identify Direct Solution) is the application of a direct 

solution to tiie problem, whereas the secondary level of the problem-solving activity 

{Select Strategy) is concerned with tiie identification of tiie problem origin and the 

facilitation of the comprehension of the problem situation and operative goal. The 

tertiary level of problem solving {Create/Modify Strategy) is involved in the creation or 

modification of problem-solving plans tiiat may be applied to tiie secondary problem 

solving activities. This activity is associated with tiie Solve Problem and Switch Goal 

processes in the integrated problem-solving model by means of matching the problem 

situation and the goal to tiie domain and range of available rules . 

The Establish Goal action determines tiie type of activity to be performed by 

the problem-solving process in a specific sequence: tilal of a direct solution 

hypotiiesis, recollection of an action plan, or the creation of a new action plan. The 
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task activities representation accounts for the direct solution process discussed above 

{Identify Direct Solution), which may be ttiought of in behavioral terms as an immediate 

recollection of a solution to a problem. This process is similar to the first phase of 

reflective tiiought (suggestion) as described by Dewey (1933), and this action is not 

unlike that of pattern recognition In problem-solving tasks in which a particular 

Instance of a similar problem can be immediately recalled (Neimark and Santa, 1975), 

or those in which a concise one-to-one mapping of a similar problem situation does 

not exist, such as familiar scripts (Schank and Abelson, 1977). The recollection of an 

action plan {Select Strategy) is similar to the use of a strategy to gather additional 

information or comprehend the problem and goal situations. This understanding of 

the problem and goal situations may provide insights or clues to problem solutions 

that may have been used in a similar problem situation. The creation or modiflcation 

of an action plan {Create/Modify Strategy) by tiie individual problem-solver is the 

development of an original approach to attempt to comprehend the problem situation. 

The Enact Strategy activity Is associated with the initial and continued 

assessment of the problem situation and goals. This activity Includes tiie Evaluate 

Problem Situation and Update Representation activities, which are responsible for 

assessing and revising and individual's current representation of the problem situation 

and goal. These activities are directiy associated witii tiie secondary level of the 

problem-solving process involving the implementation of a stiategy, and an improved 

representation of the problem situation or problem-solving goal is postulated to result 

in tiie identification of a solution rule. These activities are related to tiie Find Rule 

activity of the integrated model of problem solving. 
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Once an evaluation of the problem and goal situation has been made, contiol 

is passed to the Develop Hypothesis activity. This activity is responsible for tiie 

formation (Generate Hypothesis) and assessment {Evaluate Hypothesis) of hypotheses 

concerning the nature and relationship of various elements of the problem situation 

and/or the nature and cause of the problem. The Develop Hypothesis activity and its 

subordinate activities are associated with the Execute Rule and Goal assessment 

processes of the integrated model of problem solving depending upon the level of the 

problem-solving activity. These activities are similar to the hypotiiesis-testing behavior 

depicted by Simon and Lea (1974) and Levine (1975). 

The Propose Solution activity is responsible for tiie execution {Implement 

Solution) and tiie evaluation (Assess Solution) of a potential solution in accordance 

with tiie current representation of the problem situation and goal. This activity is 

related to the Execute Rule process of the stiuctural problem-solving model. 

It should be noted tiiat the activities detailed above are general in nature and 

each action may be further subdivided Into otiier actions. The division of tiiese higher 

level activities into subordinate activities is dependent upon the specific problem-

solving domain as is developed In tiie next chapter. In addition, the cyclic nature of 

the task activities in tiie model sen/es to provide input or feedback to prior activities in 

the model and are associated witii tiie level of tiie problem-solving activity as 

contiolled by tiie Establish Goal activity. This is also consistent witii tiie recursive 

nature of the integrated problem-solving model founded upon sti-uctural learning 

theory. 
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Task Activities Representation Evaluation 

The value of a problem-solving model lies not only in its ability to successfully 

predict the outcome of an individual's performance, but also in its ability to account for 

the obsen/ed behavior of an individual performing a problem-solving task (Scandura, 

1977b). In regard to the first ability, a number of empirical studies have been 

conducted to assess the ability of sti-uctural learning models to predict the outcome of 

an individual performing a specific problem-solving task (Ehrenpreis and Scandura, 

1974; Hilke et al., 1976; Manelis and Yekovich, 1984; Wulfeck and Scandura, 1977). 

A criticism levied against research conducted in this area of problem solving is 

the lack of information concerning the second ability: protocols and latencies for the 

evaluation of the behavior of individuals engaged in the problem-solving process 

(Brown, 1978). However, a fundamental tenet of tiie integrated model of stiuctural 

learning theory is that tiie basic process portion of the problem-solving model is 

essentially the same for all individuals regardless of skill and experience for individuals 

with prior exposure to the problem task and tiiat tiie differences in tiie observed 

performance of individuals are due to the declarative knowledge possessed and 

utilized by an individual. The task activities representation developed in a previous 

section of this chapter illusti-ates tiie elements of procedural knowledge required to 

perform a general problem-solving task. These elements include Establish Goal 

{Identify Direct Solution, Select Strategy, Create/Modify Strategy), Enact Strategy 

{Evaluate Problem, Update Representation), Develop Hypothesis {Generate Hypothesis, 

Evaluate Hypothesis), and Propose Solution {Implement Solution, Assess Solution). 

The explication of tiiese elements is essential to facilitating an examination of tiie 
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behavior of individuals performing various problem-solving tasks in relation to tiie 

postulated behavior, which is based upon tiie task activities representation of 

sti-uctural problem solving. 

A more extensive analysis of the task activities representation of stiuctural 

problem-solving reveals tiiat tiie conti-ol mechanism {Establish Goal) is an essential 

feature of the model In that It provides for the separation of domain specific 

knowledge fi-om the cognitive processes contiolling the application of this knowledge. 

Thus, the control mechanism is centi-al to the ability of the model to account for 

differences in individual problem-solving behavior (Scandura, 1977b). In addition, tiie 

contiol mechanism differentiates tiie sti-uctural problem-solving model fi-om otiier 

contemporary problem-solving models (vide Scandura, 1984b). 

The Establish Goal component of the activities representation is postulated to 

be primarily responsible for contiolling the type and sequence of activities performed 

by an individual during the problem-solving process based upon previous and 

acquired knowledge of the problem situation. For example, according to the structural 

problem-solving model, tiie first activity performed is the application and evaluation of 

a direct solution. This activity may be thought of as the immediate recollection of a 

solution to a familiar or similar problem situation. If an individual does not have an 

immediate solution to a problem, a second activity is postulated to be performed, 

which is the recollection of an action plan. The theory suggests that this activity is 

devised to gather additional information concerning the problem situation and/or 

development of additional understanding regarding the problem situation. Knowledge 

gained fi-om this activity may then be used to generate a potential solution to the 



original problem. This activity is hypothesized to repeat until the individual has eitiier 

solved the problem or attempted all of tiie action plans known to the individual. An 

individual who has exhausted all known action plans that result In a solution to the 

original problem may then resort to another form of activity. The function associated 

with this activity is the creation of an action plan. Based upon the knowledge 

acquired during the previous activities, this may t>e accomplished through the 

synthesis of two or more action plans or may be a unique plan conceived by the 

individual problem solver. 

Fundamental Research Questions 

The research questions intended to assess tiie adequacy of tiie stiuctural 

problem-solving model at predicting the obsen/ed behavior of individuals engaged in a 

problem-solving task are directed at an aggregate level of tiie general problem-solving 

activities. The development of the research questions Is primarily focused on an 

assessment of tiie Establish Goal, Enact Strategy, Develop Hypothesis, and Propose 

Solution activities. The lower-level activities are more closely tied to the application 

domain and will therefore be explicated in tiie next chapter. 

General Question 1: Do problem solvers exhibit behavior that is consistent witii tiie 
determination of tiie type of problem-solving activity such as the 
application of a direct solution or the selection of an appropriate 
sti-ategy? 

General Question 2: Do problem solvers exhibit behavior that is consistent with an 
attempt to assess the problem situation and goals? 
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General Question 3: Do problem solvers exhibit behavior tiiat is consistent with tiie 
formation and assessment of hypotheses concerning tiie nature 
and relationship of various elements of the problem situation 
and/or the nature and cause of the problem. 

General Question 4: Do problem solvers exhibit behavior tiiat is consistent witii tiie 
implementation and assessment of a potential solution to the 
problem? 

These general questions are compatible with tiie previous discussion of the 

activities representation of structural problem solving. However, tiie behavior of tiie 

individual problem solver is dependent upon tiie specific problem-solving task. The 

selection of a specific task domain for problem solving necessitates the refinement of 

the task activities representation to allow the development of testable research 

questions concerning the behavior that an individual is postulated to exhibit when 

engaging in a specific problem-solving task. The refined representation also facilitates 

the integration of previous research results, within the task domain, with the stiuctural 

problem-solving model. The specific task domain and the revised activities 

representation are presented in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT: 

DOMAIN-SPECIFIC TASK ACTIVmES REPRESENTATION 

Introduction 

The need for an integrated model of problem solving arises fi-om an 

assessment of distinction between tiie models of declarative knowledge and 

procedural models depicted in previous research efforts. This assessment is 

presented in Chapter II and the development of the task activities representation 

founded upon an integrated model of problem solving is presented in Chapter 111. 

The development of the task activities representation (Figure 6) supports tiie first 

objective of this research that is the development of a high-level task activities model 

of problem solving founded upon a theory-driven integrated approach to problem 

solving. 

The second objective of this research effort is to evaluate the activities-based 

portion of a structural problem-solving model in accordance with the observed 

behavior of a heterogeneous group of individuals separately engaged in a problem-

solving task within a specific domain. The fulfillment of this objective requires tiie 

adaptation of the general problem-solving task activities representation to an activities 

representation associated with a specific problem-solving domain and an assessment 

of tiie ability of tills representation to account for tiie obsen/ed behavior of a 

heterogeneous group of individuals engaged in a problem-solving task within this 

domain. The purpose of this chapter is to present tiie adaptation of the task activities 

54 
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representation within the selected task domain and develop the research questions 

required for an analysis of tills representation. 

The second section of this chapter provides the rationale for the selection of a 

specific task domain based upon the criticisms of stiuctural learning theory and tiie 

nature of the selected task domain. 

In the third section of this chapter, a proposed activities representation is 

adapted for the selected task domain. Each activity Is defined and the relationships 

among the activities are discussed. Support for tiie Inclusion of each of tiie activities 

in the representation is provided via citations from previous research efforts. In 

addition, the search strategies previously identified in the software debugging literature 

are discussed and their role In the task activities representation is developed, which 

provides a foundation for the synthesis of previous research efforts. 

The fourtii section of this chapter provides an evaluation of the software 

debugging task activities representation In relation to the process-oriented models of 

software debugging described by Vessey, Katz and Anderson, and Gould. This 

evaluation denotes the commonalities between the models and points out tiie 

distinctive features of the task activities representation with particular emphasis placed 

upon tiie contiol mechanism as described by sti-uctural learning theory. 

The fiftii section of tills chapter develops the specific research questions 

related to an evaluation of tiie appropriateness of tiie software debugging task 

activities representation in accordance with tiie obsen/ed behavior of a heterogenous 

group of individuals. 
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Selected Task Domain 

The activities representation of stiuctural problem solving postulates that an 

precursory assessment of the problem situation and goals is performed by tiie 

individual when engaged in a problem-solving task, which may lead to ttie 

identification of a potential direct solution(s) to tiie problem. If this direct solution 

attempt does not satisfy the problem goals, tiien knowledge of tiie problem situation 

and its components is hypothesized to be extended and an appropriate strategy 

(action plan) Is recalled fi-om memory. The strategy is used to acquire additional 

information about the problem In an effort to comprehend the problem situation and/or 

goals. The activities representation postulates that an individual, who is unable to 

implement a solution satisfying the problem goals and cannot recall any additional 

strategies, will create a strategy based upon knowledge of the problem situation and 

its components acquired fi-om previous trials. The above description of the task 

activities representation illustrates the distinct phases that an individual is postulated to 

engage in during a problem-solving task. 

A criticism of a structural learning theory approach to problem solving provides 

a means of selecting a specific task domain to evaluate the applicability of the 

structural problem-solving model and the behavior of individuals performing a 

problem-solving task. A specific criticism of previous research evaluating stiuctural 

learning theories is tiie lack of protocol and latency information to evaluate the 

processes associated with the various problem-solving activities. The attainment of 

protocol and latency information necessitates the ability to distinguish or separate 

various steps in the process fi-om one anotiier. 
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There are a number of activities associated wltti software engineering (Ross 

and Goodenough, 1975; Powers et al., 1990) ttiat comprise tiie application of fomial 

principles and procedures to the development of computer programs. These activities 

include sti-uctured analysis, sti-uctured design, stiuctured implementation and testing 

procedures, and software maintenance. 

Software maintenance Includes all activities associated with enhancing or 

modifying existing software applications. Swanson (1976) has Identified tiiree general 

categories of software maintenance-adaptive, corrective, and perfective. Included in 

each of these categories are specific tasks such as functional enhancement, 

debugging semantic errors, and compiler conversion. Each of these tasks requires a 

software programmer to comprehend existing code, formulate a solution, generate 

new source code, and verify tiie implementation (Sharpe et al., 1991). 

Each of these tasks has common activities; however, the emphases of the 

activities vary from one task to the other. A debugging activity generally Involves a 

single individual engaged in a problem-solving activity requiring an immediate solution. 

Also, the debugging activity of software maintenance generally requires an individual 

to perform each step of the problem-solving activity distinctiy (Katz and Anderson, 

1988). In addition, there are a number of stiategies devised to provide additional 

insight to the problem situation that have been identified in the software debugging 

literature. Thus, a software debugging task appears to be an activity well-suited to 

evaluate the relationship between the behavior of different individuals and the activities 

representation of structural problem solving. 
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Software Debugging Task Activities Representation 

An activities representation of software debugging based on a structural 

learning theory approach to problem solving is presented in Figure 7. The model 

maintains the basic stiucture of the general activities representation (Figure 6) 

presented in Chapter III and is developed Independently using the nine rules for 

process-model to functional model tiansformation; however, the activities are more 

specific for the postulated actions associated with an individual performing a software 

debugging task. It should be noted that these are the higher-level activities 

associated with a software debugging task and the stiucture of the representation 

maintains the basic nature of the model based upon stiuctural learning theory. 

The activities representation (Figure 7) is constiructed by applying the 

conversion process specified in Chapter III to tiansform a process model of debugging 

based upon structural learning theory (Hale and Haworth, 1991) into a task activities 

representation. The development of the domain specific task activities representation 

is also facilitated by a preliminary task analysis. During tills analysis, the important 

task requirements and operators (actions) are identified. This is similar to identifying 

tiie "problem space" (Newell and Simon, 1972). 

The uppermost action in tiie task activities representation. Debug Program, is 

responsible for invoking a number of otiier actions-Esfa/)//s/7 Goal, Enact Search 

Strategy, Develop Hypothesis, and Correct Error. Each of tiiese activities. In turn, 

invokes several subordinate activities tiiat Include: Identify Direct Correction, Select 

Strategy, Create/Modify Search Strategy, Evaluate Program, Update Program 
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Representation, Generate Hypothesis, Evaluate Hypothesis, Implement Correction, and 

Verify Correction. These activities represent actions tiiat a software engineer is 

postulated to engage in when performing a debugging task-which is a specific form 

of general problem solving. Support for tiie inclusion of each of the lower-level 

activities depicted in tiie representation Is listed in Table 2 which cites previous 

research conducted within tiie task domain of software debugging. 

The Establish Goal activity hypothesized to be primarily responsible for 

controlling the type and sequence of activities performed by an individual during the 

software debugging process based upon previous and acquired knowledge of the 

problem situation. The task activities representation of software debugging is 

consistent with the integrated process model of problem solving founded upon 

structural learning theory (Figure 1) in that the programmer is alerted to the presence 

of a problem with the software and therefore this representation does not depict the 

presence of a problem recognition activity. 

After receiving a precursory intioduction to the problem situation and the 

nature of the goal, this activity is postulated to determine the type of activity to be 

performed by the problem-solving process in a specific sequence: tilal of a potential 

direct solution {Identify Direct Correction), recollection of an action plan {Select Search 

Strategy), or the creation or modification of an action plan {Create/Modify Search 

Strategy). The task activities representation allows for the Identify Direct Correction 

process, which is postulated to be an individual's ability to immediately identify and 

recall a solution to a problem In a program. The Select Search Strategy is 
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Activitv Literature Support Definition 

DEBUG PROGRAM 

IDENTIFY DIRECT 
CORRECTION 

SELECT SEARCH 
STRATEGY 

CREATE/MODIFY 
SEARCH STRATEGY 

GoukJ (1975) 
Katz and Anderson (1988) 
Vessey (1986) 

GoukJ (1975) 
Hale and Hawortii (1991) 

Gould (1975) 
Sheppard et al. (1979) 
Weiser (1982) 
Gugerty and Olson (1986) 
Katz and Anderson (1988) 

Hale and Haworth (1991) 

Control of the software debugging 
effort 

Identificatkxi of a direct potential 
solutkxi to the software protslem 

Choose a strategy devised to facilitate 
program comprehenskxi and txjg 
kx̂ ation 

Create a search strategy or modify 
a search strategy or strategies to 
facilitate program comprehensk>n or 
bug kx^atkxi 

EVALUATE PROGRAM Kessler and Anderson (1986) Responsible for the kJentification of the 
Johnson et al. (1987) program bug and comprehension of 
Katz and Anderson (1988) the program and output 

UPDATE PROGRAM 
REPRESENTATION 

GENERATE 
HYPOTHESIS 

EVALUATE 
HYPOTHESIS 

IMPLEMENT 
CORRECTION 

VERIFY 
CORRECTION 

Johnson et al. (1987) 

Gould (1975) 
Brooks (1983) 
Vessey (1986) 

Gould (1975) 
Brooks (1983) 
Vessey (1986) 

Revise the representation of the 
program functk)ns and components 

Generate hypotheses conceming 
program variables or functions or the 
nature and cause of the program bug 

Examine the hypothesis to determine 
the correctness of the assertion 

Kessler and Anderson (1986) Implement a potential solution to the 
Johnson et al. (1987) current goal 
Koubek (1987) 

Johnson et al. (1987) 
Koubek (1987) 
Hale and Hawortii (1991) 

Verify the results of the implementation 
of the solution attempt 
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hypotiiesized to resemble a stiategy devised to gather additional infomnation at>out tiie 

location of a software bug or facilitate program comprehension. This additional 

understanding of the program and potential bug location may provide insights or clues 

to problem solutions that have been used in a similar problem situation. The 

Create/Modify Strategy by the Individual problem-solver Is postulated to entail the 

development of an original approach devised to comprehend the program or locate 

the software bug. Previous research efforts aimed at investigating the software 

debugging task have identified a number of program comprehension and bug location 

strategies (action plans) used by individuals. These stiategies include the following: 

(1) Conti-ol flow ti-acing (Gould, 1975; Sheppard et al., 1979), which 

attempts to limit tiie search space by following tiie contiol of tiie 

program from the beginning of the program to the end. 

(2) Examination of output (Sheppard et al., 1979). This stiategy attempts to 

identify a discrepancy between the current output and the desired 

output. 

(3) Slicing (Brooke and Duncan, 1980; Weiser, 1982; Gugerty and Olson, 

1986). This sti-ategy involves tiie identification and evaluation of all 

statements that influence a variable that is postulated to contiibute to 

the error. 
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(4) Simulation of tiie execution of select parts of ttie program (Kant and 

Newell, 1984; Gugerty and Olson, 1986; Katz and Anderson, 1988). 

which executes and evaluates portions of the program tiiat are 

hypothesized to be associated witii ttie source of ttie error. 

(5) Backwards search fi-om the symptoms (Sheppard et al., 1979; Gugerty 

and Olson, 1986). The search space of ttie program is limited by 

restricting the examination of the program to the modules or 

subroutines associated with the error based upon the output. 

(6) Insertion of debugging test statements (Gugerty and Olson, 1986), 

which is used to display the value of variables at various portions of the 

program. This is intended to identify portions of the program 

associated with the program error. 

(7) Causal reasoning (Katz and Anderson, 1988) which Involves looking at 

the information obtained in the testing of a function and tiien reasoning 

about what might be causing tiie bug. The Individual's representation 

of the program and knowledge of tiie programming language guide tiie 

search for the bug. 

The search sti-ategies are then postulated to be used by the Enact Search 

Strategy function that invokes two subordinate fijnctions: Evaluate Program and 

Update Representation. The Evaluate Program function implements an action plan in 

an effort to facilitate the comprehension of the program and identify the possible error 

in the program. (Note that it is often difficult to separate the comprehension activity 

fi-om the bug location activity, and because it is postulated that these two activities are 
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performed simultaneously, no distinction is made in this research project) The 

knowledge gained fi-om tiiese activities is used to extend an individual's conceptual 

representation (comprehension or understanding) of the program and its components 

as depicted by the Update Representation action. 

Once an individual has conducted an initial evaluation of the problem and goal 

situation, the software programmer is postulated to engage in an activity involving the 

development of a hypothesis. The Develop Hypothesis activity is dependent upon the 

current operative goal in the problem-solving process. This action is responsible for 

invoking the Generate Hypothesis activity that creates hypotheses concerning the 

proper fijnction of a program or portions of the program, the nature and cause of the 

error, and the identification of potential solutions to correct the error. The Evaluate 

Hypothesis activity determines the correctness of the hypothesis that is developed 

regarding the program, error, or potential solution. This activity may also result in the 

refinement of the original hypothesis and a continued evaluation process. 

The Correct Error activity is purported to primarily involve the implementation 

and confirmation of potential solutions to the problem. The confirmation of potential 

solutions is again dependent upon tiie current operative goal of the problem. For 

example, the operative goal may be the recollection of an action plan directed at 

obtaining an additional understanding of a specific subroutine of tiie program, or tiie 

operative goal may be to evaluate the changes made to a line of code hypotiiesized 

to contain the software bug. 

Depending on the current operative goal of the problem-solving process and 

tiie outcome of this action, tiie Correct Error activity Is postulated to result In the 
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completion of tiie debugging task, or may require tiie individual to evaluate and enact 

anotiier action plan or possibly resort to tiie creation of an action plan. The tiial of a 

potential solution {Implement Conrection) is postulated to result in ttie extension of 

knowledge of ttie program and its components iyerify Conrection). The expansion of 

this knowledge is used to extend an individual's conceptual representation of the 

program and its components. This extended program representation is proposed to 

be used by the Establish Goal activity in the selection of the next activity to be 

performed. 

The extension of an individual's knowledge resulting from the evaluation of the 

program and solution implementation attempt may not always result in correct 

assumptions or representations of the program, the program components, or the 

interaction of the components. The task activities representation of structural problem 

solving is postulated to account for these potential misrepresentations of the problem 

situation. 

Debugging Activities Representation Evaluation 

A number of research studies (Banker and Kemerer, 1987; Baecker, 1988; 

Can/er, 1989; Gremillion, 1984; Gugerty and Olson, 1986; Iselin. 1988; Longwortti et 

al.. 1986; Oman et al., 1989; Vessey, 1989; Weiser, 1982) have been conducted to 

evaluate ttie performance of individuals engaged in a software debugging activity. The 

results obtained fi-om tiiese studies have not always been consistent It may be 

postulated that one possible reason for the confounding results obtained by these 

studies may be due to an inadequate specification of the fundamental activities 
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associated witii the debugging activity. It is ttie intent of ttiis research to klentify tiiese 

activities through an evaluation of tiie obsen/ed behavior of individuals engaged in a 

software debugging task. 

The activities representation of the debugging task founded upon the structural 

learning theory approach to problem solving explicitiy accounts for the major activities 

associated with other models of software debugging identified from previous research. 

For example. Figure 8 depicts Vessey's (1986) model of the debugging process. The 

Hvpothesis Generation, and Error Correction and Confirmation activities are boVn 

explicitiy identified in the activities representation of structural problem solving. 

However, Vessey's model does not account for differences in debugging tactics or 

represent the additional Information gleaned from the evaluation of hypotheses 

generated from an initial bug identification/location activity. 

The Understand Svstem. Test Svstem and Locate Error activities illustiated in 

tiie Katz and Anderson (1988) model of debugging (Figure 9) are accounted for within 

the Enact Search Strategy and Develop Hypothesis activities. The Katz and Anderson 

model of debugging requires an initial understanding of the software system, which 

does not allow for tiie application of a direct solution to a familiar or similar problem as 

in tiie task activities representation of structural problem solving. In addition, tills 

model does not account for the selection of various stiategies to understand the 

system, test tiie system, and locate program errors. 

The selection of a debugging tactic-characterized by the Establish Goal activity 

of the representation of sti-uctural problem solving-is a major component of Gould's 

descriptive model of debugging (Figure 10). The Select Debugging Tactic activity 
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results in the search for something suspicious in the program and leads to the 

possible identification of a "clue." A clue is "the presence of something suspicious in 

one of the Information sources a subject is using" (Gould, 1975). 

According to Gould's model of debugging, the presence of a clue may result in 

the direct identification of a software bug or the generation of a hypothesis concerning 

the nature of the bug. The hypotiiesis may, in turn, lead to tiie adoption of a new 

debugging tactic. The task activities representation of structural problem solving 

accommodates these activities through the use of the Establish Goal, Enact Search 

Strategy, and Develop Hypothesis activities. However, this model depicts a distinct 

control mechanism {Establish Goal) to guide the process of the application of a 

potential direct solution to the program error and tiie selection of a program 

comprehension and/or bug location stiategy. 

Domain-Specific Research Questions 

A fundamental tenet of the integrated model of structural learning theory is that 

the basic process portion of the model is essentially the same for all individuals with 

prior exposure to the task regardless of skill and experience and that the differences in 

the obsen/ed performance of individuals are due to tiie declarative knowledge 

possessed and utilized by an individual. As previously mentioned, the second 

objective of tiiis research is to evaluate the activities-based portion of a structural 

problem-solving model In accordance witii tiie obsen/ed behavior of a heterogeneous 

group of individuals separately engaged in a problem-solving task witiiin a specific 

domain. 
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The fulfillment of this objective requires the adaptation of the general problem-

solving task activities representation to an activities representation associated with a 

specific problem-solving domain and an assessment of the ability of tills 

representation to account for the observed behavior of a heterogeneous group of 

individuals engaged in a problem-solving task witiiin this domain. The adaptation of 

the general problem-solving task activities representation to a software debugging task 

activities representation is presented in the earlier portion of this chapter. The 

research questions, therefore, are developed to evaluate the ability of the task 

activities representation of software debugging to account for the behavior of 

individuals engaged in a software debugging task. The research questions are 

developed to provide a domain-specific evaluation of the general research questions 

presented in Chapter 111. Therefore, tiiese questions are developed to assess the 

subordinate activities associated with tiie Establish Goal, Enact Search Strategy, 

Develop Hypothesis, and Correct Error activities depicted in Figure 7. Specifically, the 

research questions are directed at evaluating the control mechanism of the model 

{Establish Goaf) and its subordinate activities {Identify Direct Correction, Select Search 

Strategy, and Create/Modify Search Strategy), which provides a primary distinguishing 

feature of this learning by discovery problem-solving model. In addition, the research 

questions are developed to evaluate the Evaluate Program and Update Program 

Representation activities associated witii tiie Enact Search Strategy activity; tiie 

Generate Hypothesis and Evaluate Hypothesis activities associated with tiie Develop 

Hypothesis activity; and tiie Implement Correction and Verify Correction activities, 

which are subordinates of tiie Correct Error activity. 
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Because tiie study is directed at tiie examination of moderately complex 

problems and is not concerned with the examination of simple problems or extiemely 

complex software debugging tasks, emphasis is placed on tiie debugging strategies 

associated with the Establish Goal and the Enact Search Strategy activities. This 

places less emphasis on the examination of the postulated behavior associated with a 

direct identification and repair of a software bug, which tends to be associated with 

simple program errors (Oman et al., 1989; Gilmore and Smith, 1984; Yourdon, 1975), 

and problems that lie beyond the problem-solving capabilities of individuals with less 

skill, as with individuals unfamiliar with the task (Gilmore and Smith, 1984). 

Research Question 1: Do programmers attempt to correct a software bug 
through the use of a direct solution to correct the 
software bug? 

Support for this research question indicates that programmers attempt to 

develop a solution to the software bug with a minimal amount of input as to the exact 

nature of the program components and functions. This question is associated with 

the first level {Identify Direct Correction) of tiie Establish Goal activity (General 

Question 1). 

Research Question 2: Do programmers exhibit a behavior indicative of tiie use 
of a debugging stiategy devised to facilitate program 
comprehension or bug location? 

Support for this question may indicate the presence of a sti-uctured approach 

taken to understand the program and facilitate the identification of the program error 
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(General Question 1). This activity is associated witii ttie second level {Select Search 

Strategy) of the Establish Goal activity of the debugging activities representation. 

Research Question 3: Do programmers exhibit a behavior indicative of tiie 
switching of a search stiategy? 

Support for this question would suggest tiiat programmers utilize a variety of 

debugging strategies when attempting to comprehend a program and its components 

and/or locate a program error (General Question 1). Failure to support tills question 

may indicate that programmers do not utilize debugging strategies (although this is 

contiary to previous research results) or do not possess a variety of debugging 

strategies, and therefore are unable to switch strategies. This behavior may also 

suggest that one debugging stiategy is adequate to find and implement a solution to 

the program error. This activity is associated with a lateral move within the second 

level {Select Search Strategy) of the Establish Goal activity. 

Research Question 4: Do programmers exhibit a behavior that is indicative of 
the creation of an action plan to facilitate the 
comprehension of tiie program or identification of the 
software bug? 

Support for this research question indicates that a programmer does not 

possess or does not employ an action plan or search stiategy devised to facilitate the 

comprehension of the program functionality, the program components, or to identify 

tiie location of the software bug. Support for tills question may also indicate tiiat 

conventional search sti-ategies are not successful in identifying and/or correcting the 

software bug and therefore a new sti-ategy is created. This type of behavior is 
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associated witti ttie establishment of a tertiary goal {Create/Modify Search Strategy) by 

tiie Establish Goal activity (General Question 1). 

Research Question 5: Do programmers engage In a program evaluation 
process? 

Support for this question indicates tiie need for a programmer to examine at 

least one form of program output {Evaluate Program) to obtain additional information 

about tiie problem situation or goal (General Question 2) This type of activity is 

associated with the Enact Search Strategy activity of tiie task activities representation. 

Research Question 6: Do programmers update their representation of the 
program functionality or its components? 

Support for this question indicates that a programmer has engaged in an 

activity that has allowed them to change their current representation (comprehension 

or understanding of the program). This question is related to the Update Program 

Representation action of the debugging activities representation (General Question 2). 

Research Question 7: Do programmers formulate hypotiieses regarding the 
location of a software bug? 

Support for this question may indicate that programmers attempt to apply a 

direct solution {Identify Direct Correction) to tiie problem, or develop hypotheses 

{Generate Hypothesis) after an understanding of the problem situation is obtained 
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(General Question 3). This type of activity supports the notion of a primary goal as 

depicted in tiie software debugging task activities representation. 

Research Question 8: Do programmers formulate hypotiieses regarding the 
functionality of certain portions or components of a 
program? 

The actions of programmers supporting this question would indicate that tiiese 

individuals attempt to comprehend specific parts of the program In an attempt to 

obtain a greater understanding of the program {Generate Hypothesis) in an attempt to 

identify tiie source of the program error (General Question 3). The development of 

this type of hypothesis supports the notion of a secondary or tertiary goal {Select 

Search Strategy or Create/Modify Search Strategy) established by tiie Establish Goal 

activity. 

Research Question 9: Do programmers attempt to evaluate hypotheses 
regarding the functionality of certain portions of a 
program or the location of a software bug? 

Support for this research question may indicate that programmers attempt to 

assess the hypotheses {Evaluate Hypothesis) developed about the functionality of the 

program and/or its components or about the location of the software bug (General 

Question 3). It Is postulated that this information results in a greater understanding of 

tiie problem situation ttiat may result in ttie selection of a different search stiategy or a 

direct diagnosis to ttie problem {Establish Goal). 
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Research Question 10: Do programmers attempt to implement a potential 
solution to correct a software bug. 

Support for tiiis question indicates that programmers attempt to implement the 

potential correction of a program error {Implement Conrection). This behavior may 

also be indicative of a knowledge-building activity. Failure to support this question 

would indicate the inability of the problem solver to develop a potential solution to 

correct the program (General Question 4). 

Research Question 11: Do programmers attempt to confirm tiie results of a 
potential solution to correct a software bug? 

Support for this question (General Question 4) indicates that individuals 

evaluate the effectiveness of the potential solution to the software bug iyerify 

Correction). This may indicate that an individual is uncertain of the appropriateness of 

the potential solution In relation to the functionality of the entire program. This activity 

may also be associated with a knowledge building or acquisition activity by providing 

feedback to otiier problem-solving activities. 

Summary 

This chapter builds upon the task activities representation presented in Chapter 

111 by first presenting the rationale for the selection of software debugging as the 

problem-solving for the evaluation of the task activities representation founded upon 

structural learning theory in accordance with the observed behavior of a 

heterogeneous group of individuals. This discussion is followed by the presentation of 
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tiie software debugging task activities representation as derived fi-om stiojctural 

learning tiieory. Each of ttie activities is defined and discussed in ttie context of ttie 

postulated model, and the inclusion of each activity in ttie model is reinforced with 

citations from previous research. The software debugging task activities 

representation is then evaluated and distinguished from other process-oriented models 

of software debugging that have appeared in the literature. Specific attention is 

devoted to the ability of tiie model to Incorporate tiie different search stiategies that 

have appeared in the software debugging literature, which provides for a synthesis of 

previous research conducted in this area. The chapter concludes with tiie 

development of research questions designed to provide an evaluation of the task 

activities representation in accordance with the obsen/ed behavior of a heterogeneous 

group of programmers engaged in a software debugging task. 



CHAPTER V 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Introduction 

This chapter describes the details of the research method and design used to 

evaluate the research questions presented in the previous chapter. TTie first section 

presents a discussion of the possible process tiacing methods used to evaluate the 

activities of individuals engaged in a problem solving task. This section concludes 

with the rationale for the selection of the research method used in this investigation-

protocol analysis. 

The second section provides an oven/lew of verbal protocol analysis. A 

number of methodological concerns are addressed concerning the use of this method 

and issues relating to validity and reliability are discussed. The third section of tills 

chapter provides a brief overview of the levels of analysis used with verbal protocol 

data. Together, these two sections address a number of issues that shape tiie 

empirical investigation designed to evaluate the research questions mentioned 

previously. 

The fourtii section of tills chapter provides an oven/iew of tiie empirical 

investigation conducted for this research effort. The research method is described in 

terms of the software debugging problem domain and this description is followed by 

an oven/iew of tiie problem task to be engaged in by ttie research subjects. A brief 

description of the research subjects is ttien presented, followed by a discussion of ttie 

data collection process and the pilot study. 

78 
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This chapter concludes witti a discussion of ttie steps taken to prepare ttie 

verbal protocol data for furttier analysis. A description of ttie coding scheme is 

presented and an oven/iew of ttie encoding process is provided. This section 

concludes witii an evaluation of the reliability of tiie encoded protocol data. 

Selection of Research Method 

The focus of this research is tiie evaluation of tiie process portion of a 

stiuctural model of general problem solving witiiin a specific task domain. This 

evaluation is facilitated through the development of tiie activity representation 

depicting the actions an individual is postulated to exhibit when engaged in a specific 

task-software debugging (Figure 7). Therefore, tiie selection of an appropriate 

research metiiod must support the ability of tiie researcher to Irace tiie process" of an 

individual engaged in a programming debugging task. 

Much of the research in human problem solving that has appeared in the IS 

literature can be characterized as deductive, in that researchers have attempted to 

infer the causes of observed outcomes effected by a number of different contextual 

factors. Examples of these factors include task characteristics (Benbasat et al., 1986; 

Jan/enpaa, 1989; Payne, 1976), environmental characteristics (Benbasat and Dexter, 

1986), and characteristics of the problem solver (Bariff and Lusk, 1977; Dalai, 1990; 

Hale and Kasper, 1989). Considerable emphasis has also been placed on the need to 

properly understand the process of problem solving and decision making. A thorough 

understanding of human problem solving would require researchers to investigate 

more than the influence of various input variables upon the output of the 
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problem-solving process. However, to date, ttie majority of empirical research has 

adopted this ti-aditional input-output approach to facilitate an analysis of tiie problem-

solving process. This is most likely due. In part, to tiie most commonly known 

research techniques not being well suited to tiie investigation of process at the 

required amount of detail and rigor (Todd and Benbasat, 1987, p. 493). 

In order to understand why or how certain individuals are more effective and 

efficient, researchers must also examine the processes that intervene between the 

independent variable and tiie dependent outcome of a problem-solving task. Just as 

different approaches to solving the same problem may lead to different outcomes, the 

same outcome may be generated fi-om different problem solving strategies. Thus, 

there is a need to explore the problem-solving process or activities and stiategies that 

occur between the onset of a stimulus and the eventual response or choice in order to 

properly understand the problem-solving behavior of individuals (DeSanctis and 

Gallupe, 1987; Payne et al., 1978). 

Oven/iew of Process Tracing Methods 

Process tracing methods provide researchers the ability to access the activities 

and strategies that occur between an Initial stimulus and the eventual response or 

choice during a problem-solving task. There are a number of methods that can l>e 

categorized as process ti-acing metiiods. These include information display boards, 

eye movement tracing, computer logs, and verbal protocols. This section provides a 

brief description of the stiengths and weaknesses of each of these methods. 
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Information Display Boards 

information display boards are typically used to ot)serve and record the search 

patterns utilized by individuals when selecting among numerous alternatives in choice 

problems where the alternatives are explicitiy stated. This method is particularly useful 

for capturing the data associated with the attiibutes of the various alternatives, the 

fi-equency of selections, and the sequence of selections, and has found considerable 

use in consumer choice research (Painton and Gentry, 1985; Payne, 1976). The 

weakness of information display boards is that this technique only provides the 

researcher with data about the initial use of the information heeded, and the 

researcher knows very littie about the subsequent use and infiuence of this 

information. This method is not appropriate for this research effort because it does 

not provide a means of capturing the information related to the discovery of new 

information concerning the problem situation and the influence of this new information 

on the problem-solving process. Therefore, information display boards do not have a 

rigorous means of collecting and recording these processes. 

Eye Movement Tracing 

The sequence of eye fixations and duration of each fixation provide 

researchers with data on different processing stiategies and relative information use 

by an individual during a problem-solving task. This approach provides an indication 

of what information is being examined initially and subsequentiy during the task and 

may overcome ttie deficiency found in information boards (Russo and Dosher, 1983). 



The primary advantages of the eye movement tiacing method are that it 

provides a great deal of detail and it is difficult for subjects to censor tiieir actions, 

which results in a highly veridical ttace of tiie problem-solving process. The deficiency 

associated with the use of this method is that It does not provide a direct measure of 

the weight or importance that individuals attach to particular items of information. In 

addition, eye movements do not necessarily reflect the information a subject acquires, 

processes, or evaluates (Russo and Rosen, 1975). Based upon these limitations, the 

eye movement tracing method is inappropriate for this research effort t>ecause it does 

not provide an indication of the evaluation of a piece of information or the underlying 

processes being performed on the particular piece of information being heeded. 

Computer Logs 

Computer logs are often used to monitor interactive problem-solving activities. 

The advantage of this metiiod is tiiat data can be collected while an individual is using 

the system (Sprague, 1980). The primary weakness of tills metiiod is tiiat it provides 

no specific insight into an individual's evaluation process of the Information heeded. It 

also indicates only the actions tiiat a subject engaged in but not tiie potential actions 

that were considered but distinctly ruled out. Thus, a computer log does not provide 

a rich means of recording the search stiategies used by individuals because of its 

failure to capture the activities tiiat excluded fi-om consideration. This technique is not 

appropriate for this research effort because of its inability to provide insight to the 

information evaluation process and tiie use of specific search sti-ategies. 
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Verbal Protocols 

There are numerous types of verbal protocols identified in tiie literature. These 

include questionnaires, retiospective verbal reports and stiuctured inten/iews, and the 

familiar Ihink aloud" verbal protocol. (For a review and comparison of tiiese 

protocols, see Bainbridge 1979, Ericsson and Simon 1984.) This review focuses only 

on tiie Ihlnk aloud" (TA) verbal protocol, which will henceforth be referred to simply as 

"verbal protocol." Use of this method provides researchers with a tape recording 

(video and/or audio) of an individual's thought processes while engaged in a problem-

solving activity. This method provides access to the information that is examined, the 

manipulations conducted on the input stimulus, and the evaluations made by the 

individual problem solver. It may also provide an indication of the use of information 

external to the task such as information retiieved from long term memory. In addition, 

the use of video recordings provides insight into nonverbal cues. Thus, in terms of 

elucidating the dynamics of problem solving activities, protocol analysis seems to be 

the most powerful of the process ti-acing metiiods (Todd and Benbasat, 1987). 

Rationale for the use of verbal protocol analysis along with the inherent weaknesses of 

this metiiod are discussed in detail in tiie following section. 

The methods discussed are not necessarily mutually exclusive and may be 

used in concert with one another. Examples of multi-method approaches can be 

found in several of tiie studies previously mentioned (Payne et al., 1978; Russo and 

Dosher, 1983), and use of this approach is advocated to lend greater support for the 

theory being tested and as a source of validation for the individual methods. The use 

of protocol analysis to supplement ti-aditional experimental metiiods is advocated as a 
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part of tiie process of validating the research design (Jarvenpaa et al., 1985; Koubek 

etal.. 1987). 

Overview of Protocol Analvsis 

The term "protocol analysis" is often used inappropriately to refer to various 

methods that use different means of both capturing and analyzing vert>al data. The 

exact nature of protocol collection is important for the distinction of these different 

methods, because these methods have different stiengths and weaknesses. This 

misapplication of terminology has, at times, led to undue criticisms of the verbal 

protocol method. The focus of this section is to clarify the meaning of the term "verbal 

protocol" to be used in this research. In addition, the stiengths and weaknesses of 

related approaches are identified. 

Discriminating Features of Verbal Protocols 

The term "verbal protocol analysis" is a procedure used to understand human 

problem-solving processes. Certain features of the data collection process allow ttie 

strengths and weaknesses of various verbal protocol data collection approaches to be 

identified. The comments ttie individuals make as a result of a problem solving 

process are referred to as verbal protocols, and the techniques used to analyze these 

comments are collectively termed protocol analysis (Sanderson et al., 1989). 
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Concurrent and Retrospective Protocols 

One of the main discriminating features among types of verbal protocols is the 

notion of concurrent and retrospective protocols. Concurrent protocols involve having 

individuals "think aloud" while performing a specific problem-solving task, whereas 

retrospective protocols require individuals to recall their processes or actions after the 

performance of a specific task. 

The retrospection of a previous task can result in difficulties in memory 

distortion, interpretation of actions, and the inability to recall facts that were not 

internalized in long term memory (Nisbett and Wilson, 1977). Retiospective protocols 

may best be used to supplement "gaps" in a concurrent verbalization protocol. 

The process of concurrent verbalization has k>een characterized as t>eing a 

more obtiusive method of collecting information on the problem-solving process than 

the retiospective method (Todd and Benbasat, 1987). However, Ericsson and Simon's 

(1984) model of verbalization addresses the issue of obtiusion during verbalization by 

proposing that verbalization might be divided into three levels. Each level of 

verbalization is proposed to have a different degree of fidelity to tiie mental processes 

underlying the associated behavior. 

Level 1 provides the greatest fidelity in that under normal circumstances, a 

subject's verbal statements directly refiect the current contents of short term memory 

(STM). These contents typically consist of inputs to mental routines, new knowledge 

produced by action of these routines, and symbols representing active goals or 

subgoals that drive tiie problem-solving activity. Level 2 provides less fidelity because 

the representational information heeded may be spatial, pictorial, or musical. 
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Additional cognitive processes may be required in order to tiansform ttie 

representation of the information and thus impede the ability of the individual to 

adequately verbalize the problem-solving process. The model postulates tiiat Level 3 

provides even less fidelity because subjects are asked to verbalize certain aspects of 

the problem solving situation tiiat tiiey would not normally attend to or are asked to 

report only certain types of information. Such verbalizations may require extia 

scanning or filtering or a deliberate inferential or generative activity. These activities 

may require information to be retrieved from long-term memory (LTM), and thus make 

verbalizations less direct. This type of verbalization may cause a change in the actual 

cognitive processes of a problem-solving task. Based on the model of verbalization, 

Ericsson and Simon postulate that verbal data will provide a veridical representation of 

cognitive processes associated with a problem-solving task if the verbalization has 

primarily taken place at Level 1. 

Neutral and Structured Probing 

A second discriminating feature of verbal protocols relates to tiie probing 

technique used to guide the verbal data collection. In a neutial probing situation, the 

individual is simply instiucted to describe the problem solving process witiiout any 

structure Imposed upon the process. In a stiuctured probing situation, the researcher 

instructs the individual to address specific questions or issues during tiie verbalization 

process. 

The advantage of structured probing is that it results in a more concise 

protocol tiiat is easier to analyze and is comparable across subjects. However, as 
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noted above, this type of probing corresponds to Level 3 vert̂ alizations, because 

subjects are required to attend to information not normally heeded during problem 

solving and not readily available in short term memory. Thus, the reported processes 

may be altered by tiie act of verbalization. 

The advantage of neutral probing is the unobtiusive nature of the verbalization 

process. According to the Ericsson and Simon model, this type of approach results in 

a Level 1 or Level 2 verbalization depending upon the representation format of the 

information associated with the problem-solving process. However, the lack of 

structure associated with the neutial probing approach makes data categorization 

more difficult and may result in the intioduction of bias fi^om the researcher encoding 

the data. 

Summary of Verbal Protocols 

The four combinations of verbal protocols previously discussed include: 

concurrent stiuctured-probing verbalizations, concurrent neuti-al-probing verbalizations, 

retrospective stiucture-probing verbalizations, and retiospective neutral-probing 

verbalizations. The concurrent neutral-probing verbalizations are thought to be the 

most valid and reliable method used for formal protocol collection (Ericsson and 

Simon, 1984). Table 3 depicts tiie stiengths and weaknesses associated with each of 

the four combinations of verbal protocols. 

When using the concurrent neuti-al-probing protocol method the individual is 

simply asked to "tiiink aloud" while simultaneously engaging in a problem-solving task. 

The only inten/ention by tiie researcher is to prompt ttie individual to continue to 
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Table 3. Verbal Protocol Combinations. 

Timing of Vert>alization 

Neutial 

Probing 
Technique 

Concurrent 

Structured 

Description: 
Asked to 'descrit>e' 

processes or think akHJd* 
while currently engaged in 
the task 

Weaknesses: 
Possit)ibility of gaps in 

vert}al passages; yields 
large volumes of 
unstructured data 

Strengths: 
ProvkJes a more valkj 

representation of 
processes attended to in 
short term memory 

Description: 
Directed to 'address* 

specific pieces of 
iriformation while currently 
engaged in the task 

Weaknesses: 
Required to verbalize 

additional activities or 
screen vert}alizations while 
performing task 

Strengths: 
Provides a more consise 

protocol that is easier to 
analyze 

Retrospective 

Description: 
Asked to 'recair 

processes after 
completk>n of the task 

Weaknesses: 
Inat îlity to recall facts 

and potential for memory 
distortion of processes 

Strengths: 
Often used to 

supplement gaps in 
concurrent verisalizations 

Description: 
Directed to 'recair 

specific pieces of 
information after 
completion of the task 

Weaknesses: 
Inability to recall facts 

and possible memory 
distortion of processes; 
required to fitter 
vert3alizatk>ns 

Strengths: 
Provides specific 

information to supplement 
concurrent verisalizations 
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verbalize if there is an extended period of silence. The prompt is in the form of a 

neutial statement, such as "please keep talking" or "tell me what you are doing." The 

advantage of this metiiod is tiiat the process is relatively unobtirusive, provided tiiat 

the verbalized information is attended to during the problem-solving process and is in 

a form that does not require excessive encoding prior to verbalization. The primary 

disadvantage of this method is the volume of unstructured data produced by the 

verbalization. Much of the data contained in a protocol may have Ifttie relevance to 

the research questions being investigated, which requires researchers to engage in 

the long and tedious process of separating the useful information in the protocol from 

the irrelevant data not related to the research question. 

Methods of Analyzing Verbal Protocols 

There are a number of analytical methods by which verbal protocols can be 

analyzed. The principal factor used to discriminate the methods is the depth to which 

the problem-solving process is investigated. Bouwman et al. (1987) identifies four 

major categories of verbal protocol analysis. These include the following. 

1. Scanning is the examination of protocols for information that assists in 

interpreting other obsen/ations. This is tiie most stiaightforward method of 

analysis, and can be used to aid in the interpretation of statistical models. 
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2. Scoring entails the tabulation of frequencies of certain key constructs or items 

of interest This method usually involves developing a coding scheme by 

which the protocols are broken down, tabulating the fi-equency of specific 

occurrences, and performing statistical testing on the resufts of the 

aggregation. 

3. Global modeling involves a direct examination of the processes of problem 

solving. This approach not only demonstiates which actions are taken during 

problem solving, but also the sequence of their execution. This method is 

dependent upon the initial scoring of the protocol, and may result in the 

development of a fiowchart of the problem-solving process (Bouwman, 1985). 

4. Computer simulation involves the development of a model that accurately 

represents and reproduces the decisions made by an individual from whom a 

protocol has been collected. The objective of tiiis method is not to merely 

produce a similar output but also to follow the same "reasoning" pattern as the 

individual. This metiiod is dependent upon tiie inftial scoring and a correct 

representation of tiie problem-solving process. 

Each of tiiese methods is associated witii certain stiengths and weaknesses. 

However, tiie choice of a specific method for analyzing verbal protocols Is dependent 

upon the depth of tiie problem-solving process to which ttie research questions are 

directed. 
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Empirical Investigation 

As previously stated, tiie primary focus of tills research is tiie evaluation of the 

process portion of a stiuctural problem-solving model. The evaluation is to be 

performed within a specific task domain-software maintenance. The evaluation is 

facilitated through the development of a task activfties representation of software 

debugging that explicitiy denotes the postulated activities associated with this 

problem-solving task. This empirical investigation is directed at the examination of the 

research questions developed fi-om the activities representation of software debugging 

based upon the behavior of software programmers engaged in a debugging task. The 

specific focus of this research is depicted wfthin the box illustrated in Figure 11, which 

is designed to evaluate the process portion of the integrated model of software 

debugging. This figure also provides a representation of several previous research 

studies conducted in each of the areas that provide the foundation for this research 

effort. 

Research Method 

The research method used in tills study is tiie concurrent neutial-probing 

verbal protocol analysis. Subjects were asked to "tiiink aloud" as tiiey performed a 

software debugging task using a desk checking metiiod. The process produces 

verbalizations corresponding to Level 1 of Ericsson and Simon's model (1984). The 
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following instî uctions were orally presented to tiie research subjects prior to initiation 

of the task: 

You are to debug the program placed on ttie table before you. Three 
output listings are provided for tiie performance of this task. These 
listings include: tiie COBOL source code for tiie program, a printed 
report witii an error or errors in file denoted by an "E" in tiie upper right 
corner, and a correct version of the same printed report denoted by a 
"C" in the upper right corner. 

You are to Ihink aloud" or verbalize your tiioughts, intentions, and 
activities as you debug tills program. Should you stop tiiis verbalization 
for a period of seven seconds, I will instiuct you to "please keep 
talking." 

This is not a timed exercise. You are to continue working on the 
program until you feel you have successfully corrected the program 
error or errors. The error or errors is/are a semantic type of error and 
you are to assume that the syntactics of the program are correct. 
Please write the statement or statements that will make the program 
perform correctly at the appropriate place or places in the source code. 
You are free to mark on any of the output listings. 

This standard instruction format is consistently used on each subject. The 

wording and the structured administiation of the instiuctions were intended to 

minimize influence of the verbalization process upon the cognitive processes 

associated with the task performance and to minimize the influence upon the subjects' 

task performance. 

Research Task 

Research subjects were given an incorrect program listing and the associated 

output-both correct and incorrect. The subjects were asked to debug the program 

and speak aloud as tiiey did so. The debugging task was performed by means of the 
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manual desk checking technique and subjects did not have automated aids available 

to them. Gould (1975) found that few programmers actually used interactive 

debugging aids. 

Similar results were achieved based upon each subject's response to a 

question on the background questionnaire regarding their use of automated 

debugging aids. Only four of the 20 research subjects acknowledged the use of an 

interactive debugging aid. Two of these four individuals reported the frequent use a 

debugging aid and the other two individuals reported the occasional use a debugging 

aid. Thus, to ease the administration of the task £uid to maintain better contiol over 

the experiment, programmers were asked to debug the program using a desk 

checking technique. 

Task Materials 

The program listing and reports used in this investigation were firom a fully 

stiuctured stiaightfon/vard COBOL sales reporting program (Appendix B). The 

program was unfamiliar to all of the research subjects, as is the case with many of the 

software maintenance tasks in an industiial setting (Gibson and Senn, 1989; Sheppard 

etal., 1979) 

The program is written in COBOL, which is tiie language of exposition for 

programs written for the modem business environment (Hale and Hawortii, 1989). 

The program is fully stî uctured witii conti-ol breaks on branch number, salesperson 

number, and customer number. The fully stiuctured nature of tiie program was 

intended to delineate tiie sections of the program and to facilitate the comprehension 
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of tiie program (Boehm-Davis et al., 1987; Chaudhary and Sahasrabuddhe, 1983; 

Harrison and Cook, 1986; Kesler et al., 1984; Schneiderman, 1982; Tenny, 1988). In 

addition, tills program has been used in past published empirical research studies 

(Vessey, 1986,1989). The sales reporting program was used in an effort to minimize 

the effect of application domain knowledge upon the results. 

A single bug was introduced in the program in the form of a semantic error. A 

semantic error is commonly found in practice (Gould and Drongowski, 1974). Syntax 

errors were not considered for this evaluation, because modern compilers provide 

adequate support for the detection of syntax errors. The software bug (removal of a 

trailing "else" statement) was intioduced into the lower program structure and lower in 

the prepositional hierarchy. Previous research (Vessey, 1986) suggests that this type 

of error is more difficult to locate than a similar error inti-oduced higher in the 

prepositional hierarchy and higher In the program stiucture. This program error, which 

is of moderate complexity, is intended to provide a more complete representation of 

the problem-solving task. 

Subjects 

In order to adequately evaluate the ability of tiie task activities representation to 

account for the observed behavior of individuals engaged in a debugging task, a 

heterogeneous group of 20 research subjects is used for the evaluation. The subjects 

have diverse backgrounds in terms of employment history, experience with software 

maintenance, experience with COBOL, education, and age. This demographic 

information was captured in tiie form of a background questionnaire (Appendix C) tiiat 
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was administered prior to tiie initiation of tiie actual debugging task. The purpose of 

this information is to ensure that a heterogeneous group of software programmers 

(with experience in performing a software maintenance task) is evaluated. 

The results of the background questionnaire are noted in Table 4. As 

illustrated in the table, the mean for the period of time that the subjects have been 

actively employed in a data processing position is 5.5 years with a range fi-om 5 

months to 19.5 years. The mean for tiie length of time tiiat tiie subjects have spent 

working with COBOL while employed is 3.7 years with a range fi-om 5 months to 15 

years. This measure does not include COBOL programming experience obtained from 

formal educational experience. The research subjects have received a mean of 16.5 

months of formal programming tiaining with a range from 13 months to 20 months of 

training. This is roughly the equivalent of 3 to 5 programming courses. The mean for 

the amount of time that has lapsed since the research subjects have engaged in a 

software maintenance task is 1.05 weeks with a range fi-om 1 hour to 12 weeks. In 

fact, 75% of tiie research subjects engaged in a debugging activity tiie day of 

investigation. The research subjects received a mean of 1.75 weeks of formal tiaining 

in software maintenance prior to tills task with a range fi-om no fomrial tiaining to 8 

weeks of training. Three subjects received 6-8 weeks of formal software maintenance 

training tiirough a series of courses or workshops required by their current or a 

previous employer. Approximately 70% of tiie research subjects have received less 

than a week of formal software maintenance tiaining. This tiaining was primarily 

obtained fi-om class lectures, course projects, and fi-om internship tiaining sessions. 

The research subjects received a mean of 16.5 years of formal education, which is 
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Table 4. Descriptive Statistics of Research Subjects. 

Variable 

Experience in 
DP Position 

COBOL Experience 

Amount of Formal 
Programming Training 

Time Lapsed Since 
Last Maint Task 

Length of Formal 
Maintenance Training 

No. of 
Resp. 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

Unit 

(mo) 

(mo) 

(mo) 

(wk) 

(wk) 

Mean 

66.1 

20.0 

16.5 

1.0 

1.7 

Standard 
Deviation 

64.9 

44.5 

15.0 

Z7 

Z5 

Mia 

5 

5 

13 

0 

0 

Max. 

234 

180 

20 

12 

8 

Formal Education 20 (yr) 16.5 1.5 13 19 

Age 20 (yr) 30.8 6.7 21 45 
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roughly tiie equivalent of a four-year baccalaureate degree, with a range firom 13 years 

to 19 years. The mean age of the research subjects is 30.8 years with a range from 

21 to 45 years of age. The job tities for tiie research subjects range ft^om entiy-level 

programmers to senior programmer/analysts. 

The descriptive statistics presented in Table 4 and tiie brief descriptions noted 

above support the notion that tiie research subjects used in tills study are a 

heterogeneous group of programmers in terms of their employment history, 

programming and software maintenance experience, experience with COBOL, 

education and training, and age. The group is homogeneous in that they all have 

been trained for and are currentiy working in a software development and 

maintenance position, have recently engaged in a software maintenance activity, and 

are currently located in the Lubbock, Texas, geographic area. 

Data Collection Process 

Each individual subject was taken to a research observation room, provided 

with a brief tour of the facilities, and tiien seated at a large table in the center of the 

room. The research consent form (Appendix D) and background questionnaire 

mentioned above were then completed by the subject. The researcher then explained 

the verbalization process to the subject, and asked the subject to debug a short 

COBOL program (Appendix E) while "tiiinking aloud." This preliminary debugging task 

was to familiarize the subject witii tiie debugging task and concurrent verbalization 

process and to reduce evaluation apprehension. Feedback was given to tiie subjects 
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at this point to ensure that tiiey were comfortable with this process and were 

adequately performing tiie concurrent verbalization. 

Two video cameras recorded (audio and video) the individual engaged in the 

debugging task. The video cameras were placed behind tiie subject witii one camera 

on each side of the subject. The cameras focused on the program listings and 

reports the research subject was examining in order to provide an additional means of 

capturing the information that was heeded during the problem-solving process. 

The program listing and the two reports (correct and incorrect) were placed on 

the table in front of the subject. The correct report was marked with a "C" in the upper 

right hand corner in blue ink and the incorrect report was marked with an "E" in the 

upper right hand corner in pink ink. Each of the reports were also color-coded along 

the right side to furtiier distinguish the two reports. In addition, the page number of 

the program listing was written in the upper and lower right-hand corner of each page. 

Each form of output was clearly marked to assist the research subjects in identifying 

the output that was being examined and to facilitate the data encoding process. 

Prior to beginning tiie actual debugging task, subjects were read the standard 

instruction as noted above. Upon initiation of tiie debugging task by the subject, tiie 

researcher moved to the side and rear of the subject in order to remain as unobtiusive 

as possible and to ensure that the video equipment was functioning properly. The 

researcher also monitored the length of the periods of nonverbalization, and provided 

a neutral reminder to the subject for periods of nonverbalization greater than 7 

seconds. Each of tiie subjects wrote tiieir solutions to tiie software bug in the location 

on tiie incorrect program listing tiiat tiiey believed was appropriate. One subject was 
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unable to develop a solution for the software bug and the evaluation process was 

halted after 67 minutes. Upon completion of the task, each subject was paid a 

commensurate commercial compensation rate of $20 per hour for participation in the 

study. The monetary award was intended to sen/e as an incentive or motivating factor 

to perform the task in a conscientious manner. 

Pilot Study 

A full-scale pilot study was conducted with two subjects participating in the 

investigation. The objectives of the pilot study were: (1) to ensure that the debugging 

task was capable of capturing the data required for the evaluation, and (2) to simulate 

the actual conditions to be used in the data collection process and detect any 

possible problems. 

The subjects used in the pilot study were a professional programmer/analyst 

employed in the Lubbock area and an MIS graduate student enrolled at Texas Tech 

University. The investigation was conducted in the research ot)sen/ation room in two 

separate sessions. A post-session interview was conducted with each of the subjects 

to obtain their opinions and concerns regarding the evaluation procedure. Each 

subject was offered compensation for participation. 

Results of the pilot study provided constiuctive feedback for tiie actual data 

gathering process. The debugging task proceeded as intended and was found to be 

adequate for the provision of tiie data for tiie research investigation. However, tiie 

pilot sessions and post-session interviews did lead to several changes to enhance the 

data gathering process. The subjects were somewhat intimidated by tiie observational 
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room sun-oundings and the presence of the video cameras. Therefore, a brief tour of 

the lab and an explanation of the anonymity of the subject in relation to the video and 

audio recordings were added to tiie pre-evaluation orientation. In addition, tiie pilot 

studies revealed the need to provide each subject with a pre-evaluation debugging 

exercise to allow the subjects to become accustomed to the concurrent verbalization 

process. Finally, the pilot study revealed the need to provkie the subjects with more 

explicit instructions regarding certain aspects of the debugging process such as 

allowing the subjects to write on the program listings and reinforcing the fact that this 

is not a timed exercise. The changes in the data gathering process as a result of the 

pilot study are included in the description of the data gathering process discussed 

previously. 

Data Preparation 

The data collected fi^om each of the 20 research subjects is initially in the form 

of verbal protocols and the ot>served behavior of each individual engaged in the 

debugging exercise as recorded on a video/audio tape. The raw data in this format is 

unsuitable for an evaluation of the research questions. Preparing the data for analysis 

followed a sti-uctured refinement process (Ericsson and Simon, 1984; Gottinan and 

Roy, 1990; Sackett, 1978) known as encoding. 
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Coding Scheme Development 

A coding scheme expedites tiie encoding of tiie raw protocol segments 

obtained from ttie taped recordings of the research subjects and is required to 

tiansform these raw natural language protocols into tiie "data" tiiat is used with the 

scoring, global modeling, or computer simulation metiiods of protocol analysis 

(Bouwman et al., 1987) mentioned above. The development of tiie coding scheme 

stems fi-om the goals of tills research (assessment of tiie 11 research questions found 

in Chapter IV) and from the results of answering these well-known questions 

(Sanderson et al., 1989, p. 1279): 

1. What aspects of the behavior or verbalization are worthy of being noted? 

2. What aspects of the behavior must be distinguished fi^om each other? 

3. What aspects of the behavior are similar enough to be classed together or 
aggregated? 

An important goal of tiie coding scheme is to reduce tiie variability of the 

natural language in the verbal protocols and unconstiained obsen/ed t}ehavior to the 

fijndamental tenets of the problem situation, while still retaining the semantic content 

of the protocols within the proposed theoretical fi-amework of this research effort. 

These fundamental tenets depicted in the coding scheme are specific to the 

debugging problem domain and the activities representation of problems solving, in 

addition, when encoding raw protocols, it is essential to ensure that all information 

relevant to the specific research questions being tested is captured and coded 

accurately without the inclusion of irrelevant information (Ericsson and Simon, 1984). 

The a priori development of the coding scheme ensures that the "findings" of this 
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Study are not developed after an analysis of the verbal protocols and tiiat a stî ict 

independence is maintained t)etween the development of research questions and data 

analysis. 

In response to the aforementioned issues, the coding vocabulary is developed 

based upon the task activities model developed for software debugging founded upon 

structural learning tiieory. In addition, a precursory task analysis of tiie software 

debugging activity was performed based on prior research conducted in the area of 

software debugging. This analysis allowed more familiarity with the specific task 

requirements associated with tiiis problem-solving activity, and increased tiie validity of 

tiie coding vocabulary by associating each of the postulated activities with tiiose from 

previous research as illustrated in Table 2. Thus, the coding vocabulary used in this 

research is purposefully reflective of the task activities representation of software 

debugging. 

An adequate assessment of the questions developed to test the activities 

representation of software debugging requires an evaluation of the actions associated 

with the debugging process as well as the information heeded during the process. 

The inclusion of the information heeded during the performance of an activity is 

essential for tiie determination of postulated use of debugging sti-ategies by tiie 

research subject. Therefore, the information heeded is included in the development of 

the coding scheme to substantiate several of the activities. 
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Coding Notation 

After careftjl consideration of ttie issues noted above, ttie development of ttie 

coding scheme proceeded witti ttie adoption of a standard notational fomiat to 

represent ttie activities postulated to be associated witti ttie software debugging task. 

The uniform encoding vocabulary used to depict ttiese fundamental activities is 

compatible witii adoption of a predicate calculus type of notational format. Using this 

format, the fundamental activities may be tiiought of as predicates, and the predicates 

take the form of verbs, prepositions, adjectives or other gerunds of speech that 

represent the verbal or nonverbal activity of Interest. The predicates are combined 

witii tiieir arguments using tiie functional notation P(x,y ) where 

P = a predicate that represents an activity associated with debugging, 

x = a specific type of argument used to qualify or support the debugging 

activity, and 

y = another specific type of argument used to qualify or support the 

debugging activity. 

The arguments qualify the predicate and provide details about the current situation. 

This standard representational format does not mean tiiat the encoding process must 

strictiy adhere to operations of predicate calculus, although this may be appropriate at 

times. This format simply provides a formal yet fiexible means of representing the 

content of a verbal or nonverbal segment This general predicate approach has been 

used by a number of other researchers (Belkin et al., 1987; Diederich et al., 1987; 

Ericsson and Simon, 1984; Sanderson et al., 1989) in the encoding of verbal 
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protocols. The use of a uniform vocabulary and tiie adoption of a standard encoding 

format is intended to increase the reliability of tiie protocol analysis. 

The encoding scheme developed to facilitate tiie protocol analysis for tills 

research effort is illustiated in Table 5. This coding scheme represents tiie primary 

activities of a debugging task,̂  derived from tiie postulated debugging task activities 

representation, as predicates within tiie notational format The arguments associated 

with each predicate may include tiie listing or report associated witii the action, the 

specific information heeded, action(s) performed, or statements or assertions 

concerning a specific piece of information. The coding scheme depicted in Table 5 

illustrates the important distinctions that are essential to an evaluation of the 

verbalizations and behavior of the research subjects in relation to the hypotiiesized 

domain-specific problem-solving representation. Appendix F provides an example of 

the use of each of the predicates in the encoding scheme in relation to an actual 

protocol segment taken from various research subjects. 

The data resulting firom the encoding of the verbal protocols is nominal data 

based upon the categories of the coding scheme. In addition, the data may also be 

typified as event-based, sequential data (Bakeman, 1978). The data used in this study 

is classified as event-based rather than time-based because the underlying concern is 

to conduct an evaluation of the process rather than the performance of each subject. 

In addition, the data tiie is classified as sequential ratiier than concurrent because 

T̂he coding scheme was derived fi-om the software debugging task activities 
representation; however, tiiere is not a 1:1 correspondence of the coding scheme to the 
research questions. 
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Predicate 

ATTEMPT 
SOLUTION 

DEVELOP 
HYPOTHESIS 

EVALUATE 

GOAL 

SWITCH 
STRATEGY 

Aroumentfe^ 

VERIFY 

NONCODEABLE 

(< Action >,< Affected >) 

(<Atx)ut>) 

(< What>, <Strategy >) 

(<What>,<Level>) 

(<To>) 

UPDATE (<0f>) 
REPRESENTATION 

(<What>) 

NONPRODUCTIVE (< Manner >) 

(<Why>) 

Notes 

'Actk)n' is: 

'Affected* is: 

•AbouTis: 

•What" is: 

•What-is: 

Strategies: 

•Of Is: 

•Wharis: 

'Manner* is: 

•Why Is: 

insert var/statement 
delete var/statement 
change var/statement 

program function/var 
txjg kx^ation/affiliation 

program functions 
program variat}les 
txjg kx̂ ation 
txjg affiliations 

code statements 
program comments 
output 
(correct/incorrect) 

correct program 
comprefiend/kx^ate 
create plan to comp/loc 

backward search 
causal reasoning 
control flow 
examine output 
simulate execution 
slicing 
not recognizable 

program changes 
program representation 

prog changes 
prog representation 

discomfort w/ situat 
distracted 

silence/prompts 
no code for activity 
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only one behavior or event can occur at a time rather than multiple events occurring 

simultaneously as typified by group interactions or physically-oriented tasks. The data 

resulting from the encoding of the verbal protocols is also amenable to the protocol 

analysis techniques (Bouwman, 1985) discussed previously that are most appropriate 

to an assessment of the research questions developed for this investigation. 

Encodino Process 

The protocol encoding process is a major phase of the data development 

process, and if approached properly may result in the reduction of researcher bias 

and enhance tiie validity and reliability of tiie research effort. The encoding process in 

this study proceeded in a structured and systematic manner. 

Protocol File Development 

Following the development of the coding scheme, the next step in the 

preparation of the verbal protocols for analysis involves the tianscription of raw verbal 

and nonverbal protocols fi-om tiie video/audio recordings Into a written format. This 

process requires a word-for-word ti-anslation of the narratives fi-om each subject Into a 

standard word processing format This process resulted in ttie creation of 20 word 

processing or protocol files tiiat ranged fi-om 1103 words to 4691 words per file. The 

time required to ti-anscribe a single video/audio recording ranged fi-om approximately 

three hours to nine hours. The total amount of time required to tianscribe tiie 20 

recordings was approximately 110 hours. 
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An example of a relatively short raw protocol file is presented in Appendix G. 

This process is followed by the parsing of tiie protocol files. The parsing of tiie 

protocol files essentially involves breaking tiie verbalizations into segments 

(sentences, clauses, or phrases) tiiat are amenable to tiie encoding process. Each of 

tiie segments represents or expresses one independent idea or action put fortii by tiie 

subject, and each segment Is to be encoded Independentiy of the other segments. 

Encoder Training 

Coding protocol data is a subjective manual operation, and therefore a number 

of theoretical and methodological problems associated with the objectivity and 

reproducibility of the encoding of protocol data have k)een raised by a number of 

researchers (Nisbett and Wilson, 1977; Vessey, 1986). This difficulty is generally 

addressed by using two or more coders and insisting on high intercoder agreement 

prior to undertaking any analysis of the encodings (Vessey, 1986). 

In order to address these concerns, this study uses two independent coders 

and the primary researcher to individually encode the verbal protocols obtained fi-om 

this study. The independent coders have different backgrounds with respect to their 

knowledge of COBOL debugging tasks. One individual is fluent in ttie COBOL 

programming language and quite familiar with debugging tasks, whereas ttie other 

individual only has an inti-oduction to programming concepts, COBOL, and associated 

debugging tasks. The intentional diversity in tiie backgrounds of ttie coders is 

intended to add additional validity to tiie encoding process. Neither of ttie individuals 

had knowledge of the research model or research questions prior to the encoding 
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process, in an effort to increase ttie reliability of ttie encoding process. Botti of ttie 

encoders were paid an hourly wage to compensate ttiem for ttieir efforts in ttiis 

project. 

Prior to actually encoding ttie verbal protocol files, ttie two independent coders 

went ttirough several training sessions conducted by the primary researcher. The 

objective of these tiaining sessions was to educate and evaluate the independent 

coders in the data encoding process In an effort to Increase the reliability of the 

encoding effort. First, the independent coders were provided with an overview of the 

protocol analysis method and were intioduced to concepts such as vert>al data, 

coding schemes, and data analysis. The coders were also provided with an overview 

of the data collection process and the resulting video/audio recordings and narrative 

transcriptions. The next step in the coder tiaining was to define and describe each of 

the predicates and arguments in tiie coding scheme and to provide them with an 

example of a narrative passage related to each of the different codes. The narrative 

passages had been extiacted fi-om various protocol files prior to tiie tiaining sessions. 

f\r\ example of the typical passages tiiat were included in tills tiaining are illustiated in 

Appendix F. This step is crucial to tiie encoding process in terms of obtaining high 

inter- and inti-a-coder reliability. 

In order to develop an encoding for each vert>al protocol, each coder 

concurrently viewed a video tape and the corresponding narrative protocol 

tianscription of a research subject and then entered a code for each protocol segment 

Into tiie computer. The SHAPA software (Sanderson et al., 1989) was used to record 

tiie encodings for each subject and for ttie development of an encoding file. 
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Therefore, the Independent coders were provided witti basic instoijctions on ttie use of 

tiie software and how to develop an encoding file. In addition, the coders were 

instiucted in the concurrent use of tiie computer, VCR, tiie output files the subject had 

used during the exercise, and the protocol files for tiie development of tiie encoding 

files. The use of an automated means of developing and recording tiie encoding files 

by each coder allowed the researcher to avoid tianscribing and Inputting tiie encoding 

files as would have occun-ed had a manual method been used for ttiis process. In 

addition, the use of several mediums (the narrative transcriptions, the audio/video 

recordings, and the output files used by each subject) provided the coders with a 

more comprehensive view of the problem solving situation and process. 

The next step in the coder tiaining process was to actually encode a protocol 

file obtained fi-om the pilot study. This encoding was performed in a group setting 

with each of coders independently developing a encoding file. This was done on an 

interactive basis with the researcher providing feedback to any questions that the 

coders had regarding the encoding process. A preliminary reliability analysis was then 

performed on the files and discrepancies were reviewed and discussed. 

Encoding File Development 

After completion of tiie ti-aining sessions, each of tiie coders worked 

independentiy to develop an encoding file for each of tiie 20 research subjects. An 

intercoder reliability analysis was conducted after the completion of tiie first two 

encoding files. Feedback was provided to each of tiie independent coders regarding 

discrepancies between the files in an attempt to resolve misconceptions regarding 
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interpretations of ttie protocols and to obtain consistent encodings ttiroughout ttiis 

process. In addition, each of the independent coders kept a log of the questions and 

notes that they had regarding the encoding process and these questions were 

answered upon completion of an encoding file. 

Due to time restiictions, the independent coder tiiat had minimal tiaining in 

programming was only able to complete the development of twelve encoding files. 

Two of these files were developed on files that had previously been encoded by ttiis 

individual for the purpose of assessing intiacoder reliability. Therefore, this individual 

was effectively able to complete the development of ten encoding files. The second 

independent coder and the researcher completed the development of encoding files 

for all 20 individuals and also receded three protocol files each for the purpose of 

assessing intracoder reliability. 

It should be noted tiiat the development of the encoding files from the protocol 

files is an extiemely time-consuming process. The independent coder that had 

minimal ti^aining in programming spent approximately 80 hours actively tiaining and 

encoding protocol files. The other Independent coder logged over 130 hours during 

tiie tiaining and encoding process. In addition, tiie researcher accounted for over 130 

hours specifically associated with tiie encoding and tiaining process. Therefore, at 

least 340 man-hours were required for training and encoding in the protocol file 

development process. 
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Encoding Reliability 

The final phase of tiie data preparation process involved the assessment of 

inter- and Intiacoder reliability. This phase was actually conducted concun-entiy witii 

tiie data encoding process to provide an ongoing measure of tiie reliability between 

coders and the consistency of each coder. These measures were then used to detect 

any problems associated witii tiie interpretation of tiie protocols in relation to tiie 

coding scheme developed for tills investigation. 

A variety of estimation approaches have t>een used to assess intercoder 

reliability (Hastie et al., 1983; Hughes and Garrett. 1990). However, a number of tiiese 

approaches may prove to be inadequate for estimating intercoder reliability (Hughes 

and Garrett, 1990). Acceptable approaches ensure that encoder agreement is better 

than chance and also that there are no systematic differences between encoders. 

Several acceptable approaches for estimating intercoder reliability include Cronbach's 

alpha, Cohen's kappa, and Winer's Intercoder reliability formulas (Hughes and Garrett, 

1990). 

The measure adopted for this research is Cohen's kappa (K), which measures 

the proportion of agreement between two encoded files after chance agreement is 

removed fi-om consideration (Cohen, 1960). A global reliability measure was obtained 

for tiie encoded files that were common to all three coders which was K = .8482. 

This measure represents the mean proportion of agreement t>etween coders for ten 

subjects. In other published MIS work, tiiis measure is considered quite acceptable 

(Belkin et al., 1987; Johnson et al., 1981; Vessey, 1986). Table 6 depicts tiie 

intercoder reliability measures between each pair of individuals. It is interesting to 
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Reliability 
Assessment 
Type 

Intercoder 
Reliak>ility 
(K) 

Intracoder 
Reliability 
(K) 

Intercoder 
Reliability 
with Non-
parsed Files 
(K) 

Encoder(s) 

Researcher x Coder 1 
Researcher x Coder 2 
Coder 1 x Coder 2 

Researcher 
Coder 1 
Coder 2 

Researcher x Coder 1 

No. of 
Files 

20 
10 
10 

3 
3 
2 

2 

Mean 
(K) 

.8602 

.8475 

.8368 

.8599 

.8474 

.8589 

.6654 

Std. 
Dev. 

.0447 

.0470 

.0402 

.0252 

.0660 

.0156 

.0390 

Mia 

.7943 

.7758 

.7508 

.8243 

.7764 

.8433 

.6264 

Max. 

.9316 

.9203 

.8974 

.8785 1 

.9953 1 

.8745 

.7043 
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note that the reliability between the researcher and Coder 2 and ttie reliability between 

Coder 1 and Coder 2 was not significantty lower. This would seem to Indicate ttiat an 

individual without knowledge of the problem domain was still quite capable of 

encoding protocols within this problem domain and achieving results comparable to 

those of individuals who do possess knowledge of the problem domain. 

Table 6 also depicts the intracoder reliability measures for each individual. The 

values shown are the mean values of K for each coder derived fi-om the reliability 

measures for files recoded by the same individual. The researcher and Coder 1 each 

receded three protocol files that were originally encoded early in the encoding 

process, near tiie halfway point of tiie process, and near the end of the encoding 

process. Coder 2 recoded two protocol files that were originally encoded early in the 

encoding process. These measures indicate that an acceptable degree of 

consistency was maintained by each coder tiiroughout the encoding process. 

In addition to conducting a preliminary Intercoder and intracoder reliabirity 

analysis, each of the matrices used for these analyses were examined in an effort to 

detect systematic errors ttiat have been committed during the encoding process. This 

analysis was performed by examining the proportion from the number of a 

nonmatched predicate to the corresponding number of matched predicates for each 

predicate in the mati-ix and tiien evaluating these proportions across the range of 

subjects for each pair of coders (Yoder and Tapp, 1990). Based on tills analysis, no 

systematic errors were detected. 

The influence of parsing tiie raw protocol flie upon the encoding process was 

also examined. The researcher and Coder 1 recoded two protocols tiiat had not been 
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parsed, and then an Intercoder reliability measure was derived to evaluate the 

proportion of agreement between coders. As illustiated in Table 6, ttie intercoder 

reliability is much lower for ttie protocols ttiat had not been parsed. An examination of 

the encoding files revealed that the differences between the encodings were primarily 

due to omissions in tiie encodings. Therefore, the parsing of tiie raw protocol flies did 

have an Influence on the reliability of the encoding process. 

Both the Intercoder and Intracoder reliability measures are within acceptable 

limits in terms of considering the encoding data for furtiier analysis (Belkin et al., 1987; 

Johnson et al., 1981; Vessey, 1986). Therefore, the encoded protocol files for each of 

the 20 research subjects are used for continued data analysis as described in Chapter 

VI and Chapter Vll. 

Summan^ 

The empirical investigation to test the research questions developed in the 

previous chapter involved a heterogeneous group of software programmers engaged 

in a software debugging task using a verbal protocol analysis method. A background 

questionnaire administered to each of the subjects was evaluated to determine if the 

subjects Included in this study were representative of a heterogeneous group of 

software maintenance programmers that currentiy engage in software maintenance 

activities, in terms of tiie amount of professional work experience, software 

maintenance experience, education and tiaining, familiarity with the selected 

programming language, and age. The concurrent verbal protocols of each subject 

performing a software debugging task were collected on vkleo tape and tianscriptions 
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of the protocols were made to increase the uniformity of the encoding process. A 

coding scheme was developed based on the task activities representation of software 

debugging developed in Chapter IV and grounded upon a task analysis of previous 

research conducted in the area of software debugging. 

Two independent coders and the researcher developed encodings of the 

verbal protocols for each of the research subjects using the coding scheme depicted 

in Table 5. The reliability of the encoding process is evaluated by assessing the 

intercoder and intracoder reliability measures and conducting an evaluation of 

systematic error. The insistence upon high intercoder and intracoder reliability and 

low systematic error increases the reliability of the resulting data used for this analysis. 

There is a relatively high degree of intra- and inter-coder reliability, and all of these 

measures indicate that the data derived from the encoding process is acceptable for 

further analysis. 



CHAPTER VI 

DATA CONTENT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

The development of a high-level task activities model of problem solving 

founded upon a theory-driven integrated approach to problem solving is presented in 

Chapter III (Figure 6) and fijlfills the first objective of tills research effort. The second 

objective of tiiis research is to evaluate tiie activities-based portion of a structural 

problem-solving model in accordance with the ot)served behavior of a heterogeneous 

group of individuals separately engaged In a problem-solving task within a specific 

domain. The adaptation of the general problem-solving task activities representation 

to a software debugging activities representation (Figure 7) presented in Chapter IV 

provides the foundation for an assessment of the ability of this representation to 

account for tiie obsen/ed behavior of a heterogeneous group of software 

programmers engaged in a program debugging task as depicted in the research 

questions developed in Chapter IV. A comprehensive analysis of these research 

questions requires an evaluation of the encoded verbal protocol data presented in 

Chapter V. 

A comprehensive assessment of appropriateness of the software debugging 

task activities representation is approached by stiucturing the data analysis into two 

logical divisions: a content analysis division and a pattern division. The content 

analysis division assesses each of tiie activities postulated by the task activities 

representation to be obsen/ed for each of tiie research subjects and elucidates tiie 

117 
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presence of activities not Included in tiie task activities representation. The pattern 

analysis division then examines ttie existence of patterns and relationships between 

the activities distinguished in the content analysis and provides tiie basis for an 

assessment of the postulated task activities representation founded upon stiuctural 

learning theory In relation to the observed behavior of the heterogenous group of 

software programmers. The distinction of the content and pattern analysis divisions 

for protocol analysis is consistent with tiie analysis approach used in previous 

research involving verbal protocols (vide Biggs and Mock, 1983; Byrne, 1983; and 

Sanderson et al., 1989). 

The data used in the content and pattern analysis sections are analyzed using 

the SHAPA protocol analysis package (Sanderson et al., 1989) and tiie SAS software 

package (SAS Institute Inc., 1990) running on an IBM 3081D computer under the 

VM/CMS operating system. The techniques used for analyzing encoded verbal 

protocol data can be classified into four major categories (Bouwman, 1985): 

scanning, scoring, global modeling, and computer simulation. As discussed in 

Chapter V, the scoring and global modeling techniques are most appropriate for an 

assessment of the research questions developed for this research effort. Scoring 

techniques are concerned with the content or activities of the protocols and global 

modeling techniques are associated with the elucidation and analysis of relationships 

that may exist between the activities found In the protocols. A variety of scoring and 

global modeling analysis techniques are used in this research effort. These include: 

predicate fi-equency analysis and value list construction for the content analysis, and 

predicate cycle, lag sequential, and ti-ansition matî ix analyses techniques for tiie 
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pattern analysis. The lag sequential analysis involves the use of Pearson's r statistic 

to assess tiie strengtii of the linear dependencies between tiie observed activities, and 

the binomial test is used to test for the significance of the observed activities across 

individuals. 

This chapter presents the content analysis of the observed behaviors from the 

recorded protocols and also presents an assessment and discussion of each of the 

research questions. Chapter Vll deals with the pattern analysis and discusses the 

observed sequence of activities in relation to the sequence of activities postulated by 

the software debugging task activities representation. 

The content analysis of each of the activities depicted in the proposed software 

debugging task activities representation, as delineated In the research questions, is 

performed through an evaluation of the encoded activities ok)sen̂ ed for each individual 

research subject. The intent of the content analysis is threefold: (1) to detemriine 

which of the proposed fundamental activities are to be Included In the final descriptive 

model; (2) to determine If there are obsen/ed activities tiiat are not included in the 

proposed activities representation; and (3) to determine if the concurrent verbalization 

method and the data gathering process used to obtain tiie protocols is too obtiusive 

and therefore adversely affects tiie validity of tiie data. 

The first section of this chapter provides an assessment of each of the 

proposed software debugging task activities to determine which of these activities is to 

be included in the pattern analysis. This section also provides a discussion of tiie 

results in relation to each of the research questions. The second section of tills 

chapter evaluates tiie presence of obsen/ed activities that are not included in the initial 
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task activities representation. The third section of tills chapter evaluates the method 

and data gatiiering process to examine the potential for adversely affecting tiie validity 

of the data. The final section of this chapter provides a summary of tfie results of the 

content analysis in terms of the relationship to tiie research questions. 

Postulated Activities Assessment 

An evaluation of the postulated activities present in the software debugging 

task activities representation is performed by developing a value list of the predicates 

and their arguments for the encoded file corresponding to each research subject. The 

value list is a classic content analysis report that delivers descriptive statistics about 

the encoded activities based upon a count of how often predicates and constants 

within predicate arguments were used in the encoding of a specific protocol. 

A cential tenet of the integrated model of stiuctural learning theory is that the 

fundamental process portion of the problem-solving model Is essentially the same for 

all Individuals with prior exposure to the task regardless of skill and experience and 

that the differences in tiie obsen/ed performance of individuals is due to the 

declarative knowledge possessed and utilized by an individual. The research 

questions for this investigation are developed to evaluate this notion. In order to 

evaluate each of the research questions developed in Chapter IV an analysis of each 

of the predicates across all 20 research subjects is performed. 

A summary of the obsen/ed proportion of each of tiie activities across all 20 

Individuals is developed to facilitate tiie activity analysis. This aggregation is 

necessary because of the varying lengths of the encoded files due to differences in 
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Individual task performance. Table 7 presents each of tiie predicates used to encode 

tiie protocol files and provides the descriptive statistics depicting tiie mean proportion 

of each activity in relation to the entire debugging process. This table also depicts the 

range of each of the observed activities to provide a more complete description of 

each of the activities across individuals witii varying skills and professional experience. 

In addition to the descriptive statistics for each predicate, statistics for the argument 

supporting a speciflc predicate are also listed. In the interest of time, however, only 

the arguments required to facilitate an evaluation of the research questions are listed 

in the table. The nonproductive predicate and the noncodeable predicates are also 

listed in Table 7 but were not a part of tiie task activities representation. Each of 

tiiese predicates is discussed in fijrtiier detail in the following sections. Table 8 

denotes each of the predicate argument combinations used in the assessment of each 

of the corresponding research questions to facilitate this discussion. 

All of the individual predicates used in the coding scheme that are derived fi-om 

the software debugging task activities representation are observed to have occured in 

each of the 20 research subjects. This supports tiie inclusion of each of tiiese 

activities in a final descriptive model and warrants the fijrtiier analysis of tiie 

relationships between the various activities. 

As noted in Table 7, each of tiie activities accounts for a different proportion of 

the total amount of ttie obsen/ed activity during ttie debugging exercise. In relation to 

tiie software debugging task activities representation depicted in Figure 7, ttie 

Establish Goal activities account for approximately 22.5% of tiie total obsen/ed 
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Predteate/ 
Argument 

Attempt Solution 

Develop Hypothesis 

-bug location 
-bug afliliatk>n 
-program var 
-program fuct 

Evaluate 

Goal 

-level 1 
-level 2 
-level 3 

Set strategy 

No. 
of 
Obs. 

20/20 

20/20 

17/20 
19/20 
12/20 
16/20 

20/20 

20/20 

20/20 
20/20 

2/2 

20/20 

Update Representation 20/20 

Verify 

-prog rep 
-prog changes 

Noncodeable 

-no code for activity 
-silence/prompts 

Nonproductive 

20/20 

20/20 
18/20 

14/20 

6/20 
14/20 

13/20 

Mean 
Proportion 
of Total 

Activities 

1.09% 

5.63% 

32.15% 

14.13% 

8.44% 

29.95% 

5.14% 

Z03% 

1.45% 

[Proportion 
within 
Activity] 

[27.5%] 
[53.3%] 
[ 5.8%] 
[13.4%] 

[6.9%] 
[92.7%] 
[ 0.4%] 

[37.6%] 
[6Z4%] 

[19.4%] 
[80.6%] 

Std 
Dev. 

0.56 

1.35 

6.55 

4.02 

3.17 

7.50 

4.67 

Z30 

1.22 

Min. 

0.41% 

3.24% 

17.05% 

6.54% 

3.57% 

17.29% 

1.75% 

0.8% 

0.7% 

Max. 

Z47% 

818% 

45.02% 

23.81% 

> 

15.79% 

4Z62% 

17.28% 

10.12% 

4.73% 
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Research 
Question 

RQ 1: 
RQ 2: 
RQ 4: 

RQ 3: 

RQ 5: 

RQ 6: 

RQ 7: 

RQ 8: 

RQ 9: 

RQ11: 

RQ 10: 

Predicate/ 
Argument 

Goal 

-level 1 
-level 2 
-level 3 

Set strategy 

Evaluate 

No. 
of 
Obs. 

20/20 

20/20 
20/20 

2/2 

20/20 

20/20 

Update Representation 20/20 

Develop Hypothesis 

-bug kx^aticxi 
-bug affiliatton 

-program var 
-program fuct 

Verify 

-prog rep 

-pr(}g changes 

Attempt Solution 

NonccxJeable 

-no ccxje for activity 
-silence/prompts 

Nonproductive 

20/20 

17/20 
19/20 

12/20 
16/20 

20/20 

20/20 

18/20 

20/20 

14/20 

6/20 
14/20 

13/20 

Mean 
Proportion 
of Total 

Activities 

14.13% 

8.44% 

32.15% 

29.95% 

5.63% 

5.14% 

1.09% 

Z03% 

1.45% 

[Proportion 
within 
Activity] 

[6.9%] 
[92.7%] 
[ 0.4%] 

[27.5%] 
[53.3%] 

[ 5.8%] 
[13.4%] 

[37.6%] 

[62.4%] 

[19.4%] 
[80.6%] 

Std. 
Dev. 

4.02 

3.17 

6.55 

7.50 

1.35 

4.67 

0.56 

Z30 

1.22 
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activities and tiie Enact Search Strategy activities account for approximately 62.1 % of 

the encoded activities. The activities associated with tiie development and verification 

of hypotheses {Develop Hypothesis) account for 7.6% of tiie total obsen/ed activities, 

whereas the activities directiy associated witii tiie attempt and verification of potential 

solutions {Propose Solution) account for 4.3% of the encoded activities. Note tiiat tiie 

percentages reported here are a reflection of the total number of encoded activities 

and do not reflect the amount of time spent in each activity. 

The primary reason for the attainment of the high level of agreement between 

the postulated activities present in coding scheme and the encoding of the obsen/ed 

activities across the heterogeneous group of software programmers may be attiibuted 

to the high level of abstiaction of the coding scheme and the software debugging task 

activities representation. This level of abstraction is also essential for the high rate of 

intercoder and intracoder agreement. 

In order to thoroughly evaluate the observed behavior of the individuals in 

relation to the proposed task activities representation, it is necessary to move to a 

lower level of abstraction in terms of the coding scheme. This movement required an 

inspection of the arguments associated with several of the predicates as depicted in 

Table 8 and allows for an evaluation of several of tiie research questions developed to 

assess the software debugging task activities representation. The assessment of the 

research questions in relation to tiie obsen/ed behavior of the research subjects 

proceeds by examining the four primary portions of the software debugging task 

activities representation {Establish Goal, Enact Search Strategy, Develop Hypothesis, 

and Propose Solution) and the research questions corresponding to each of tiiese 
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portions. Each of the research questions reference botii the speciflc activity from tiie 

proposed task activities representation and ttie predicate and/or argument from ttie 

encoding scheme displayed in Table 8. 

Goal Establishment Assessment 

The subordinate activities associated with tiie Establish Goal activity include 

Identify Direct Conrection, Select Search Strategy, and Create/Modify Search Strategy. 

The Establish Goal activity is primarily concerned with the establishment of the level of 

the goal for the problem. As previously discussed, the various goal levels correspond 

to the application of a direct solution to a problem, the recollection and use of a 

strategy devised to facilitate tiie comprehension of the problem situation and primary 

goal, and the creation or modification of a stiategy to facilitate this comprehension. 

These terms directly correspond to the Goal predicate and Level argument In the 

coding scheme. 

Research Question 1: Do programmers attempt to correct a software bug 
through the use of a direct solution to correct the 
software bug? 

Research question 1 is devised to assess the application of a direct solution by 

the research subjects during the debugging process. This question is associated with 

the first level {Identify Direct Correction) of the Establish Goal activity associated with 

tiie software debugging task activities representation. A direct solution is represented 

by tiie Level 1 argument associated witii the Goal predicate in the coding scheme. As 

indicated in Table 8, all 20 of tiie research subjects attempted tiie application of a 

solution to the debugging problem and tiierefore this activity was consistentiy 
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obsen/ed across a heterogeneous group of subjects. However, a ck>ser examination 

of the protocol files reveals that none of the research subjects were able to nor did 

any of the subjects attempt to implement a direct solution to tiie problem witiiout 

gatiiering additional information about tiie problem situation. It is tiie intent of tii'is 

research effort to select a problem difficult enough in nature to avoid an immediate 

solution attempt and therefore allow a rk̂ her examination of the postulated problem 

comprehension process. The nature of the problem and the potential for the 

immediate application of a direct solution is discussed in Chapter IV. Thus, the 

application of a direct or immediate solution to correct a software bug is not 

supported by the observations noted in this research effort for the reasons noted 

above. 

Research Question 2: Do programmers exhibit a behavior indicative of the use 
of a debugging stiategy devised to facilitate program 
comprehension or bug location? 

Research question 2 is concerned with the second level of the goal-setting 

activity of the process portion of the integrated problem-solving model founded upon 

structural learning theory. In terms of the software debugging task activities 

representation, tills question is associated with the Select Strategy activity and is 

represented by the use of tiie Goal predicate and Level 2 argument in tiie coding 

scheme. Table 8 indicates that all 20 of tiie research subjects exhibited behavior tiiat 

is indicative of the selection of a sti-ategy to facilitate the comprehension of the 

program or ttie identification of tiie bug location. In fact, ttie strategy selection activity 

was a major portion of the overall goal establishment activities observed for each of 

tiie individuals. This activity is furtiier reinforced by tiie fad ttiat 86.9% (not depicted 
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In Table 8) of the obsen/ed evaluation activities of ttie research subjects are 

accompanied by an identifiable search stiategy as encoded by the Evaluate predicate 

and the Sti-ategy argument. Therefore, tiie use of a debugging sti-ategy devised to 

facilitate program comprehension or bug location is consistentiy supported by the 

observed activities of a heterogeneous group of software programmers. 

Research Question 3: Do programmers exhibit a behavior Indicative of the 

switching of a search strategy? 

The next research question developed to assess the goal establishment activity 

deals with the notion that individuals may switch from one search stiategy to another. 

Research question number 3 Is also concerned with the second level of tiie Establish 

Goal activity {Select Strategy) according to the software debugging task activities 

representation and is associated with tiie Find Rule portion of the integrated model of 

problem solving. This activity is postulated to involve the selection and 

Implementation of a new or different search strategy to facilitate the comprehension of 

the problem situation or goal according to tiie task activities representation. 

The evaluation of this research question is performed through the use of the 

Set Strategy predicate. As noted in Table 8, all 20 research subjects demonsti-ated a 

behavior that is indicative of this type of activity. This study does not attempt to 

determine the order that the sti-ategies are invoked or seek to determine if there is a 

correlation between the ordering of tiie sti-ategies and overall task performance. While 

tiie data is available for tiiis analysis, tiiese questions are beyond tiie scope of tiiis 

research effort. Thus, in response to research question 3, the switching of search 
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sti-ategies is an activity that is consistentiy obsen/ed across a heterogeneous group of 

programmers engaged in a software debugging task. 

Research Question 4: Do programmers exhibit a behavior ttiat is indicative of 
the creation of an action plan to facilitate the 
comprehension of the program or identification of the 
software bug? 

The next research question developed to assess the goal establishment activity 

(Research question 4) concerns in the evaluation of the creation or modification of a 

debugging stirategy devised to facilitate the comprehension of the program or the 

location of the software bug. This activity corresponds to the lowest level of the goal-

setting activity of the postulated process portion of the integrated problem-solving 

model founded upon structural learning theory, and is associated with the lowest level 

{Create/Modify Search Strategy) of the Estat)lish Goal activity of the software 

debugging task activities representation. This activity is evaluated through the Goal 

predicate and ttie Level 3 argument of ttie coding scheme. 

As illusti-ated in Table 8, only two of tiie 20 research subjects exhibited 

behavior indicative of the creation of a plan devised to facilitate program 

comprehension or bug location. It is interesting to note tiiat the obsen/ed behavior of 

these research subjects did not match any of the search sttategies ttiat had been 

previously identified in the software debugging literature and that this behavior 

followed previous attempts to locate the software bug using identifiable stiategies. 

The strategy used by one of these subjects may be desaibed as somewhat of a 

pattern-matching approach, whereby the subject specifically labelled each item on the 

incorrect output listing with the corresponding program variable name and attempted 
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to follow ttie pattern of ttie variables ttirough ttie output listing. This behayk)r was 

noted approximately 61 minutes Into the debugging exercise and was preceded by 

several unsuccessfiji solution attempts. One other subject demonstiated an 

unconventional approach to the program comprehension process. This subject 

developed a pseudocode passage to assist In the comprehension of the program 

logic regarding the determination of tiie customer discount calculation. A closer 

examination of the subject's background revealed that It had been over a year since 

the subject had programmed in COBOL, altiiough the subject was still actively 

involved in software maintenance tasks using different programming languages. 

This research effort is primarily designed to focus on the second level of the 

goal setting activity, which is postulated to incorporate the use of search stiategies to 

facilitate problem comprehension and error identification. Therefore, as discussed in 

Chapter V, the nature of tiie problem is intended to be difficult enough to require the 

additional problem comprehension but simple enough to be solved. It is not 

surprising that the observed behavior Indicative of the creation of a stiategy is not 

supported by the obsen/ed behavior of the heterogeneous group of research subjects. 

A distinguishing feature of the problem-solving model founded upon structural 

learning tiieory is the hierarchical nature of ttie goal-setting activity. This ordering is 

postulated to account for tiie varying levels of performance across individuals with 

differences in tiieir declarative knowledge and abilities to use tills knowledge. 

However, the integrated model of problem-solving also postulates that the fundamental 

process portion of the model is essentially tiie same for all individuals witii prior 

exposure to a task regardless of skill and experience. In order to evaluate tiie process 
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portion of ttie Integrated model, a problem is specifically devised to provide ttie ability 

to focus on the behavior of a heterogeneous group of software programmers witti 

particular attention focussed on tiie goal setting and problem comprehension 

activities, which are tiie primary distinguishing features of tills model. Thus, It is not 

surprising that none of ttie subjects are capable of applying a direct or immediate 

solution to the problem without additional problem comprehension activities (Research 

question 1), nor is It surprising that more subjects do not exhibit a behavk>r indicative 

of the creation of a search strategy (Research question 4). 

Strateav Enactment Assessment 

The subordinate activities associated with the Enact Search Strategy activity 

include the Evaluate Program and Update Representation activities. The Evaluate 

Program activity is primarily concerned with the continued assessment of the program, 

possible errors, and the location of those error. The Update Representation activity is 

primarily concerned with the extension or revision of an individual's conceptual 

representation of the program, its components, and the possible causes of tiie 

error(s). 

Research Question 5: Do programmers engage in a program evaluation 

process? 

Research question 5 is developed to assess the evaluation process that 

individuals are postulated to engage In according to tiie software debugging task 

activities representation {Evaluate Program), and this assessment is facilitated witii the 

use of the Evaluate predicate in the coding scheme. All 20 research subjects 
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engaged in the program evaluation process and therefore ttiis activity is consistentiy 

observed across a heterogeneous group of software programming professionals. This 

activity accounts for a major portion of the total activities obsen/ed across the 20 

subjects, as tiie mean proportion of the evaluation activity is approximately 32.15% of 

tiie total activity obsen/ed for tiie subjects. As mentioned above, approximately 86.9% 

of the encoded evaluation activities are conducted by using an identifiable stiategy, 

which suggests that the evaluation process engaged In by tiie subjects is conducted 

in a structured or systematic manner. It is interesting to note the proportion of 

evaluation activities in relation to the total activities for each individual and the variance 

across individuals as well as the differences in the stiategies or sequence of strategies 

employed by different individuals. However, an investigation of these questions is 

beyond the scope of this research effort. Thus, in response to research question 5, a 

heterogeneous group of software maintenance programmers consistently engaged in 

a program evaluation process. 

Research Question 6: Do programmers update their representation of the 

program functionality or its components? 

The main focus of research question 6 is to assess whetiier the activity of 

updating tiie representation of the problem situation is obsen/ed consistentiy across a 

heterogeneous group of programmers. This research question is associated with the 

Update Representation activity depicted in tiie software debugging task activities 

representation. Table 8 illustiates tiie results of tills assessment by noting tiiat all 20 

research subjects are obsen/ed engaging In a behavior Indicative of the extension or 

modification of one's conceptual representation of a problem sitijation. 
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The direction of change associated witii an individual's conceptual 

representation of the program or program en-or was not noted during the study; 

therefore, an Individual Is also capable of developing an incorrect representation of the 

program or the program error. The effect of the development of an incorrect problem 

representation should have an infiuence on the perfomiance of an individual. The 

tendency to develop and the significance of the development of incorrect 

representations may differ t>etween individuals with various skills and experience. 

Again, this Is an interesting issue but Is beyond the scope of this investigation. In 

response to research question 6, the members of a heterogeneous group of software 

programmers consistentiy engaged in an activity indicative of the extension or 

modification of one's conceptual representation of the problem situation. 

Hvpothesis Development Assessment 

The subordinate activities associated with the development of hypotheses 

during the debugging process include the Generate Hypothesis activity and the 

Evaluate Hypothesis activity as postulated In tiie software debugging task activities 

representation. These activities are identified witii the Find Rule and Execute Rule 

processes of the integrated model of problem solving founded upon stiructural learning 

theory. 

The Generate Hypothesis activity is postulated to be associated witii tiie 

development of assertions regarding ttie location of a software bug and witii ttie 

functionality of portions of the program or its components. The generation of 

hypotiieses concerning tiie location of a software bug is closely associated witii tiie 
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development of a solution to the problem, whereas the generation of hypotiieses 

involving the functionality of certain portions of the program or program components is 

associated more closely witti the goal setting activity and selection of search 

stî ategles as postulated in the task activities representation. The distinction between 

these activities lead to the development of research questions 7 and 8. 

Research Question 7: Do programmers formulate hypotiieses regarding the 

location of a software bug? 

Research question 7 is primarily concerned witii tiie assessment of the 

hypothesis development process for the location of a software bug and whether this 

activity is consistentiy observed across a heterogeneous group of programmers 

engaged in software debugging. This activity is associated with the Develop 

Hypothesis predicate and its corresponding Bug Location and Bug Affiliation 

arguments. As noted in Table 8, the Develop Hypotiiesis regarding the Bug Location 

activity is observed in 17 of the 20 research subjects, and the Develop Hypothesis 

regarding a Bug Affiliation activity is observed in 19 of the 20 research participants. 

The Bug Location argument supports the development of an assertion directly relating 

to the program location of a bug, whereas tiie Bug Affiliation argument supports tiie 

development of assertions relating to program variables thought to be directiy 

associated with tiie software bug and would lead to the identification and location of a 

software bug. A binomial test indicates tiiat botii tiie Develop Hypotiiesis regarding a 

Bug Location activity and tiie Develop Hypotiiesis regarding a Bug Affiliation are 

activities tiiat are present in a heterogeneous group of software programmers with a 
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critical level of p < 0.0015 for tiie Develop Hypotiiesis regarding a Bug Location 

activity. 

Research Question 8: Do programmers fomnulate hypotiieses regarding ttie 
functionality of certain portions or components of a 
program? 

A related research question Involves the development of hypotheses by a 

heterogeneous group of programmers engaged in a software debugging activity 

regarding the functionality of certain portions or components of a program. This is tiie 

issue that research question 8 is devised to address. The Develop Hypotiiesis 

predicate and the corresponding Program Variable argument are used to encode 

activities related to tiie development of an assertion about the functionality of a 

specific program variable or set of related variables. The Develop Hypotiiesis 

predicate and the corresponding Program Function argument are used to encode 

activities associated with the development of an assertion of the functionality of a 

program statement or paragraph. 

The data in Table 8 illustrates that 12 of the 20 research subjects are obsen/ed 

developing a hypothesis regarding a program variable and 16 of the 20 research 

subjects develop a hypothesis about the functionality of certain portions of the 

program. A binomial test conducted on each set of these predicate/argument 

instances indicates tiiat the Develop Hypotiiesis regarding tiie Program Function 

activity is present in a heterogeneous group of software programmers witii a critical 

level of p < 0.01, but that the Develop Hypothesis about a Program Variable activity Is 

not consistentiy obsen/ed across this group of individuals. However, an aggregate of 

these two activities is made to assess whether individuals developed a hypothesis 
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about ttie functionality of a program variable or a portion of the program code. This 

aggregation revealed tiiat all 20 of tiie research subjects engage in an activity tiiat is 

indicative of one of tiiese ti/vo behaviors. Thus, in response to research question 8, 

the hypothesis development activity specifically regarding program variables or 

portions of the program Is consistently observed across a heterogeneous group of 

programmers engaged in a software debugging activity. 

Research Question 9: Do programmers attempt to evaluate hypotheses 
regarding the functionality of certain portions of a 
program or the location of a software bug? 

The proposed Evaluate Hypothesis activity associated with the Develop 

Hypothesis activity is primarily responsible for the assessment of the hypotheses 

generated concerning the location of a software bug or the functionality of the 

program or components of the program as postulated by the software debugging task 

activities representation. Research question 9 is devised to assess the Evaluate 

Hypothesis activity. This activity is associated with the Verify predicate and Program 

Representation argument of the encoding scheme. As Illustiated in Table 8, all 20 

research subjects exhibited a behavior that is indicative of this activity, which indicates 

tiiat the evaluation of a hypotiiesis that developed during ttie debugging process is an 

activity that is consistentiy observed across a heterogeneous group of software 

programmers. 

Solution Proposal Assessment 

The activities associated witii tiie proposal of a solution are ttie Implement 

Solution and Assess Solution activities. The Implement Solution activity is primarily 
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concerned witti an attempt at correcting a potential software bug and may manifest 

itself In ttie form of ttie insertion, deletion, and/or changing of a program variable or 

statement as postulated by tiie software debugging task activities representation. The 

Assess Solution activity Is associated witti ttie evaluation of an attempt to correct a 

potential software bug. The Implement Solution activity is associated witii tiie Execute 

Rule portion of the Integrated model of problem solving founded upon stiuctural 

learning theory and tiie Assess Solution activity is associated witti ttie Goal evaluation 

process. 

Research Question 10: Do programmers attempt to Implement a potential 

solution to correct a software bug. 

Research question 10 Is developed to assess the activity associated with tiie 

implementation of a potential solution, and this activity is encoded witii the use of the 

Attempt Solution predicate. Table 8 indicates that all 20 research subjects attempted 

to implement potential solutions to correct the program error(s). There are several 

different ways that a solution may be implemented to correct the program error, and 

several different means are obsen/ed across tiie research subjects that are all 

indicative of solution attempts. 

Due to the nature of the task, subjects were not provided with feedback from 

the researcher regarding the success of a potential solution attempt, nor did the 

research subjects have automated support for verifying the success of their potential 

solutions. It Is interesting to note that three of the research subjects were confident of 

tiieir success in locating and correcting the source of the program error and 

discontinued the exercise; however, ttiese subjects dkj not con-ecUy kienttfy ttie 
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source of ttie error and ttierefore did not actually correct ttie program, ki addition, 

one subject con-ecUy identified the source of ttie error and noted an appropriate 

solution to fix the program but failed to identify the enror as ttie sole cause of ttie 

erroneous output obsen/ed on ttie incorrect output report As a result, this subject 

continued to search for additional errors in the program and failed to realize the 

infiuence of the enror already identified in the program. The exercise was halted after 

67 minutes of activity and tiie subject felt tiiat he/she had failed to successfijily debug 

the program. 

There are a number of interesting issues related to the solution implementation 

activity such as the number of solution attempts, the appropriateness of various 

solutions, the time taken to arrive at a solution, and the correctness of the final 

solution without the ability to recompile and run the program. However, these issues 

are beyond the scope of this research effort and may be the subject of future 

research. In addition, the relationship of the activities preceding and following a 

solution attempt are also of interest and this issue is addressed in the Pattern Analysis 

section. In relation to research question 10, an activity indicative of a solution attempt 

is consistentiy obsen/ed across a heterogenous group of individuals engaged in a 

software debugging task. 

Research Question 11: Do programmers attempt to confirm the results of a 

potential solution to correct a software bug? 

The final research question developed to investigate the ok)sen/ed behavior of 

individuals engaged in a software debugging task in relation to the task activities 

representation is associated with tiie verification of a potential solution to tiie problem. 
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The observed behavior Indicative of this activity corresponds to ttie Verify Solution 

activity of the software debugging activities representation and is encoded witii ttie 

Verify predicate and the Program Changes argument As noted in Table 8,18 of ttie 

20 research subjects exhibited a behavior representative of tills activity. One of tiie 

subjects that did not engage in the verification of a program change activity stopped 

all activity immediately after the implementation of a potential solution to the program 

error and the other subject implemented a potential solution and tiien attempted to 

locate additional errors without verifying the influence of the program change. The 

latter is the subject in which the exercise was halted after 67 minutes of debugging 

activity had lapsed as mentioned above. 

A binomial test is performed to assess the significance of this activity and the 

results indicate that the verification of a potential solution to a program en-or is an 

activity that Is consistently observed across a heterogeneous group of software 

maintenance programmers during a software debugging task. The number of 

individuals exhibiting this activity is great enough to accept tills postulate (p < 0.005). 

Additional Activities Assessment 

The intent of this portion of tiie content analysis to determine if there are 

obsen/ed activities present in tiie protocols tiiat are not included in the proposed 

debugging task activities representation. The evaluation of tiie protocols in search of 

additional activities not included in the originally proposed activities representation is 

intended to enhance ttie validity of ttie protocol analysis. 
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The evaluation of these activities is facilitated ttirough ttie use of ttie 

Noncodeable predicate. Table 8 illustiates that 14 subjects demonstiated 

noncodeable activities during ttie debugging exercise. A mean proportion of 2.03% of 

the total encoded activities across the 14 subjects are coded as Noncodeable with a 

range fi-om 0.8% to 10.12% of the total activities for individual subjects. A closer 

examination of the activities classified as Noncodeable is possible through an analysis 

of the arguments associated with the predicate. 

The No Code for Activity argument is intended to capture the observed 

activities or verbalizations that are not identifiable in terms of the codes established 

tiirough the task activities representation. As illustirated in Table 8,19.4% of tiie 

activities encoded as Noncodeable are not capable of being classified according to 

tiie coding scheme developed firom the software debugging task activities 

representation founded upon stiuctural learning theory. Only 6 of the 20 research 

subjects demonstiated an activity for which there is no code. 

An examination of each of these encoded segments provides a closer view of 

the nature of tiiese obsen/ed activities. In tiiree of tiie cases, tiie noncodeable activity 

is due to the subject's attempt to interact witii tiie monitor during ttie debugging task 

and this attempt is often to pose a question conceming a redarification of ttie nature 

of ttie problem, objective, program listings, or some otiier task-related question. Three 

cases also reveal tiiat ttie noncodeable activity is due to tiie verî alization of some 

physical activity currentiy being performed to fadlitate tiie debugging task. Examples 

of tiie verbalizations describing tiiese physical activities indude jotting a note, 

earmarking a page, and highlighting a program segment In each of tiiese cases, tiie 
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physical activity is used to note a location or prompt the suk>jed to remember a piece 

of information previously heeded to sen/e as a reference for future use in tiie 

debugging process. Each of tiiese obsen/ed activities seems to t>e more of a 

manifestation of the verbal protocol method for gatiiering ttie data or ttie manual desk-

checking procedure used to perfomn ttie debugging activity rather ttian an activity that 

discredits the proposed task activities representation. 

The other argument used to fadlitate a doser examination of the Noncodeable 

activity is the Silence/Prompt argument. As mentioned in Chapter V, a neutral prompt 

was administered to the research subjed by the researcher for periods of silence 

greater than seven seconds. Each of these silent perk>ds in the protocols are 

encoded with the Noncodeable predicate and the corresponding Silence/Prompt 

argument 

Fourteen of the 20 research subjects demonstiated one or more of these 

periods of silence. These encoded "activities" account for approximately 80.6% of tiie 

total Noncodable activities. The underlying activity assodated witii a period of silence 

in the verbalizations can only be inferred. A examination of the ti-ansition fi^equency 

matî ix assodated witii each of the 14 subjects reveals that approximately 57.2% of 

these segments immediately follow an Evaluation activity and ttiat approximately 74.5% 

of ttiese segments follow some type of Program Comprehension activity (Evaluate or 

Update Representation). The neutial prompt administered by tiie researcher is often 

followed by a restatement of tiie activity immediately preceding tiie prompt and ttie 

reason for performing this activity. 
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Altiiough 14 of research subjects demonstiated one or more periods of silence, 

one subjed demonsti-ated a disproportional amount of silence in terms of ttie total 

number of encoded activities relative to tiie otiier research subjects. The silent 

Noncodeable activities accounted for approximately 10.12% of ttiis subjed's total 

observed activities. A post-task evaluation of the subjed reveals that the perkxls of 

silence are primarily due to a discomfort witti ttie concunrent verbalization process. 

Despite the periods of silence, the researcher has made the decision to indude this 

subjed's protocol for furtiier evaluation due to the articulate nature of the subjed's 

verbalizations. 

The underlying activities assodated with the periods of silence during the 

debugging task may only be inferred. However, based upon the nature of tiie 

noncodeable observed activities discussed previously and the possible asscx̂ iation 

between the periods of silence and the program comprehension process it is believed 

that the noncodeable activities assodated with periods of silence are not suffident to 

invalidate the postulated software debugging activities representation. 

Nonorodudive Activities Assessment 

The intent of the third section of tiie content analysis is to determine if the 

concurrent verbalization method and the data gathering process used to obtain tiie 

protocols Is too obti-usive and therefore adversely affects tiie validity of the data. An 

examination of the influence of the veri>alization method and the data gathering 

process is fadlitated through tiie use of the Nonproductive predicate in the encoding 

scheme. 
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The Nonproductive predicate is used to record any behavk>r, witii the 

exception of silence, that indicates the subjed is uncomfortable with the task situation 

or is distraded from the debugging activity. Table 8 reveals that 13 research subjects 

demonstrated an activity considered to be nonproductive to the debugging task. The 

mean proportion of the nonproductive activities is 1.45% of the total activities obsen/ed 

for each of the 13 subjects witti a range of 0.7% to 4.73% of ttie total encoded 

activities across these subjects. 

A doser examination of the Nonproductive protocol segments reveals that tiie 

nature of the observed nonproductive activities is generally assodated with one of 

several fadors that indude: nature of the source code, discomfort with concurrent 

verbalizations, discomfort with the lack of automation, and drcumstantial fadors. The 

subjects' comments concerning tiie nature of ttie source code are primarily assodated 

with debugging source code that was written by someone else. As previously 

mentioned, a great deal of software maintenance in industry is conduded by someone 

otiier tiian tiie original author (Gibson and Senn, 1989; Sheppard et al., 1979). The 

discomfort associated with concurrent verbalizations primarily manifests itself as an 

initial discomfort witii hearing oneself speaking aloud. This discomfort is primarily 

noted early in tiie debugging task and seems to subside shortiy. The discomfort witii 

the "tiiink aloud" process experienced by subjects was possibly reduced by ttie 

administiation of tiie practice debugging exerdse prior to ttie recorded debugging 

task. Anottier manifestation of tiie discomfort witii ttie concurrent verbalization 

process obsen/ed in tiiree research subjects is ttie summarization of a recent series of 

activities. However, tills may also have been a deliberate activity assodated witii tiie 
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Update Representation and Prot)lem Comprehension process in whk̂ h the sut>jects 

provided a summarization of a series of activities for tiieir own behalf and not for tiie 

benefit of the researcher. 

The discomfort with the lack of automation expressed by five of tfie research 

subjects is primarily assodated with manual tasks ttiat could have been eased witti 

the use of an automated tool. Examples Indude: ttie location of a program variable 

could have been eased with tiie use of an editor, the performance of a manual 

calculation could have been eased by the use of a calculator, and the manual 

verification of a program change could have been eased with the use of a compiler. 

These are all previously acknowledged objections to the use of a manual desk-

checking procedure which results in minor objections made in the form of a passing 

comment by the research subjects; however, tiiese objections do not outweigh the 

benefits in the form of increased contiol and richer data derived fi^om the use of tiie 

manual debugging procedure. The drcumstantial fadors tfiat resulted in the 

distiaction of several subjects are related to the room temperature on two occasions 

and an unanticipated interruption on one occasion. These disti-actions again are 

noted in passing comments and are not believed to have impeded the data gathering 

process. 

The nonproductive activities noted above are often criticisms of the verbal 

protocol metiiod. These criticisms are to be addressed furtiier in tiie limitations of tiie 

study presented in Chapter Vlll. 
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Summan/ of Content Analysis 

The content analysis examines tiie fundamental activities postulated by ttie 

software debugging task activities representation to be consistentiy observed across a 

group of software programmers with varying skills and professional experience. This 

analysis provides a response to each of the research questions devised to evaluate 

the activities representation. 

Research question one does not support the immediate application of a dired 

solution to a problem due to the difficult nature of the problem, but the application of a 

dired solution to the problem (Goal/Level 1 and Attempt Solution) is consistentiy 

observed across the heterogeneous group of software programmers. The second 

research question relates to the establishment of a goal to provide a furtiier 

comprehension of the problem situation through the selection and implementation of a 

strudured search stiategy. The obsen/ed behavior of the software programmers 

supports this activity. The third research question is also assodated with the 

postulated goal-setting activities of the task activities representation and tills question 

is devised to assess the switching fi-om one stiudured search strategy to another in 

order to facilitate the comprehension of tiie problem situation. Again, tiie research 

subjects consistentiy engaged in tills type of activity, and tiierefore tills activity is also 

supported by tiie research findings. The fourth research question is conceived to 

evaluate the creation or modification of a stiudured search stiategy not previously 

identified in tiie literature to fadlitate tiie comprehension of tiie problem situation. 

Only two of the 20 research subjed exhibited ttiis type of activity, and tiierefore tills 

activity is not supported by the findings of this research. 
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The fiftti research question is devised to assess tiie existence of a problem 

evaluation activity. This activity is consistently obsen/ed across the group of research 

subjects, and ttierefore its indusion in the final process model of software debugging 

is accepted. The sixth research question assesses the presence of an activity 

indicative of the extension or modiflcation of an indh/kiual's conceptual representation 

of the problem situation. Again, the observed activities of the heterogeneous group of 

software programmers support the existence of tiiis activity. 

The seventh and eighth research questions are supported by the observations 

recorded across the research subjects. This implies that hypotiieses are developed to 

dired and focus the comprehension of the program and its components as well as to 

assist in directing other problem-solving activities. The ninth research question is 

associated with the hypothesis evaluation activity. This activity is consistentiy 

observed across the heterogeneous group of software maintenance programmers, 

and therefore the existence of this activity is supported by the research results. 

The flnal two research questions are concerned with the implementation of a 

potential solution to the problem and ttie veriflcation of the correctness of tills solution, 

respectively. Both of tiiese research questions are supported based upon the 

observed behavior of tiie research subjects Implying that tiiese two activities are 

consistentiy performed as part of the software debugging process. 

The flnal ti/vo portions of the content analysis provide an assessment of tiie 

presence of additional activities tiiat are not accounted for by ttie posUilated task 

activities representation and evaluate tiie obtrusiveness of ttie data collection process. 

The presence of additional activities and impediments assodated witii ttie obtainment 
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of the concunrent verbal protocols potentially affects ttie valkllty of the resulting data. 

This analysis does not reveal tiie presence of additional activities, and the data 

collection process is deemed acceptat>le for provkiing Level 1 data according to 

Ericsson and Simon's dassification of vert>al protocol data (1984) and therefore does 

not adversely affed the validity of the resulting data used in the analysis of the 

research questions. 



CHAPTER Vll 

DATA PATTERN ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

A thorough evaluation of the ability of the software debugging task activities 

representation founded upon strudural learning theory to account for the obsen/ed 

behavior of a heterogenous group of individuals separately engaged In the problem-

solving task of software debugging requires an assessment of the fundamental 

activities obsen/ed during the debugging process and an examination of tiie existence 

of patterns and relationships between the obsen/ed activities. The content analysis 

presented In Chapter VI provides an assessment of tiie postulated fijndamental 

software debugging activities and identifies tiiose activities that are consistentiy 

observed across a heterogeneous group of software programmers. The activity 

pattern analysis presented in this chapter determines the relationships and patterns of 

the relationships that exist between tiiese fundamental activities. The determination of 

the relationships tiiat exist between activities, that are consistentiy obsen/ed across 

individuals, sen/es as the basis for the assessment of tiie strudure of the postulated 

software debugging task activities representation. 

The analysis of tiie relationships and the determination of ttie pattern of 

interaction between these relationships is approached in a systematic manner. The 

first section of tills chapter evaluates and identifies tiie statistically significant dyadic 

activities obsen/ed at various sequential removes for each Individual. The second 

section of tills chapter consti-uds tiie significant sequence(s) of events for each 

147 
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individual based upon the interaction of tiie individual pairs of activities for each 

research subject, and the third section of the chapter provides an assessment of 

significant sequence(s) of activities that are consistentiy observed across tiie 

heterogeneous group of software programmers. The fourtii section of tills chapter 

examines the cyclical sequences of activities consistentiy ot>sen/ed across Individuals. 

The final section of the chapter discusses the consistently observed activity sequences 

in relation to the proposed software debugging task activities representation. 

Dyadic Assessment 

A complete evaluation of the interactions t)etween various ot>sen/ed activities is 

possible by counting all occurrences of unique sequences of activities of different 

lengths that occur throughout an encoded file. Essentially, tiiis is equivalent to 

computing the lagged conditional probabilities for a given behavior (z) at a specific 

time (t), given that a second behavior (y) occurred at time t-1, a third behavior (x) 

occurred at time t-2, behavior w at time t-3, etc., to whatever level Is desired and for all 

adivlties. However, when more than seven or eight behaviors can occur or when 

sequences of more than five or six activities are under consideration, there are so 

many possible chains of differing iengtiis tiiat tills approach produces large volumes 

of information (Bakeman, 1978). A more parsimonious approach to activity analysis 

was proposed by Sackett (1979) is termed lao sequential analysis. 

This approach is adopted for tills research effort to evaluate sequential 

dependencies among obsen/ed activities. Lag sequential analysis is a non-parameti-ic 

variant of auto- and cross-correlation time series analysis techniques, and altiiough 
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tiiis analysis technique does not directiy identify exad patterns of occurrence among 

activities. It has several advantages over Markovian metiiods and provides sequential 

information unavailable fi-om simple one-step contingency measures (c.f. Gottinan and 

Roy, 1990; Sackett et al., 1979). 

The lag sequential analysis of the software debugging activities proceeds by 

designating one activity as the "key activity" and all of the remaining predicates 

(activities) become "target activities." A tiansition fi-equency mati-ix and a tiansition 

probability profile is then consti-uded for the key activity in relation to every other 

activity at various event lags using a first-order model assumption for the expeded 

frequencies of each activity. Each profile depicts the conditional probabilities for a 

specific target activity Immediately following the key activity (lag 1) or immediately 

preceding the key activity (lag -1), following the key activity with an unspedfied 

inten/ening activity (lag 2), following two inten/ening activities (lag 3), etc. The 

descriptive statistics that result from this analysis are the presence versus absence of 

the key adivity against the presence versus absence of the target activity for each 

event lag. The statistics resulting firom each tiansition probability profile depicting the 

stiength of the dependencies include Pearson's produd-moment correlation coefficient 

(r) and a z-score (Allison and Liker, 1982; Bakeman and Gottman, 1986; Faraone and 

Dorfman, 1987; Gottman and Roy, 1990). 

Each predicate in tiie encoding scheme is designated as a key activity, and a 

probability profile with corresponding statistics is developed to depid tiie interaction of 

each activity in relation to all of tiie other obsen/ed activities for a specific research 

subjed. This analysis is performed for all of ttie obsen/ed activities for each of ttie 20 
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research subjects. Table 9 provkJes an illustiation of the lag sequential analysis 

output for the key predicate Evaluate and the target predicate Goal for one research 

subjed. 

A significance level of a=0.05 Is established to evaluate each of tiie activity 

pairs at various lags based on tiie tiansitional probability profiles tiiat are generated, 

which is consistent with tiie recommendations of Bakeman and Gottinan (1986, pp. 

143-145). The correlation coeffident and tiie z-score profiles are examined to identify 

the statistically significant adivity relationships that are encoded for each subjed. A 

matrix of significant dyadic activities and their corresponding event lags is then 

construded for each research subjed. This matiix provides the basis for a fijrther 

assessment of the sequentially dependent activities. 

Individual Sequential Activity Assessment 

The next step in the analysis of the ot>served behavior of each individual 

engaged in the software debugging process is to identify the existence of a sequence 

of events that are obsen/ed for each subjed in the prior section. Due to tiie huge 

volume of data that results fi-om tiie development of tiie tiansitional probabilities for 

tiie event pairs at various lags, tiie statistically significant event pairs are klentified and 

sen/ed as the basis for tills evaluation. 

The analysis proceeds by constructing a spedal type of state tiansition 

diagrams for each individual. The graphs indudes each event pair identified in tiie 

analysis noted above with tiie drdes representing tiie encoded activities and the 
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Table 9. Example of Lag Sequential Analysis Report. 

VP09BS.ENC (VP09BS.TXT) 
Null codings skipped 
153 encoding lines 

Search Key: EVALUATE 

GOAL witii reaped to EVALUATE 

Lag 
K=0 K=0 K=1 K=1 Pearson's Conreded 
T=0 T=1 T=0 T=1 r Z 

-10 
-9 
-8 
-7 
-6 
-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

8 
12 
16 
21 
27 
33 
41 
53 
72 
104 
100 
68 
50 
38 
30 
24 
18 
13 
9 
7 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
4 
8 
6 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 

3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
7 
11 
18 
31 
38 
42 
32 
17 
11 
8 
6 
6 
5 
4 
2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
6 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

0.3211 
0.1310 

-0.0960 
0.0818 
0.1817 

-0.0524 
-0.0948 
-0.0555 
0.1190 
0.0773 

-0.1240 
-0.1581 
-0.1925 
-0.2365 
0.6236 

2.0562 
0.9629 

-0.8204 
0.8456 
2.2402 

-0.6455 
-0.9811 
-0.4740 
0.8744 
0.4947 

-0.7016 
-0.8062 
-0.8607 
-0.9161 
2.0683 
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arrows representing the direction of the interaction and tiie correlation coeffidents and 

p-value for tiie interaction. A different diagram is constiuded for each of tiie different 

lag sequences to represent lag 1 ti-ansitions, lag 2 transitions, and lag 3 tiansitions. 

Figure 12 presents an example of tiie state ti-ansition diagrams constiuded for one of 

the research subjects denoting the significant event interactions occun-ing at lag ±1 

and lag ±2. These diagrams have the merit of rendering visible just how the events 

are sequenced in time and present a more comprehensive view of the sequential 

dependencies among the activities observed for each of the research subjects. 

The use of state transition diagrams to depid the sequential adivity 

dependendes is consistent with prior research utilizing the protocol analysis technique 

(Bakeman and Brown, 1977; Bakeman and Gottman, 1986; Bouwman, 1985; Doyle et 

al., 1992; Repp et al., 1989). The reason for developing separate diagrams for each of 

the different lag sequences Is because the inten/ening activity or activities between the 

key and target activities for lag 2 and lag 3 ti-ansitions respectively may only be 

inferred (Gottinan and Roy, 1990) witii tiie lag sequential analysis technique. 

The process of developing tiie diagrams requires an initial evaluation of each 

of tiie significant key/target activities tiiat occur at lag 1. An initial key activity is 

seleded to begin the process and the corresponding activity that immediately follows 

it is identified as tiie target activity. For example. Set stiategy is chosen as tiie initial 

key activity and Establish Goal is identified as tiie corresponding target activity. The 

target activity of tiie initial adivity pair (Establish Goal) tiien becomes tiie key activity 

and tiie activity tiiat immediately follows it is identified (e.g.. Evaluate), which tiien 
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p<0.06 

Lag 2 Sequence 
^ti< p< 0.001 

Figure 12 

Example of a State Transition Diagram 
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becomes tiie key activity and so on. This process allows for tiie kjentification of a 

chain of sequentially dependent activities obsen/ed for a given subject 

The significant lag 2 activity pairs are tiien evaluated In a similar manner, but 

tiie interpretation of tiiese activity pairs is different For example. Set Stiategy is 

seleded as the key activity and Evaluate Is identified as the target activity. The 

interpretation of tills adivity pair is tiiat Set Stiategy occun-ed at time tO, activity X 

occurred at time t1, and Evaluate occurred at time 12. In lag sequential analysis, tiie 

only assumption that can be made is that some inten/ening activity occurs between 

the Set Sti-ategy and Evaluate activities. 

The same type of evaluation is conduded for the lag 3 activity pairs, but tiie 

interpretation of these pairs asserts tiiat two inten/ening activities occur between tiie 

key and target activities. However, the lag 3 diagrams are not used for this analysis 

because there are not enough encoded events to support a lag 3 analysis for several 

of the research subjects according to a rule of thumb of sequential analysis suggested 

by Siegel (1956) and later modified by Bakeman and Gottinan (1986). 

The lag 2 activity pairs are used to reinforce the assessment of three-activity 

sequences. As depided in the example provided akx>ve, the support for a three-event 

sequence developed fi-om tiie chaining of significant lag 1 activity pairs is further 

reinforced by tiie identification of a lag 2 key/target activity pair tiiat matches tiie 

activities occurring at tO and t2 of tiie tiiree-event sequence. 
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Group Sequential Activitv Assessment 

The identification of sequences of significantly occurring activities for each 

individual, as discussed in the prior section, sen/es as the basis for a more focused 

evaluation of the activity sequences that are consistently ok>served across the 

heterogeneous group of software maintenance programmers. The assessment of the 

activity sequences Is more focused at this point because it involves an evaluation of 

only the observed activity pairs rather than the 42 possible two-event sequences, the 

252 possible three-event sequences, or the 1512 possible four-event sequences that 

could be derived from the encoding scheme. 

The evaluation proceeds by constiucting a list of the activity pairs that are 

observed for any research subjed derived fi^om the sequential analysis of tiie 

significant lag 1 adivity pairs. Each of tiie activity pairs on tills list has been found to 

have a significant interaction as determined fi-om prior analysis discussed above. A 

frequency count of the presence versus absence of each of the lag 1 activity pairs is 

made for all twenty research subjects, and a binomial test is tiien conduded for each 

of tiie adivity pairs to identify tiie activities tiiat are consistentiy obsen/ed across tiie 

heterogeneous group of individuals. This procedure is tiien repeated using tiie data 

fi-om tiie lag 2 activity pair analysis to reveal ttie activity pairs not identified in tiie lag 1 

analysis or to reinforce a chain of activities constiuded tiirough ttie lag 1 analysis. 

Table 10 depicts ttie results of ttiis analysis and notes ttie adivity pairs tiiat are 

consistentiy obsen/ed across tiie research group, tiie proportion of tiie group 

demonstrating tiie significant relationship between ttie activities, and tiie critical level 

resulting fi-om the binomial test 
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Table 10. Obsen/ed Activity Pairs Noted Across ttie Research Group. 

Lag 

Lagi 

U g 2 

Activity Pair 

Select Strategy - Goal Level 2 

Goal Level 2 -> Evaluate 

Goal Level 1 - Attempt Sdution 

Evaluate - Update Representation 

Update Representation -> Devek>p Hypothesis 

Develop Hypothesis - Verify 

Attempt Solution •* Verify 

Seled Strategy - X - Evaluate 

Goal Level 2 -> X - Update Representation 

Develop Hypotiiesis ^ X ^ Seled Strategy 

Observed 
Proportion 

18/20 

18/20 

15/20 

19/20 

15/20 

14/20 

14/20 

16/20 

16/20 

14/20 

— — ' ^ ^ 

Critical 
Level 

p < 0.0005 

p < 0.0005 

p < 0.05 

p < 0.00001 1 

p < 0.05 1 

p < 0.06 1 

p < 0.06 1 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.01 

p < 0.06 
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Based upon the results of the lag 1 and lag 2 activities analysis, the activities 

that are consistentiy obsen/ed aaoss the research group are identified. A doser 

examination of these activities allows the construction of a chain of sequentially 

dependent events that are observed across the heterogeneous group of programmers 

engaged in the software debugging task. 

The Seled Strategy predicate is chosen as the activity to begin the sequential 

analysis of the sequentially dependent activities and this selection is consistent with 

the protocols obtained from the research subjects. The lag 1 sequential analysis 

reveals that the Goal predicate with the corresponding Level 2 argument immediately 

follows the Seled Stiategy activity and a significant relationship is identified in 18 of 

the research subjects. The Level 2 Goal predicate/argument Is consistentiy obsen/ed 

to precede the Evaluate predicate, and the Update Representation predicate is noted 

to follow the Evaluate predicate In a significant number of the research subjects. This 

four-event sequence is consistent with ttie goal setting and problem comprehension 

adiv'ities as postulated by the software debugging task activities representation. 

The conditional probability of the Develop Hypothesis predicate given that it 

immediately follows the Update Representation predicate exceeds its predided value 

for 15 of tiie 20 research subjects (p < 0.05). In addition, a significant number of 

research subjects (p < 0.06) are obsen/ed to engage in a verification activity 

immediately after developing a hypotiiesis as depided by ttie fad ttiat ttie conditional 

probability of tiie Verify predicate, given tiiat it immediately follows ttie Develop 

Hypottiesis predicate, significantty exceeds its predided value. This sequence of 

adivlties is consistent witii tiie Develop Hypottiesis activity assodated witii tiie 
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Problem Comprehension activity as proposed by the task activities representation for 

software debugging. 

Eighteen of ttie 20 research subjects (p < 0.05) are noted to have a significant 

interaction between the Goal predicate/Level 1 argument and the Attempt Solution 

predicate. Specifically, tiie Attempt Solution predicate is found to immediately follow 

tiie Level 1 Goal predicate/argument combination. The lag 1 sequential analysis also 

reveals that a significant number of research subjects (p < .06) demonstiate a 

verification activity immediately following a solution attempt This is illustiated in that 

tiie conditional probability of the Verify predicate, given that it immediately follows the 

Attempt Solution predicate, significantiy exceeds its expeded value for 14 of the 20 

research subjects. This sequence of activities is similar to the Propose Solution 

activity as postulated by the software debugging task activities representation. 

The significant lag 2 activity pairs also offered some valuable insights into tiie 

observed behavior of the software maintenance programmers while engaging in a 

software debugging activity. It is interesting to note tiiat the Seled Stiategy predicate 

followed by an undetermined activity and then followed by the Evaluate predicate 

maps onto the tiiree-event sequence (Seled Sti-ategy -» Goal -> Evaluate) derived fi-om 

tiie significant lag 1 activity pairs. This significant lag 2 activity sequence is noted for 

16 of the 20 research subjects (p < 0.01) and sen/es to stiengtiien the existence of 

tiie tiiree-event sequence. Similarly, tiie Goal predicate followed by an undetermined 

activity and then followed by tiie Update Representation predicate maps onto tiie 

tiiree-event sequence (Goal - Evaluate - Update Representation) ttiat is also derived 

ft^om ttie significant lag 1 activity pairs discussed above. This significant lag 2 activity 
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sequence is noted to occur in 16 of tiie 20 research subjects and strengtiiens the 

presence of the three-event sequence. By combining these two three-event 

sequences, one can postulate the existence of a four-event sequence of activities in 

ttie form of Seled Sti-ategy - Goal - Evaluate - Update Representation. 

The Develop Hypothesis predicate followed by an undetermined activity that is 

followed by the Seled Strategy predicate is a significant lag 2 activity sequence for 14 

of tiie 20 research subjects (p < 0.06). Recall that the task activities representation 

posits that the Develop Hypothesis activity is asscx̂ iated with the Program 

Comprehension activity, and the presence of this activity sequence may suggest the 

seledion of a new debugging stiategy based upon the results of a hypothesis that 

develops an assertion akx>ut the program function or program components. The 

presence of this activity sequence offers the first evidence that suggests tiiat a cydical 

sequence of activities may occur during tiie debugging process. 

Cvclical Adivitv Assessment 

A technique that may be of use in tiie determination of cyclical activity 

sequences that exist in the obsen/ed behavior of the software programmers engaged 

in a debugging task is called tiie fi-equency of cydes or "Fisher's Cydes." The 

fi-equency of cydes is a technique developed by Fisher (1988) to allow researchers to 

see loose patterns in encoded data derived fi-om vertsal protocols. The use of tiiis 

technique requires tiie Initial specification of a key predicate. Each instance of tiie key 

predicate is tiien identified in ttie encoding, and a list of all of ttie predicates and ttie 

corresponding order of ttiese predicates ttiat fall between two Instances of ttie key 
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predicate is then developed. This process is continued for each instance of key 

predicate pairs through tiie end of tiie file. A tally is ttien reported for kientical 

predicate cydes and a report of all of tiie different predicate cydes is developed. 

Figure 13 depicts an example of the frequency cyde report developed employing the 

encoded file of one subjed and using the Update Representation predk^ate as the key 

for the cyde delimiter. Reports are developed for each research subjed using several 

different predicates as the delimiters induding Attempt Sdution, Devek>p Hypothesis, 

Goal, Set Strategy, and Update Representation. 

If a behavior tends to be cydic, then the patterns of the predicates should be 

quite similar and there may be multiple instances of the most typical pattern or 

patterns. The value of this technique is that even if all p>attenis are different, but there 

are only small differences between them, it is highly probable that ttie researcher will 

deted the general pattern. 

An examination of the frequency cyde reports provides no solid statistics to 

assist in the formulation of condusions regarding the presence or absence of stiid 

cyclical activity sequences obsen/ed across subjects. However, this analysis does 

allow for a meta-level analysis of behavior that could support tiie notion of the 

presence of cydical activities. The frequency cyde report noted In Figure 13 sen/es 

as an example of the data used in ttiis type of analysis. An examination of tills report 

indicates tiiat tiiere seems to be a relationship between tiie Set Stiategy, Goal, 

Evaluate, and Update Representation predicates that are present in the encoded 

activities. More specifically, ttie Set Strategy adivity proceeds tiie Goal setting adivity. 
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Frequency d Predk^te Cydes 

VP05BS.ENC (VP05B.TXT) 
Null codings skipped 

Cycle around UPDATE_REPRESENTATION 
29 cycles occur less tiian 25 lengtti 

# Freq Cycle: 
A. 6 UPDATE_REPRESENTAT10N -> UPDATE_REPRESENTATION 

B. 5 UPDATE_REPRESENTATION -> EVALUATE -> UPDATE_REPRESENTATION 

C. 1 UPDATE REPRESEf^ATION -> EVALUATE -> DEVELOP HYPOTHESIS -> 
VERIFY -> EVALUATE -> EVALUATE -> EVALUATE -> EVALUATE -> 
SET_STRATEGY -> GOAL -> EVALUATE -> UPDATE_REPRESENTAT10N 

D. 1 UPDATE REPRESENTATION -> SET STRATEGY -> GOAL -> 
DEVELOP_HYPOTHESlS -> UPDATE^REPRESENTATION 

E. 8 UPDATE REPRESENTATION -> SET STRATEGY -> GOAL -> EVALUATE.> 
UPDATE_REPRESENTATION 

F. 1 UPDATE REPRESENTATION -> DEVELOP HYPOTHESIS -> SET STRATEGY 
-> GOAL-> EVALUATE -> SET_STRATEQY-> UPDATE_REPRESENTAT10N 

G. 2 UPDATE_REPRESENTATION -> DEVELOP HYPOTHESIS -> VERIFY -> 
SET STRATEGY -> GOAL -> EVALUATE -> GOAL -> EVALUATE -> 
EVALUATE -> EVALUATE -> UPDATE_REPRESENTATION 

H. 1 UPDATE REPRESENTATION -> DEVELOP HYPOTHESIS -> GOAL -> GOAL 
-> EVALUATE -> UPDATE_REPRESENTAflON 

I. 2 UPDATE REPRESENTATION -> GOAL -> EVALUATE -> 
UPDATE^REPRESENTATION 

J. 1 UPDATE_REPRESENTATION -> ATTEMPT SOLN -> VERIFY -> 
SET STRATEGY -> GOAL -> EVALUATE -> VERIFY -> GOAL -> EVALUATE 
-> UPDATE_REPRESENTATION 

K 1 UPDATE REPRESENTATION -> VERIFY -> SET_STRATEGY -> GOAL -> 
EVALUATE -> GOAL -> EVALUATE -> EVALUATE -> 
UPDATE_REPRESENTATION 

Figure 13 

Example of a Frequency Cyde Report 
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The determination of tiie goal ttien seems to result in a problem comprehension 

activity ttiat indudes an evaluatton and a revisk>n of ttie indivkJual's current 

representation. The Update Representation activity tiien kx>ps back to the Set 

Strategy activity. 

The sequence described at>ove is obsen/ed to occur in a kx>se manner in all 

but one of the research subjects. This specific subjed is observed to spend more 

time in the Develop Hypothesis activities of the model and the readily kjentifiable cycle 

described above is not as prominent An interesting note is that this individual arrived 

at a condusion In less time than any other Individual. The sequence of activities 

noted in the predicate cyde analysis above is also consistent with the significantiy 

occurring activities sequence derived fi-om tiie lag sequential analysis. 

Anotiier cyde of events that is obsen/ed in a number of the research subjects 

based upon the predicate cycle analysis Is assodated with the development of a 

hypotiiesis. This cyde involved tiie Update Representation, Develop Hypotiiesis, 

Verify, and Goal predicates fi-om the encoded files. The Update Representation 

predicate preceded the Develop Hypothesis predicate, tiie Verify predicate followed 

the Develop Hypotiiesis predicate, and ttie Goal predicate followed ttie Verify 

predicate. Two main branches appear to be assodated witti ttiis cyde: (1) a 

continuation of the program comprehension cyde discussed above; and (2) an 

attempt to corred ttie software bug. The Verify predicate is often fdlowed by a 

Goal/Set Sti-ategy predicate combination or by an Evaluation/Update Representation 

predicate combination, which are botti indicative of a continuation of ttie program 

comprehension process. The second branch of ttie Develop Hypottiesis cyde ttiat is 
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Obsen/ed Involves ttie Goal predicate/Level 1 argument and ttie Attempt Solution 

predicate. A doser examination of tiie encodings for each research suk)jed often 

reveals ttiat ttie goal setting adivity is changing from an evaluation process to a 

solution attempt process as noted by tiie changing of ttie Level argument assodated 

with the Goal predicate. 

Both of these branches are obsen/ed in "looser* sequences of the encoded 

activities tiian is tiie obsen/ed sequence of activities assodated witii ttie program 

comprehension activity discussed above. However, support for tiie sequence of tiiese 

activities is also provided by tiie significant activity pairs consistentiy obsen/ed across 

tiie research group as depided In Table 10 tiiat is derived from tiie lag sequential 

analysis. 

The evaluation of the cydlc adivity patterns provided by the fi-equency cycle 

analysis provides support for the software debugging task activities representation 

derived from strudural learning theory. A program comprehension phase is observed 

in conjunction with the goal-setting and strategy seledion activities, which is 

consistent with the task activities representation. In addition, tiie hypothesis 

development activities are loosely observed to be assodated with both the program 

comprehension and the solution proposal activities. No consistent cydes are noted 

for the solution proposal activities in relation to the rest of the proposed task activities 

representation. This may be due to the fewer number of proposed solution activities 

in relation to the other activities of the model, or perhaps it may be because tiie 

solution proposal activities are the terminal activities for a number of the research 
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activities; and ttierefore, tiiese activities did not cyde back to ttie earlier activities of 

the model. 

Summan/ of Pattern Analvsis 

The content analysis provides an assessment of ttie activities that are 

consistentiy obsen/ed across a heterogeneous group of programmers engaged in a 

software debugging process. The pattern analysis provides an indication of tiie 

general sequence of tiiese activities in relation to the obsen/ed performance of the 

software programmers. 

A four-event sequence of activities is consistently observed across the research 

subjects. The sequence of tiie observed activities is Seled Stiategy - Goal L2 -> 

Evaluate •* Update Representation. This sequence is consistent with the goal-setting 

and program comprehension activities postulated by the task activities representation. 

Specifically, the task activities indude: Estat)lish Goal, Select Strategy, Enact Search 

Strategy, Evaluate Program, and Update Program Representation. Hie nature of the 

goal-setting and problem comprehension activities supports tiie notion of a control 

mechanism {Establish Goal) tiiat guides innovation and implementation of the 

strudured search strategies used by individuals to fadlitate the problem 

comprehension process. 

In addition, the hypothesis development adivity is noted to immediately follow 

this sequence and is responsible for focusing and directing additional program 

comprehension activities and the solution proposal activities. The software debugging 

task activities associated with the hypothesis-development encoded activities indude 
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tiie Generate Hypothesis, and Evaluate Hypothesis activities. The solution proposal 

activities assodated witii the task activities representation Indude the Implement 

Correction and Assess Conrection activities. The results of ttie hypothesis 

development and the solution proposal activities are not as condusive as those of the 

goal-setting and problem comprehension activities, but the results obtained are again 

consistent with the proposed software debugging task activities representation 

founded upon stiudural learning theory. 



CHAPTER Vlll 

CONCLUSIONS 

Introdudion 

The final chapter discusses the findings of the data analysis to provide an 

assessment of the ability of the software debugging task activities representation to 

account for the observed behavior of a heterogeneous group of software 

programmers engaged In a debugging task. This discussion indudes an examination 

of the results of the task activities representation assessment in relation to the 

integrated model of problem solving founded upon stiudural learning theory. A 

discussion of the limitations of this research is then presented followed by the ties to 

previous research and the contributions of this work to the field of MIS. This chapter 

concludes with a discussion of diredions for future research. 

Discussion of Findinqs 

A discussion of the task activities representation in relation to the findings 

obtained from the analysis of the observed t>ehavior of the heterogeneous group of 

software programmers engaged in a debugging task is presented in this section. This 

discussion progresses in a manner that is consistent with the software debugging task 

adivlties representation. The first division of tills section addresses the Establish Goal 

adivity of the task activities representation and its tiiree subordinate activities: Apply 

Direct Correction, Select Debugging Strategy, and Create/Modify Debugging Strategy. 

The second division addresses the program comprehension activities assodated with 
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tiie Enact Search Strategy activity and indudes the Evaluate Program and Update 

Program Representation activities fi-om the software debugging task activities 

representation. The third division of this section deals with tiie hypothesis 

development {Develop Hypothesis), the solution attempt {Correct Error) activities, and 

the subordinate activities associated with each of these activities in accordance with 

the task activities representation. The final division in this section discusses the 

results of the task activities assessment in terms of its relationship to the integrated 

model of problem solving. 

Goal Settinq and Strateqv Seledion 

The evaluation of the heterogeneous group of research subjects (software 

programmers) reveals that all of the subjects initially engage in goal-setting and 

strategy selection activities to guide the program comprehension process. The 

integrated model of problem solving founded upon stiudural learning tiieory posits 

tiiat individuals initially attempt to apply a dired solution to a problem; however, the 

occurrence of tills adivity was not noted witiiin tiie research subjects. It is tiie explicit 

intent of tills research effort to seled a task tiiat cannot be readily solved; and 

therefore, a dired diagnosis and solution to ttie problem may not be possible for even 

the most skilled member of ttiis group. 

Failure to provide an immediate solution to the problem results in tiie seledion 

of a debugging sti-ategy devised to fadlitate ttie program comprehension and bug 

location process according to tiie strudural problem-solving model. The research 

subjects are noted to consistentiy set a secondary goal to comprehend tiie program 
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and ttien seled a debugging stiategy to assist witti ttiis process. In addition, subjects 

are often noted to switch firom one debugging stiategy to a different stiategy. 

Previous research indicates tiiat tills switching of debugging stiategies may be due to 

the selection of more or less efficient strategies based upon the feedback fi-om tiie 

program comprehension process (Sheppard et al., 1979; Weiser, 1982), ttie perceived 

nature of the task (Brooks, 1983), or due to an individual's cunrent repertoire and 

ordering of available strategies (Gould. 1975). 

If a subjed is unable to corredly identify the software bug and corred the 

source of the error, the stiudural problem-solving model postulates that a subjed sets 

a new goal to create a new search stiategy or modify an existing search stirategy to 

facilitate the debugging process. Although this behavior is not consistentiy noted 

across the research subjects, two individuals exhibited a behavior indicative of the use 

of a search strategy not previously identified in the literature as a conventional 

debugging strategy. In both cases, the behavior was exhibited after several tiaditional 

debugging strategies had been used and a considerable amount of time had lapsed 

since the task was initiated. 

The observed behavior of tiie research subjects is consistent with the 

hierarchical nature of tiie goal-setting activities as postulated by the software 

debugging task activities representation founded upon sti-udural learning tiieory; 

however, there are no immediate solutions noted and a behavior indicative of the 

creation or modification of a debugging sti-ategy is noted in only two individuals. The 

research subjects are also obsen/ed to exhibit behavior consistent with the selection 
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and switching of previously identified debugging stiategies in a manner consistent with 

tiie task activities representation developed for tills study. 

Program Comprehension 

The results of the data analysis sti-ongly support the notion of a program 

comprehension process that Is comprised of an evaluation activity and a conceptual 

representation revision activity. A distinction betî een tiiese two activities is 

consistentiy noted and reliably encoded across the subjects, and this distinction is 

compatible with the update program conceptual representation debugging activity 

proposed by Brcx)ks (1983). The research results also suggest that tiiis phase of tiie 

problem-solving process is driven by the goal-setting and stiategy selection activities 

and is closely associated with the hypotiiesis development process. These results are 

consistent with the dual purpose of comprehension strategies as postulated by Gould 

(1975). whereby comprehension strategies are assodated with both hypothesis testing 

and due finding adivlties. These associations and the sequence of the obsen/ed 

adivlties are congruent with the software debugging task activities representation 

founded upon strudural learning theory and provide furtiier support for the task 

adivlties representation. 

The total number of evaluation and update conceptual representation activities 

are noted to vary among the individuals of the research group. In addition, tiie 

specific sequences of activities and the data heeded at distind time intervals vary 

among tiie individuals; however, tiie meta-level processes involving goal establishment 

and program comprehension are quite consistent across the heterogeneous group of 
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software programmers. The differences betî /een ttie Individuals obsen/ed at a lower 

level of abstiaction is indicative of ttie use different debugging stiategies tiiat result in 

the differences in tiie control of fiow of tiie debugging activities at tills level. This 

obsen/ation is also consistent with prior research investigating problem 

comprehension in tiie software debugging activity (Brooke and Duncan, 1980; Gould, 

1975; Gugerty and Olson, 1986; Sheppard et al., 1979; Weiser, 1982). 

Hvpothesis Development and Solution Proposal 

All of tiie research subjects are noted to engage in activities indicative of 

hypothesis generation and evaluation processes as well as solution implementation 

and verification processes. The data resulting from the analysis of the research 

subjects' obsen/ed behavior sti-ongly supports tiie assodation of the hypothesis 

development activities and the problem comprehension activities. More specifically, 

the hypothesis development activities are observed to generally follow the program 

comprehension activities. However, the hypotiiesis generation activities are then 

observed to either cycle back and lead to the selection of a new debugging stiategy 

or result in the proposal of a solution to corred the program. These results support 

the proposed role of the hypothesis development and refinement activities as focusing 

and directing additional program comprehension activities and the solution proposal 

adivlties, and this role is consistent with the hypothesis generation/stiategy selection 

adivity proposed by Gould (1975). 

The role of the hypothesis development process as depided above, which is 

founded upon stiudural learning theory. Is to develop assertions about the nature of 
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tiie problem situation (program and/or program error) tiiat are consistent witii tiie 

information obtained from the program comprehension process. The assertion(s) 

sen/e to dired the goal setting and stiategy selection process and are continually 

refined based upon the additional Information obtained fi-om this process. This cyclic 

process is Inferred based upon tiie interaction between tiie hypothesis generation 

process and the strategy selection adivity tiiat is obsen/ed for a significant number of 

the research subjects. In addition, the hypothesis generation and evaluation activities 

are noted to occur immediately before the solution attempt activity, which is consistent 

with the task activities representation developed from strudural learning theory. 

Previous research studies such as tiiose conduded by Brooks (1983) and 

Vessey (1986) do not distinguish the goal establishment and program comprehension 

adivlties from the hypothesis generation process, but rather use the hypothesis 

generation process as a means of establishing goals and subgoals as well as 

direding the program comprehension and solution proposal activities. Thus, the 

process of selecting a debugging sti-ategy is not specifically accounted for by these 

representations. The ability to account for the seledion of various debugging tadics 

provides for an Increased ability to account for the obsen/ed behavior of software 

programmers engaged in a debugging task and for an increased ability to distinguish 

between declarative and procedural knowledge. 
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Task Adivlties Assessment and tiie Integrated Model 
of Problem Solvinq 

The data analysis for this study reveals tiiat tiie fijndamental activities 

associated with a software debugging task are consistentiy noted aaoss software 

programmers and the consistently deserved sequence of these activities is compatible 

with the software debugging task activities representation. These results support the 

notion that the fundamental process portion of the Integrated model of problem 

solving is essentially the same for all individuals with prior exposure to a task 

regardless of skill and experience. 

The task activities representation evaluated in this study is derived from the 

process portion of the integrated model of problem solving founded upon stiudural 

learning theory. A cential tenet of the Integrated model of problem solving is tiiat tiie 

fundamental process portion of tiie problem-solving model is essentially the same for 

all individuals with prior exposure to a task regardless of skill and experience and tiiat 

the differences in the observed performance of individuals are due to tiie declarative 

knowledge possessed and utilized by an individual. 

There are no results fi-om tills study tiiat negate the cential tenet of stiudural 

learning tiieory. The results of this research effort provide support for tiie process 

portion of the integrated model of problem solving. Stiudural learning tiieory also 

posits tiie existence of knowledge strudures to maintain and update tiie declarative 

knowledge associated witii tiie completion of a task. In terms of tills research, one 

may postulate tiiat tiiese knowledge sti-udures are associated witii ttie debugging 

stî ategies possessed and utilized by programmers and tiie current conceptual 
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representation of tiie problem situation and goal; however, tills postulate may provide 

the motivation for future research efforts in tills area. 

Limitations 

The limitations of this investigation fall into ti^o categories: limitations of tiie 

conceptual development and limitations assodated with tiie vert>al protocol research 

metiiod and the operationalization of tiie study. 

An explanation of botii the process portion and tiie dedarative knowledge 

portion of the integrated model founded upon stiudural learning theory is initially 

provided; however, tiie resulting investigation is limited in scope to an evaluation of 

the process portion of the integrated model of general problem solving. By design, 

the conceptual development of this research effort does not focus on the differences 

in the declarative knowledge possessed and utilized by individuals and its impad 

upon performance. The singular focus upon only the process portion of the 

integrated model is in response to prior critidsms of tiie model (Brown. 1979) and is 

intended to provide a foundation for future research in this area. 

The Investigation of the process portion of the model requires the selection of 

a specific task domain and the development of an activities representation for the 

specific task. This representation is required to exemplify the processes associated 

with strudural learning theory (Scandura, 1977a) and represent tiie behavior indicative 

of an individual exhibiting competence in tiie perfomnance of the software debugging 

task. Although the activities seleded to depid tiie process portion of tiie problem-

solving model for the debugging task are founded in prior research, the question must 
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be raised as to tiie validity of an extiapolation of tiiese results back to the original 

process portion of the integrated model. 

An additional criticism with tiie conceptual development of tills research effort 

is associated with the singular focus upon rule-based learning and the selection of a 

deterministic activity in a highly stiudured task domain. Stiudural learning tiieories 

also address the iconic/analogical processing abilities of individuals (vide Scandura, 

1981). However, the rule-based learning of individuals provides a stiudured domain 

that is amenable to an initial investigation of the cognitive processes of individuals, 

and again provides the foundation for future research in related areas. 

The limitations associated with the research method and tiie operationalization 

of the study imposed several additional limitations upon the results of this research. 

Although a heterogeneous group of programmers is used as research subjects in an 

effort to evaluate the ability of strudural problem-solving to account for the observed 

behavior of individuals, this investigation does not evaluate the ability of the model to 

account for acquisition of skill by an individual over time. In addition, tills study does 

not attempt to evaluate the ability of the model to account for individual differences in 

performance, which requires an analysis of botii tiie dedarative knowledge and tiie 

procedures used by an individual during problem solving. 

The specific task seleded for the operationalization is a sti-udured task 

performed in an artificial setting without automated support. Therefore, tiie results of 

tiie study may not be generalized beyond this task domain with these additional 

restî ldlons. Several additional limitations of tiiis research are assodated witii tiie 

verbal protocol analysis metiiod. It has been postulated tiiat individuals tiiat exhibit a 
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higher level of "expertise" may not completely vert)alize all activities or may "chunk" 

several operations Into a single vertMdization (Vessey, 1986); and tiierefore. Incomplete 

verbalizations or aggregate segments of certain processes may be captured and 

consequentiy encoded. The inability to completely capture complete mental 

processes through verbalization may have resulted In the failure to adequately depid 

the cognitive processes of an individual. However, tills limitation may have been 

contiolled to some extent by developing the encoding scheme to capture tiie higher 

level activities. An additional concern is related to the intemal validity of the coding 

scheme in that the a priori development of the coding scheme may fail to deted 

additional activities or processes not postulated by the original model. An attempt to 

account for these activities is made tiirough the use of the Noncodeable predicate; 

however, the activities associated with periods of silence may only t>e inferred. A final 

limitation of this research effort Is associated with the data analysis. There simply is 

not enough data present to specifically test for strid patterns of activities in the data 

through a four-event ti-ansition matrix analysis, and tiie lag sequential analysis and 

frequency cycle analysis are capable of depicting only loose patterns of activities in 

the data. Therefore, the conclusions that may be drawn ft^om tiiese results must be 

restrided. 

Ties to Prior Research 

This study provides an explication of the integration of the declarative and 

procedural knowledge components utilized in general problem solving founded upon 

sti-udural learning theory as depided by Scandura (1977a) and Jeeves and Greer 
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(1983), and provides an assessment of tiie process portion of ttie integrated model. 

The results support the distinction k)etween dedarative and procedural knowledge as 

described by Anderson (1976), Newell (1990), Simon (1981), Squire (1986), and 

Winograd (1975). 

Within the seleded task domain of software debugging, this study provides an 

assessment of the process portion of the integrated model of software debugging 

founded upon stiudural learning theory as eluddated by Hale and Hawortii (1991). 

This research effort also serves as a complement to the dedarative knowledge 

evaluation associated with software debugging conduded by Haworth (1990) that is 

also founded upon strudural learning theory. The support for the relationship 

between the hierarchical goal strudure and the debugging stiategies as depided by 

this study also serves as a means of unifying the process models of software 

debugging as postulated by Gould (1975), Katz and Anderson (1988), Koubek (1987), 

and Vessey (1986) with the research investigating bug location and program 

comprehension strategies described by Brooks (1983), Katz and Anderson (1988), 

Schneiderman and Mayer (1979), and Soloway and Ehriich (1984). 

Contributions 

The contiributions of this research effort may be dassified into related 

categories in terms of tiie contî ibutions of tiie conceptual development, contiibutions 

of the empirical study, and implications for the practitioner. 
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Conceptual Development Conti-ibutions 

Within the realm of general problem solving, tiie explkiation of the general 

problem-solving model founded upon strudural learning tiieory provides a means of 

representing the unification of declarative and procedural knowledge. However, as 

indicated by Scandura (1977a) a model depicting the competence of individuals 

performing a specific task is dependent upon the dedarative knowledge and activities 

specific to that task domain. Thus, a task activities representation is required to 

adequately depid the fundamental processes of a specific task domain and the 

strudured procedure for developing this representation, as depided in this research, 

may assist individuals in the development of a task activities representation founded 

upon strudural learning tiieory. 

In the specific problem-solving domain chosen for this research, the software 

debugging task adivlties representation is developed using a theory-driven approach 

and the resulting model specifically depicts a hierarchical goal stiudure and accounts 

for the seledion of debugging strategies to assist in the program comprehension and 

hypothesis development processes. This model supports the distinction between the 

fundamental debugging activities and tiie declarative knowledge associated witii the 

task. This distinction provides the foundation for tiie unification of previous research 

in tiie area of software debugging. These debugging strategies are a specific type of 

declarative knowledge and previous research efforts postulate tiiat tiie differences in 

tiie performance of individuals are attributed to tiie differences in tiie declarative 

knowledge possessed and utilized by individuals (Brooks, 1983; Gould, 1975; Katz 

and Anderson, 1988; Schneiderman and Mayer, 1979); and tiierefore, tills model 
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provides a view to examine current research conduded in tiie area of software 

debugging and sen/es as a means of focusing future research. 

The adaptation of tiie procedure used to extiad the fundamental activities fi-om 

tiie process-oriented problem-solving model Is a technique tiiat may be applied to a 

number of different problem-solving domains and process models. The representation 

resulting from the application of this technique depicts the fundamental activities 

associated with the performance of a specific task. The resulting representation 

facilitates an independent evaluation of each of the activities due to tiie removal of the 

sequential dependencies between activities. The representational format also 

facilitates an evaluation of the pattern of activities and relationships that exist between 

activities based upon the sequence of naturally-occuring obsen/ed activities. 

Empirical Research Contributions 

This research effort provides an assessment of the fundamental software 

debugging adivlties, the sequence of those activities, and tiie contiol mechanism 

direding the adivlties. The results of this research provide support for tiie notion that 

software programmers engage in the same fundamental software debugging activities 

and follow a similar pattern of activities direded by search strategies regardless of tiie 

skill or amount of experience possessed by the individual. These results also support 

the notion that tiie obsen/ed differences in tiie performance of individuals is related to 

differences in tiie declarative knowledge possessed by ttie individual and/or ttie 

manner of utilization of tills knowledge. Acknowledgement of ttiese results should 

sen/e to focus future research In software debugging on the differences in the 
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dedarative knowledge of Individuals and the relationship to Indivkiual performance 

and competence. 

The research results also serve to illuddate the fundamental research activities 

associated with the software debugging task. These activities are founded upon tiie 

process portion of the integrated model of software debugging and are also grounded 

in the results firom previous empirical studies designed to investigate the software 

debugging activity. The empirical results of this study also support a sequence of 

adivlties associated with this task that are consistently observed across a 

heterogeneous group of software programmers. A doser examination of each of the 

adivities and/or sequence of activities coupled with the debugging stiategies utilized 

by the individuals should provide a richer understanding of the various software 

debugging strategies. 

Implications for Praditioners 

The results of tills research indicate tiiat emphasis should be placed on tiie 

appropriate use of debugging strategies to positively influence tiie performance of 

individuals engaged In a software debugging activity. This would suggest that 

employees performing different software engineering tasks involving a debugging 

adivity should be ti-alned In the application of the most effident and effective 

debugging sti-ategies. In addition, organizations may benefit from ttie acquisition or 

development of automated debugging aids tiiat fadlitate ttie use of stiudured 

debugging sti-ategies to enhance ttie performance of ttiese employees. This line of 

reasoning may also prompt organizations to perfonn an analysis of otiier deterministic 
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problem-solving activities ttiat have identifiable strategies to fadlitate problem 

comprehension and hypothesis development 

Diredions for Future Research 

This study focuses upon tiie process portion of tiie integrated model of 

problem solving founded upon stiudural learning tiieory as applied to a software 

debugging task. A primary direction for future research is to assess tiie dedarative 

knowledge assodated witii tiie software debugging task. An adequate assessment 

should include an examination of tiie utilization of various debugging stiategies in 

relation to tiie obsen/ed performance of individuals, and tiie obsen/ed performance 

should include both efficiency and effectiveness measures. It would also be 

interesting to investigate the presence of a hierarchical ordering of debugging 

stiategies for individuals exhibiting skilled performance. 

In addition to an assessment of tiie dedarative knowledge portion of the 

integrated model of problem solving. Hawortii et al. (1992) proposed a research 

framework for conducting research In the area of software maintenance that indudes 

evaluations of programmers, software, tasks, environmental fadors. and combinations 

of these four fadors. This research has focused on an assessment of the programmer 

without varying the other three fadors. Future directions for additional research 

involving general problem solving using a sti-udural learning theory approach could 

involve an investigation examining: a different type of software maintenance task such 

as software modification or enhancement, the influence of automated tools on the 
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debugging performance of individuals, and the sttategies used to maintain software 

developed fi-om code generators such as tiiose assodated witti CASE tools. 
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The following is a brief description of the process used to derive ttie task 
activities representation for general problem solving from the process diagram of the 
sttudural problem-solving model (Figure 1). 

1. Identify tiie major goal of the entire process. This is the top-level 
module of the task activity representation. 

The primary goal of this representation is to solve a problem, and 
therefore the Solve Problem module was created. 

2. Identify the major functions in the process model through an analysis of 
process and selection symbols in tiie model. (This may require an 
aggregation of several processes and decisions). 

The process symbols associated with tills sttudural problem-solving 
model include: Find Rule, Switch Goal, Execute Rule, and Solve 
Problem. The selection symbols in the sttudural problem-solving model 
Indude the Rule and Goal assessment symbols. A problem-solving task 
analysis noted the identification of the existence of the problem; the 
development of an understanding of the goals and constiaints of the 
problem; the formulation of a general stiategy to identify or discover the 
solution; the implementation of the stiategy; and an evaluation of the 
Implementation activities associated with this process as identified in 
previous literature covered in Chapter II. Stiudural learning theory 
depicts the input to the problem-solving process as an initial description 
of the problem situation and the primary goal, and therefore the 
problem identification adivity is excluded fi-om this description. The 
Find Rule process and Rule selection process is associated with the 
development of an understanding of the problem goals and constiaints. 
The execution of a general stiategy to identify or discover tiie solution is 
associated with the Execution Rule process. The Goal assessment 
process is associated with tiie evaluation of the implementation 
activities and solution attempt assessment The Switch Goal process 
associated with the sttudural problem-solving model is postulated to 
conttol the level of the goal or solution attempt activity and acts as a 
major conttol feature of this model. This contiol mechanism is unique 
to problem-solving founded upon strudural learning theory and 
therefore is identified witii a unique activity (Establish Goal) in tiie task 
activities representation. The additional postulated activities derived 
fi^om tills process include tiie Enad Sttategy, Develop Hypotiiesis, and 
Propose Solution activities to correspond with the processes noted 
atx>ve. 
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3. kientify a hierarchy and left-to-right ordering of tiie major functions. This 
may k>e based upon certain Infonnation requirements or dependendes 
that exist between functions. 

The Propose Solution is a terminal activity and is tiierefore placed on 
the far right of the representation. The Establish Goal adivity is 
postulated to dired the implementation of a dired sdution, ttie selection 
of a sttategy devised to fadlitate the comprehension of the problem 
situation and goal, and/or tiie creation or modification of a stiategy. 
This adivity is placed to tiie far left of the adivities representation to 
illusttate the contol over these ottier activities. The Enad Stiategy 
activity is assodated with the stiategy seleded to solve the problem or 
to facilitate an understanding of the problem situation and goals, and 
tiierefore tills activity is placed next to tiie Establish Goal activity. The 
Develop Hypothesis activity is related to the generation and assessment 
of hypothesis concerning the problem situation or the goal and is tiius 
placed next to the Enad Stiategy activity and immediately prior to the 
Propose Solution activity. 

4. Decompose each of the major functions into subfunctions. These 
functions become sutx)rdinate modules in the activities representation 
to the previously identified major functions. 

As previously discussed, the sukx)rdinate activities associated to the 
Establish Goal activity indude the Identify Dired Solution activity, the 
Seled Sttategy activity, and the Create or Modify Stiategy activity. The 
Enad Stiategy activity is related to the problem comprehension process 
and therefore the Evaluate Problem and Update Representation 
activities are developed to illustiate the acquisition of additional 
information concerning the problem situation and goals. The Generate 
Hypothesis and Evaluate Hypothesis activities are sutx>rdinate adivites 
assodated with the Develop Hypothesis activity that are postulated to 
be related to an attempt to match a problem situation with a goal. The 
Implement Solution and Assess Solution activities are both assodated 
with tiie Propose Solution activity. These activities depid a potential 
solution attempt and verification of this attempt. 
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5. Specify any intenrelationships between one or more of ttie subordinate 
and superordinate modules to reduce redundancy in the modules. This 
may require a reordering of ttie subordinate modules. 

The subordinate activities appear Independent of ottier superordinate 
modules and therefore no redundant activities are present nor is there a 
need to reorder the subordinate modules. 

6. Implement dedsion points between functions fi-om tiie flow chart in tiie 
task activities representation through ttie use of a ttansaction center 
symbd. (Note tiiat tiie nature of ttie subordinate functions must be 
encompassed by tiie superordinate fijnction, which may signal tiie need 
to create tiie superordinate function in tiie representation.) 

A dedsion as to the appropriate level of the goal is made by the 
Establish Goal activity in order to seled the appropriate action teased 
upon information obtained about the problem situation and goal. This 
is associated with the Rule assessment in the process diagram of the 
sttudural problem-solving model. The Assess Solution activity is also 
descriptive of a dedsion point, however a dedsion point is not 
illusttated in the diagram because this activity is postulated to terminate 
the entire process or provide feedback to the goal establishment 
activity. 

7. Note any functions that are repeatedly invoked by another function with 
an iteration symbol on the task activities representation. 

An assessment of the process diagram of the sttudural problem-solving 
model reveals that a negative result fi-om the Goal assessment process 
results in the return to the Find Rule process and may result in the 
selection of a new sttategy or switching to a new goal level. This 
process is illusttated in the activities representation by depicting an 
iteration symbol fi-om tiie Propose Solution activity to the Establish Goal 
activity. In addition, a negative result fi-om ttie Rule assessment activity 
may invoke the Switch Goal activity. This is denoted in tiie adivities 
representation with the relationship between tiie Evaluate Hypotiiesis 
providing feedback to Establish Goal activity. This is illustiated by 
depicting an iteration symbol between these ti^o activities. 
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8. Further decompose any of the subordinate functions and repeat steps 5 
through 7. Recall that the function of the task activities representation is 
to explicate proposed human actions or behavk>r, and therefore further 
decomposition of functions may be conceptually appealing but not 
operationally feasible. 

Based upon the obsen/ed activities assodated with past research 
efforts, the decomposition is halted at this level. Altiiough additional 
activities may be ot>served, the fi-equency of these activities and the 
consistency across subjects is thought to be reduced. 
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I D E N T I F I C A T I O N I i I " J IS ION« 

F R O G R A M - i n . SALESRPT. 

* » 
* THIS PROGRAM PREPARES A SALES REPORT. THE REPORT CONTAINS • 
« SALES INFORMATION FOR EACH BRANCH* SALESMAN* AND CUSTOMER. » 
« TOTALS ARE TAKEN FOR A CHANGE IN CUSTOMER* A CHANGE IN % 
* SALESMAN. AND A CHANGE IN BRANCH. FINAL TOTAL ARE ALSO » 
« PRINTED, THE SALES INFORMATION INCLUDES DISCOUNTED * 
* VALUES, FOR CUSTOMER SALES OF OVER $1000.00 A 15% DISCOUNT * 
* RATE IS ALLOWED; OVER $500.00* 10%* OVER $250.00, 5X. * 
* * 

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 

CONFIGURATION SECTION. 

SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-3080. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-3080. 

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 

FILE-CONTROL. 
SELECT SALES-INPUT-FILE 

ASSIGN TO SYSIN. 
SELECT SALES-REPORT-FILE 

ASSIGN TO SYSOUT. 

DATA nIVISION. 

FILE SECTION. 

rr.i SALES-INPUT-FILE 
RFCORD CONTAINS 37 CHARACTERS 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD ^^^„^, 
DATA RECORD IS SALES-INPUT-RECORD. 

01 fJALES-INPUT-RECORD. 
r.S BRANCH-NO-INPUT F̂ IC 999. 
05 SALESMAN-NO-INPUT PIC 9999. 
05 CUSTOMER-NO-INPUT PIC 9 5). 
05 DESCRIPTION-INPUT PIC X(20). 
05 SALES-INPUT PIC 999V99. 

rri SALES-REPORT-FILE 
RECORD CONTAINS 132 CHARACTERS 
I ABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD 
DATA RECORD IS SALES-REPORT-LINE. ^,,-:^, 

01 SALES-REPORT-LINE PICX(132). 

JORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 

01 DATE-TOr:AY. 
05 YY f^lC ^^' 
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01 

01 

01 

01 

01 

01 

01 

01 

KJZ) 

05 
MM 
DD 

REPORT-DATE. 
05 R-DAY 
05 FILLER 
05 R-MONTH 
05 FILLER 
05 R-YEAR 

PROGRAM-INDICATORS* 
05 MORE-RECORDS 
05 BRANCH-CHANGE 
05 SALESMAN-CHANGE 
05 CUSTOMER-CHANGE 

PROGRAM-COMPARE-AREAS. 
05 PREVIOUS-CUSTOMER-NUMBER 
05 PREVIOUS-SALESMAN-NUMBER 
05 PREVIOUS-BRANCH-NUMBER 

DISCOUNT-RATES 
05 TOP-RATE 
05 MIDDLE-RATE 
05 LOU-RATE 

TOTAL-ACCUMULATORS 
05 CUSTOMER-TOTAL-ACCUM 
05 SALESMAN-TOTAL-ACCUM 
05 BRANCH-TOTAL-ACCUM 
05 FINAL-TOTAL-ACCUM 

DISCOUNT-ACCUMULATORS 
05 CUSTOMER-DISC-ACCUM 
05 SALESMAN-DISC-ACCUM 
05 BRANCH-DISC-ACCUM 
05 FINAL-DISC-ACCUM 

PRINTER-CONTROL. 
05 PROPER-SPACING 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 

05 

05 

05 

LINES-PRINTED 

PAGE-SIZE 

PAGE-NUMBER 

88 FIRST-PAGE 

DETAIL-LINE. 
FILLER 
BRANCH-NO-REPORT 
FILLER 
SALESMAN-NO-REPORT 
FILLER 
CUSTOMER-NO-REPORT 
FILLER 
DESCRIPTION-REPORT 
FILLER 
SALES-REPORT 
FILLER 

05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 
05 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
='IC 

PIC 
PIC 

99 
99 

PIC 99. 
PIC X VALUE '/' . 

PIC 99. 
PIC X VALUE '/'. 

PIC 99. 

PIC XXX 
PIC XXX 
PIC XXX 
PIC XXX 

PIC 9(5) 
PIC 9(4) 
PIC 9(3) 

PIC V99 
PIC V99 
PIC V99 

S9(4)V99 
S9(4)V99 
S9(4)V99 
S9(4)V99 

S9(4)V99 
S9(4)V99 
S9(4)V99 
S9(4)V99 

PIC 9. 
PIC S9(3) 

PIC S9(3) 

PIC S9(3) 

X 
ZZ9. 
X(10) 
17.19. 
X(10) 
12119. 
X( 10) 
X(20) . 
X(10) 
ZZZ.99 
X(53) 

VALUE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
VALUE 

USAGE 
USAGE 
USAGE 

USAGE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
VALUE 

YES 
NO 
NO' 
NO 

IS COMP 
IS COMP 
IS COMP 

IS COMP 
.85. 
.90. 
.95. 

USAGE IS COMP 
VALUE ZERO. 
VALUE ZERO. 
VALUE ZERO. 
VALUE ZERO. 

USAGE IS COMP 
VALUE ZERO. 
VALUE ZERO. 
VALUE ZERO. 
VALUE ZERO. 

VALUE ZERO 
USAGE COMP. 

VALUE +50 
USAGE COMP, 

VALUE +1 
USAGE COMP. 

VALUE +1. 

VALUE SPACES 

VALUE SPACES 

VALUE SPACES 

VALUE SPACES 

VALUE SPACES 

VALUE SPACES 
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01 HEADING-LINES. 
05 FIRST-HEADING-LINE. 

10 DATE-HDGl 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 

• 10 FILLER 
10 PAGE-NUMBER-HDGl 
10 FILLER 

05 SECOND-HEADING-LINE. 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 

05 THIRD-HEADING-LINE. 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 

01 TOTAL-LINES 
CUSTOMER-TOTAL-LINE 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
SAL 
10 
10 
10 

FILLER 
CUSTOMER-TOTAL-CUSTOT 
FILLER 
FILLER 
CUSTOMER-TOTAL-DISTOT 
FILLER 
FILLER 
rSMAN-TOTAL-LINE. 
FILLER 
FILLER 
FILLFR 

X(8) . 
X<35) 
X(12) 

X(35) 
X(5) 
ZZ9. 
X(34) 

10 FIALESMAN-NO-SMTOT 
10 FILLER 
10 SALESMAN-TOTAL-SMTOT 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 
10 SALESMAN-TOTAL-DISTOT 
10 FILLER 
10 FILLER 

C-: BRANCH-TOTAL-LINE. 
10 FILLER 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 

PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 

VALJE 
VALJE 
SALES 
VALJE 
VALJE 

SPACES 

REPORT 
SPACES 
'PAGE' 

VALUE SPACES. 

X(6) 
X(6) 
X(8) 
X(7) 
X(8) 
X(14) 
X(7) 
X(18) 
X(5) 
X (11) 
X(10) 
X(32) 

XX 
XX 
X (11) 
XX 
X(13) 
XX 
X(15) 
X(ll) 
X(15) 
X(6) 
X(13) 
X(6) 
X(34) 

X(71) 
Z*ZZZ. 
X 
X(9) 
ZZ*ZZZ 
X 
X(33) 

X(47) 
X(6) 
X(12) 

VAL-JE 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VALJE 

VAL-E 
VAL-E 
VALJE 
VALJE 
VAL.E 
VALJE 
VAL-E 
VALJE 
VAL.E 
VAL^E 
VAL.E 
VAL.E 
VAL.E 

VAL.E 
9 9 , 

VAL.E 
VAL.E 

, 9 9 . 
VAL.E 
VAL.E 

'BRANCH', 
SPACES, 
'SALESMAN'. 
SPACES, 
'CUSTOMER', 
SPACES. 
'PRODUCT'. 
SPACES. 
'SALES', 
SPACES. 
'DISCOUNTED' , 
SPACES. 

SPACES. 
'NO' . 
SPACES. 
'NO' . 
SPACES. 
'NO' . 
SPACES, 
'DESCRIPTION 
SPACES, 
'AMOUNT'• 
SPACES, 
'AMOUNT', 
SPACES, 

SPACES 

' * • ' , 

SPACES 

SPACES 

SPACES, 
'TOTAL 

VAL.E 
VAL.E 
VAL.E 
SALESMAN NO 

11.19. 
X 
11,111. 
XX 
X ( 7) 
111,111 
XX 
X(32) 

VAL.E 
99. 
VAL.E 
VAL.E 
.9^. 
VAL.E 
VAL.E PIC X(50) VAL 

SPACE. 

' **' . 
SPACES, 

' %%' , 
SPACES 

SPACES 
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10 F I L L E R PIC 

10 BRANCH-NO-BRTOT PIC 
10 F I L L E R PIC 
10 BRANCH-TOTAL-BRTOT PIC 
10 F I L L E R PIC 
10 F I L L E R PIC 
10 BRANCH-TOTAL-DISTQT PIC 
10 F I L L E R PIC 
10 F I L L E R PIC 
F I N A L - T O T A L - L I N E . 
10 F I L L E R P IC 
10 F I L L E R PIC 
10 F I N A L - T O T A L - F I N T O T PIC 
10 F I L L E R P IC 
10 F I L L E R PIC 
10 F I N A L - T O T A L - D I S T O T PIC 
10 F I L L E R PIC 
10 F I L L E R PIC 

X ( 1 6 ) VALUE 
'TOTAL BRANCH NO 

Z Z 9 , 
X VALUE SPACE, 
Z Z , Z Z Z . 9 9 . 
XXX VALUE ' * * * ' . 
X ( 7 ) VALUE SPACES. 
Z Z * Z Z Z . 9 9 . 
XXX VALUE 
X ( 3 1 ) VALUE 

/ ^ \b ̂  / 
^ ^ ^ f 

SPACES. 

SPACES. 
X < 5 6 ) VALUE 
X ( 1 2 ) VALUE 

' F I N A L TOTAL ' . 
$ $ $ $ , $ $ $ . 9 9 . 
XXXX VALUE ' * * * « ' . 
X ( 4 ) VALUE SPACES. 
$ $ $ $ * $ $ $ , 9 9 . 
XXXX VALUE ' * * * « ' . 
X ( 3 0 ) VALUE SPACES. 

PROCEDURE D I V I S I O N . 

» ^^ ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ̂ ^ ^f ^1^ ̂ ^ 4^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ t^ ^^ ̂ ^ ^f ^^ ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ b ^/ ̂ ^ ^^ ̂ / ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ \^ 4/ ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ / ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ L̂* ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ^' ̂ ^ ^̂  ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ T* ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ T* ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂* ̂^ ̂ n ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂ p ••* ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ T* ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂^ ̂* ̂* ̂^ ̂^ ̂* ̂^ ̂ n ̂^ ̂^ ̂* M* ̂ n ̂ n ̂^ ̂^ *̂  ̂^ ^^ ̂ n "̂  

<̂  It; 

t TH IS MODULE I N I T I A L I Z E S THE F I L E S AND THEN DETERMINES WHEN * 
* CONTROL BREAKS HAVE OCCURRED AND CAUSES THE APPROPRIATE * 
* PROCESSING TO OCCUR. I T ALSO CAUSES THE DETAIL L INES TO * 
:* BE P R I N T E D . I T I S ENTERED FROM THE OPERATING SYSTEM AND * 
* EX ITS TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM. * 
^ * 
^ a. .^ ̂ ^ ̂ u ^M t^ ̂ ^ ^Af ^^ «tf ̂ / \i/ ^/ ti/ ^t *A/ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ / tlf %^ %lf ti# \l# ^f ^f ^^ \^ ̂ / ̂ b ^^ ̂ U ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂  ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ / ̂ ^ ^1^ %^ >^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ylf ^/ ^1/ 4/ L̂f ^b ^^ ̂ ^ %^ >^ ^f ^f ^f W ^k ^f ^ ^ ^ ^ 

AOOO-CREATE-SALES-REPORT. 

OPEN INPUT S A L E S - I N P U T - F I L E 
OUTPUT S A L E S - R E P O R T - F I L E . 

ACCEPT DATE-TODAY FROM DATE. 
READ S A L E S - I N P U T - F I L E 

AT END 
MOVE 'NO ' TO MORE-RECORDS. 

IF MORE-RECORDS EQUAL ' Y E S ' 
MOVE CUSTOMER-NO-INPUT TO PREVIOUS-CUSTOMER-NUMBER 
MOVE SALESMAN-NO-INPUT TO PREVIOUS-SALESMAN-NUMBER 
MOVE BRANCH-NO-INPUT TO PREVIOUS-BRANCH-NUMBER 
PERFORM AOOl-PROCESS-AND-READ 

UNTIL MORE-RECORDS EQUAL 'NO ' 
PERFORM BOIO-PROCESS-CUSTOMER-CHANGE 
PERFORM B020-PR0CESS-SALESMAN-CHANGE 
PERFORM B030-PR0CESS-BRANCH-CHANGE 
PERFORM B 0 4 0 - P R I N T - F I N A L - T 0 T A L , 

CLOSE S A L E S - I N P U T - F I L E 
S A L F S - R E P O R T - F I L E , 

STOP RUN, 

» 0 1 - P R rjCESS- AND-READ 

F prv-ANCH-NO-INPUT NOT " PREVIOUS-BRANCH-NUMBER 
PERFORM BOIO-PROCESS-CUSTOMER-CHANGE 
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PERFORM &020-PR0CF5S-SALESMAN-CHANGE 
PERFORM B030-PROCESS-BRANCH-CHANGE 
MOVE 'YES' TO BRANCH-CHANGE 

ELSE 
IF SALESMAN-NO-INPUT NOT = PREVIOUS-SALESiAN-N^JMBER 

PERFORM BOIO-PROCESS-CUSTOMER-CHANGE 
PERFORM B020-PR0CESS-SALESMAN-CHANGE 
MOVE 'YES' TO SALESMAN-CHANGE 

ELSE 
IF CUSTOMER-NO-INPUT NOT = PREVI0US-CU3T0MES-NUMBER 

PERFORM BOIO-PROCESS-CUSTOMER-CHANGE 
MOVE 'YES' TO CUSTOMER-CHANGE. 

PERFORM BOOO-PROCESS-DETAIL-RECORDS. 
READ SALES-INPUT-FILE 

AT END 
MOVE 'NO ' TO MORE-RECORDS. 

* * 
* THIS MODULE IS ENTERED TO PRINT THE DETAIL LINE FOR THE * 
i. REPORT, IF NECESSARY* IT CAUSES THE HEADINGS TO BE PRINTED * 
;• AND THEN FORMATS AND PRINTS THE DETAIL LINE. TOTALS ARE * 
* ALSO ACCUMULATED. THIS MODULE IS ENTERED FRC-̂  THE « 
*: AOOl-PROCESS-AND-READ MODULE AND EXITS BACK TO IT, « 
* * 

BOOO-PROCESS-DETAIL-RECORDS. 

IF LINES-PRINTED IS EQUAL TO PAGE-SIZE OR 
IS GREATER THAN PAGE-SIZE OR 
FIRST-PAGE 

PERFORM COOO-PRINT-HEADINGS 
MOVE PREVIOUS-BRANCH-NUMBER TO BRANCH-NO-=EPORT 
MOVE PREVIOUS-SALESMAN-NUMBER TO SALESMAS-NO-FEPORT 
MOVE PREVIOUS-CUSTOMER-NUHBER TO CUSTOMEr-NO-REPORT, 

rp BRANCH-CHANGE EQUAL 'YES' 
MOVE BRANCH-NO-INPUT TO BRANCH-NO-REPORT 
MOVE nALESMAN-NO-INPUT TO SALESMAN-NO-RE=3RT 
MOVE CUSTOMER-NO-INPUT TO CUSTOMER-NO-RE-jRT 
MOVE NO • TO BRANCH-CHANGE 

CLSt 
IF SALESMAN-CHANGE EQUAL 'YES' ^ 

MOVE SALESMAN-NO-INPUT TO SALESMAN-NO-^EPOr ; 
MOVE CUSTOMER-NO-INPUT TO CUSTOMER-NO-=;EPO:- , 
MOVE NO ' TO SALESMAN-CHANGE 

MOVE 'NO ' TO CUSTOMER-CHANGE, 
."'iOVE Df^SCRIPTION-INPUT TO DESCRIPTION-REPOR". 
MOVE SALES-INPUT TO SALES-REPORT. 
ADD SALES-INPUT TO CUSTOMFR-TOTAL-ACCUM 

SALESMAN-TOTAL-ACCUM 
BRANCH-TOTAL-ACCUM 
FINAL-TOTAL-ACCUM. 

URITE SALES-^EPORT-LINE FROM DETAIL-LINE 
AFTER PROPER-SPACING. 

ADLi PROPER-SPACING TO L I NES-P R INTED , 
rtOVc 1 TO PROPER-SPACING. 
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MOVE SPACES TO DETAIL-LINE, 

~* * 

^ Xyî ..PR̂ 'yk̂ *̂ lv.l̂ TERED TO PROCESS A CHANGE IN CUSTOMER * 
* COMPARE AREA AND COUNTER, IT IS ENTERED FROM ŷ l'̂ ""̂ ^ J 
» AOOl-PROCESS-AND-READ MODULE AND ON COMPLETION FROM THE * 
* AOOO-CREATE-SALES-REPORT MODULE, * 
^ it^ 

BOIO-PROCESS-CUSTOMER-CHANGE. 

MOVE CUSTOMER-TOTAL-ACCUM TO CUSTOMER-TOTAL-CUSTOT. 
PERFORM BOll-PROCESS-CUSTOMER-DISCOUNT, 
MOVE CUSTOMER-DISC-ACCUM TO CUSTOMER-TOTAL-DISTOT. 
URITE SALES-REPORT-LINE FROM CUSTOMER-TOTAL-LINE 

AFTER ADVANCING 2 LINES, 
MOVE ZEROS TO CUSTOMER-TOTAL-ACCUM, 
ADD CUSTOMER-DISC-ACCUM TO SALESMAN-DISC-ACCUM, 
MOVE CUSTOMER-NO-INPUT TO PREVIOUS-CUSTOMER-NUMBER. 
ADD 2 TO LINES-PRINTED, 
MOVE 2 TO PROPER-SPACING. 

* ^/ ̂ ^ .A. L̂- ̂ L ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ J ̂ / ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ U ^/ '^ ^^ %^ ^^ %i/ ̂ / ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ U ̂ ^ ^* \^ ̂ U ̂ f ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ «^ ̂ ^ ft^ ̂^ ̂ ^ «^ ^^ ^^ ̂ ^ 4^ ^^ ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ̂ ^ ^j ^U ̂ # %^ ^^ ^^ ylj ^^ 
•^ .^ ̂ ^ ̂ T •* T* T* ̂ n ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ̂ n ^r* ^n ^p ̂ p ̂ ^ "^ ̂ ^ ̂ * ̂ ^ ^^ '^ ^^ ^^ ̂ ^ ^p ̂ ^ T* ̂ ^ ^^ ̂ n '* ^* *^ T* ^p ̂ n ^n ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ p ̂ ^ ̂ p ̂ ^ .^ ̂ n ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ n ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^ '** ̂ * ̂ ^ 

* THIS MODULE IS ENTERED TO PROCESS CUSTOMER DISCOUNTS. * 
» IT IS ENTERED FROM THE BOIO-PROCESS-CUSTOMER-CHANGE * 
* MODULE. * 
* * 

BOll-PROCESS-CUSTOMER-DISCOUNT, 

IF CUSTOMER-TOTAL-ACCUM IS GREATER THAN 1000,00 
MULTIPLY CUSTOMER-TOTAL-ACCUM BY TOP-RATE 

GIVING CUSTOMER-DISC-ACCUM 
ELSE 

IF CUSTOMER-TOTAL-ACCUM IS GREATER THAN 500.00 
MULTIPLY CUSTOMER-TOTAL-ACCUM BY MIDDLE-RATE 

GIVING CUSTOMER-DISC-ACCUM 

''IF CUSTOMER-TOTAL-ACCUM IS GREATER THAN 250.00 
MULTIPLY CUSTOMER-TOTAL-ACCUM BY LOU-RATE 

GIVING CUSTOMER-DISC-ACCUM, 

« * 
* THIS MODULE IS ENTERED TO PROCESS A CHANGE IN SALESMAN * 
* NUMBER, IT PRINTS THE SALESMAN TOTAL AND RESETS THE « 
t nOMPARE AREA AND COUNTER, IT IS ENTERED FROM THE « 
* AOOl-PROCESS-AND-READ MODULE AND ON COMPLETION FROM THE « 
* A O O O - C R E H T E - S A L E S - R E P O R T M O D U L E , * 

11 ̂ ci* •: 1^** ̂: ******:«; :<c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * « - * * * * * * * * * * 

MO.^'l'-PROCFSD-GAI. E S h A N - C H A N G E . 
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^OVE PREVI0L3-SALESMAN-NUMBER TO SALESMAN-NO-SMTOT. 
MOVE SALESMAN-TOTAL-ACCUM TO SALESMAN-TOTAl-SMTDT 
•iPV̂ .̂ îcF̂ î '̂ '̂-Î 'ISC-ACCUM TO SALESMAN-TOTAl-DISTOT 
UJlvIiE GALES-.:EP0RT-LINE FROM SALESMAN-TOTAL-LINE 

AFTERADVANCING 2 LINES. 
CCUM. 

;SC-ACCUM. 
^?y^^SALESMAN-NO-INPUT TO PREVIOUS-SALESMAN-NUMBER, 
ADD 2 TO LINES-PRINTED, 
MOVE 3 TO PROPER-SPACING. 

* i r i a n U U U L t . i b t N l t K t L I I D P R D C F S S A nWAKIRP TW PiPAWrU MMMCirC $ It^L^P.SH'-l.i^ ENTERED TO PROCESS A CHANGE IN BRANCH NUMBER, 
In.Z^U^^^ THE BRANCH TOTAL AND RESETS THE COMPARE AREA AND 
COUNTER, IT IS ENTERED FROM THE AOOl-PROCESS-AND-READ MODULE * 
AND ON COMPLETION FROM THE AOOO-CREATE-SALES-REPORT MODULE. * 

* i' rDil^'^ ' ""̂  PKHNLM lUlftL ftNLI KESETS THE COMPARE AREA AND * 

B030-PR0CESS-BRAHCH-CHANGE. 

MOVE PREVIOUS-BRANCH-NUMBER TO BRANCH-NO-BRTOT, 
MOVE BRANCH-TOTAL-ACCUM TO BRANCH-TOTAL-BRTOT, 
MOVE BRANCH-DISC-ACCUM TO BRANCH-TOTAL-DISTOT, 
WRITE SALES-REPORT-LINE FROM BRANCH-TOTAL-LINE 

AFTER ADVANCING 2 LINES. 
MOVE ZEROS TO BRANCH-TOTAL-ACCUM, 
ADD BRANCH-II3C-ACCUM TO FINAL-DISC-ACCUM, 
MOVE ZEROS TD BRANCH-DISC-ACCUM, 
MOVE BRANCH -JQ-INPUT TO PRE VIOUS-BRANCH-NUMBER. 
ADD 2 TO LINES-PRINTED. 
novE :. TO PR:PER-SPACING. 

l '-iiS. MOOULL L'z ENTERED TO PROCESS THE FINAL TOTAL. THE * 
i • IN'AL T̂ JTAL IZ MOVED TO THE OUTPUT AREA AND PRINTED, THIS * 
n. rJDULE IS ENTERED FROM THE AOOO-CREATE-SALES-REPORT MODULE * 
.+ r.^1 EXIT'-, BATv TO IT. * 
i: * 
" ^ 9% .7 ^> -f« <f» ^ ^. ̂  .^ ̂  #fi ^ ^ ^ ^ A ^ J^ ̂  ^ ^ ^ J^ ̂  #p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .^ ̂  ^. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T» ̂  ^ ^ 'P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^\ .^ ̂  ^. 

::AO-PR I NT-FINAL-TOTAL. 

TOVE F I N A L - T : T A L - A C C U M TO FINAL-TOTAL-FINTOT, 
-lOVE FINAL-IISC-ACCUM TO FINAL-TOTAL-DISTOT, 
JRITE SALES--EPORT-LINE FROM FINAL-TOTAL-LINE 

AFTER -DVANCING 3 LINES. 

\'.r'*>•«**• ******************** ****************************** ******* 
s: * 
i :-;iS MODULE C-INTS THE H E A D I N G S ON THE REPORT. IT IS * 
:r - .TEREI' FROM 'HE BOOO-PRnCESS-lETA IL-RECORDS MODULE AND * 
Y LvITS "J THE rAME MODULE. * 

^Y * 
4,. :;i ;>< ;̂  > . * * * * * » * * .̂  * >! X ){ * > » : * * X; * * * * * * * * * * < * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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COOO-PRINT-HEADINGS. 

MOVE YY TO R-YEAR, 
MOVE MM TO R-MONTH, 
MOVE DD TO R-DAY, 
MOVE REPORT-DATE TO DATE-HDGl, 
MOVE PAGE-NUMBER TO PAGE-NUMBER-HDGl, 
URITE SALES-REPORT-LINE FROM FIRST-HEADING-LINE 

AFTER ADVANCING PAGE. 
ADD 1 TO PAGE-NUMBER. 
URITE SALES-REPORT-LINE FROM SECOND-HEADING-LINE 

AFTER ADVANCING 2 LINES. 
URITE SALES-REPORT-LINE FROM THIRD-HEADING-LINE 

AFTER ADVANCING 2 LINES. 
MOVE 2 TO PROPER-SPACING. 
MOVE ZERO TO LINES-PRINTED. 
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BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE 

Subject ID: 

Age: years 

Date: 

OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND: 

Current Job Title: 

Current Job Activities: 

How long have you been with your current employer? 

How long have you actively worked in a data 
processing position? 

How much experience In software maintenance 
do you have? 

How long has It been since you performed a 
software maintenance task? 

Do you use an interactive debugger? 

(If "yes") 

How often do you use the debugger? 
Always Frequently Occasionally Never 

How much experience with COBOL do you have? 

What is/are the programming language(s) that 
you work with? (Please list) 

years 

years 

years 

months 

yes 

years 

months 

months 

months 

weeks 

no 

months 



EDUCAT10NALn"RAINING BACKGROUND? 
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How much formal education have you had? years 

How much formal training in programming 
have you had? years months 

How much formal training In software 
maintenance have you had? 

Describe your formal training in software 
maintenance (If any). 

months weeks 
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CONSENT FORM 

I hereby give my consent for my partidpation in the project entitled 
A Structural Leamino Theory Approach to Problem Solving: 
An Investiaation in Software Maintenance 

I understand that the person responsible for this project is Dr. David P. Hale, telephone 
(806) 742-2164. 

He or his authorized representative has explained that these studies are part of a project 
that has the following objectives: 
(1) To evaluate the activities of individuals engaged in a problem-solving activity 

- program debugging. 
(2) To evaluate the activities resulting from the performance of a program 

debugging task in relation to the activities postulated by a problem-solving 
model based on a structural learning theory. 

He or his authorized representative has explained 
(1) the study procedures that will be followed and that the program debugging 

task is experimental, 
(2) that the task results are exptoratory and cannot be construed to be an 

accurate evaluation of my skill, and 
(3) that my participation is voluntary. 

I understand that I will receive a $20 cash disbursement from the primary researcher 
immediately proceeding my participation in the study. 

It has been further explained that the total duration of my partidpation will be 1 hour and 
10 minutes, that Dr. Hale and other members of the dissertation committee will 
have access to the records and/or data collected for this study, and that all data 
associated with this study will remain strictly confidential. 

Dr. Hale or his representative has agreed to answer any inquiries I may have conceming 
the procedures and has informed me that I may contact the Texas Tech University 
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, Texas Tech 
University. Lubbock, Texas 79409, or by calling (806) 742-3884. 

Signature of Subject Date 

Signature of Project Director or his Authorizec Representative 

Date 

Signature of Witness to Oral Presentation 

Date 

U k. 
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lOCNTtFICATION DIVISION. 
P»«OGRA«-I0. S * r r t £ . 
A»JT»««. ni»c^ r r e i M . 

• THIS r«OSH*n (^tMTCS • « ll«>exCO F1L£ * 

ENVIMMrCVT DIVISION. 
INPUT-OUTFWT SCCTION. 
FIUE-CONnOL. 

SELECT HASTEX-OISK-IO ASSIGN TO OATAl* 
ORGANIZATION IS INOeXEO 
•CXXSS IS RANOOn 
RECORD KEY TRAMS-NO-tO. 

SEI.ECT DETAIL-IN ASSIGN TO OATAI*A. 
« 

DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTIW. 
FO t1ASTE]»-OISK-I0 

LABEL ACCORDS M<E STANDARD. 
<il NASTeR-ACC-IO. 

03 TN««e- .O-t0 ^ IC * « 3 » . 
03 TN«N5-Arrr-I0 PIC • J J I V * * . 

FO DETAIL-IN 
LASEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD. 

Ot DETATL-^EC-IM. 
OS TM>NS-M>-IN RIC tCSJ. 
03 T«.»*S AfiT-IN PIC ^<3>V»^. 
03 moMS-cooe-iN p ic 9. 

H 0£l_rrE-«ECOR0 VALUE I. 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
01 WS-MOW-AREAS. 

OS M)C-T>€R£-f«]R£-RECOR0S PIC X«3) VALUE YES*. 
eS nORE-RECORDS VALUE 'VES- . 
86 NO-r«]RE-RECOR0S VM.UE 'NO ' . 

OS ERTOR-FOUNO PIC X<31 VALUE NO ' . 
« 

PROCEDURE aivISION. 

• CONTROLS DIRECTION OF PROGRAn LOGIC • 
100-f1A I M-.COULE . 

PERFOeri 4 0 0 - I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N - R T N . 
PERFO=M 200-CALC-RTN 

ll»TIL NO-nOR£-«ECOROS. 
PERFO=.-i 300-ENO-OF-J09-RTN. 

• PERFORTt: FROn lOO-tlAIN-nOOULE. READS AND • 
» UPDATES fiASTER F ILE . • 

200-CALC-?TX. 
MOVE TRANS-NO-IN TO TRANS-NO-10. 
READ nsSTER-OISK-IO 

JWOLlO KEY DISPLAY -INVALID TAPE RECORD • OETAIL-REC-IN 
rCvE YES- TO ERROR-FOUND. 

I F ty^CR-^OJND - 'NO • 
PTVORn 3OO-UPDATE-THE-RECOR0 

ELSE 
fCVE • « • TO ERROR-FOONO. 

PERFO=r 43O-REA0-RTN. 

300-UP DA TE-TK-RECORD. 
IF DCTTE-RECORO 

Pl?FORn 3S0-DELETE-RTN 
ELSE 

Arc TRANS-AMT-IN TO TRANS-ArlT-IC 
RT-RITE f1ASTER-R£C-lQ 

I>^^«LID KEY DISPLAY -ERROR Is REWRITE'. 
350-DELETE-3TN. 

DCLETi-«ASTER-D ISK-10 
]«« /̂ALlO KEY DISPLAY 'ERROR IN DELETE F I L E - . 

PERFORre^ FROri lOO-MAlN-nODULE. 
OPENS F : _ E S AND PERFORrtS IN IT IAL READ 

«0O-INITIAL I :aTION-RTN. 
OPEN :vPUT OCTAIL-IN 

: -3 nASTER-DISK-IO. 
PERFCPr 45O-REA0-RTN. 

» PERFORrei: " O n 200-CALC-RTN. 400-INIT1A..IZATION-RTN 
» READS ^e::T TRANSACTION RECORD FROfI DETA'.L-IN 
. • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - • • • • • • • » • • > • 

«30-«EAl>-F*>. 
READ r>r"a:L-iN 

A* £N3 nOVE NO • TO «.«£-TH£RE-rOSi£-<»ECOROS. 

PERFORrtc: FROn 100-«AIN-rOOULE. CLOSES FILES 
RETURNS rXTROL TO OPERATING SYSTEli 

;oo-EN0-o«- .T9-ArN. 
CLOSE : I I T 4 : L - I N 

- . l i r t P - O I S K - I O . 
STOP «<>.. 
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Predicate/Argument Protocol Passages 

Attempt Solution/ "I want it to say...else move customer-total-accum to customer 
Insert statement -disc-accum." 

Attempt Solution/ "1 need to take the period off of there and put it here." 
change statement 

Develop Hypothesis/ "Salesman discounted accumulated. I wonder If It added that." 
program function 

Develop Hypothesis/ "Customer-tot-distot. That must be where the discount totals are 
program variable accumulated." 

Develop Hypothesis/ "OK, it's probably around here somewhere in this module where 
bug location the totals are calculated. That's usually the case." 

Develop Hypothesis/ "OK, the problem so far it looks like we're not transferring, at 
bug affiliation least if there isn't a discount, we're not transferring our sales 

amount over to the discount variable, because they should be 
one in the same." 

Evaluate/ "Move salesman-number-input to previous salesman number." 
code statements 

Evaluate/ "OK, just reading the descriptions now...the flower boxes." 
program comments 

Evaluate/ "I'm just scanning the two reports to identify any discrepancies." 
examine output 

Goal/ "OK, so to fix this I want to add another else." 
correct program 

Goal/ "OK, now I'm trying to see how we got the difference between 0 
comprehend/locate and 165.60, which is the difference between what we should get 

and what we did get for the discounted amount." 

Goal/ "What I'm doing now Is jotting notes on this erroneous report 
create plan here trying to help myself sort this crud out." 
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Select Strategy/ 
backward search 

Select Strategy/ 
causal reasoning 

Select Strategy/ 
control flow 

Select Strategy/ 
examine output 

Select Strategy/ 
simulate execution 

Select Strategy/ 
slicing 

Update Rep/ 
program changes 

Update Rep/ 
program rep 

Verify/ 
program changes 

Verify/ 
program rep 

"Let's work backwards and find where discounted amount leaves 
from." 

"OK, all of the totals are off, but because It appears that the 
problem is associated with the discounted amount values, so 
I'm going to concentrate on those." 

"I've identified the major sections and I'm just going to follow 
through the procedure division to see what this thing does." 

"I'm going to start by looking at the output and finding out what 
It's supposed to do." 

"I'm going to start applying it directly to the first one using the 
numbers directly froum the first customer." 

"Since it's a total, I think I'll look in the program wherever they're 
writing out the total and see if I can discern that." 

"OK, so now It can handle amounts less than 250." 

"OK, apparently the discounted amount is supposed to be the 
same as the sales amount." 

"OK, so It should add it up there, because now it's got the other. 
The sales amount. Yeah, so that's right Then it writes it." 

"OK, on the Incorrect one, the total salesman is right on the 
discounted amount" 

Nonproductive/ 
discomfort 

Nonproductive/ 
distracted 

"Now I know why I don't talk out loud when I'm doing stuff." 

That's one of the things that 1 don't like about COBOL You got 
these 01 's, but there's no association with the 05's and other 
levels unless you force it, which makes a real debugging 
problem. So, you know, If you force some kind of association 
between the 01 's and the 05's, it makes it easier for people like 
me to read the code." 
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Noncodeable/ "Monitor: Please speak up." 
silence/prompt 

Noncodeable/ "I'm just marking on here so that 1 can find my way back to this 
no code spot Just to remind myself." 
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Verbal Protocol 
Subject #09 

I'm going to start by looking at the output and finding out what It is supposed to do. 
Compare the two. 

See what It's doing. 

Let's see If I can Identify that to begin with. 

Monitor: Please speak up. 

OK, the discounted amount Is supposed to be the same as the sales amount, 
apparently. Boy, I'm going to go any further with that 

And, that one's correct. 

The control totals.. 

Nothing on customer number 268. 

And on 1137, 640.95, 640.95. 

Salesman 793, 

Monitor: Please keep talking. 

The next branch number 150, salesman 345, customer number 598. 

And, I don't any see a discrepancy there. 

With customer 1052,1 see no discrepancy there. 

150, number 345. This part just looks like Its first maybe not even spliced, when its 
not handling discounted amount. 

OK, just like down here Its not. 

345, change of salesman. OK. 

i^-
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We don't have It reinitialized here. 

Well, It's not changed, period, for salesman 611. 

And the addition looks good. 

For salesman 408, branch 200, It looks. It looks correct. 

Now I know why 1 don't talk out loud when I'm doing stuff. 

OK, that's not Initialized either. 

He corrected. 

That's probably correct. 

Unless 1 missed something, it looks like everything is in the discounted amount field. 

That's not necessarily so, but 

I'm going to start with this, since I don't know anything. 

I just wanted to see how long the sucker was. 

OK, just reading the descriptions now~the flower boxes. 

Totals for a change in customer, which accounts for this not being updated, a change 
in branch, and final total. 

A change in customer, a change In... OK. 

So for sales of over 1000, a 15% discount Is allowed. 

OK, I see what your saying, the full amount Is discounted. Got It. 

OK, I admit. I don't exactly know what your looking at with the discounted amount, 
but that may not be anything. 

OK, I'm identifying the procedure division just to identify that separate from the others, 
and working storage. Break that off, OK. 
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Procedure starts by Initializing files, determines when control breaks have occurred 
and causes...does this use a report writer. ' 

No, good. 

Causes detail lines to be printed, and enters through the operating system and exits 
through the operating system. 

Opens the Input file, sends It to the output file, accepts today's date..accepts today's 
date. 

This is month/day/year, I'll assume. Uhh, day/month/year.. OK, I'll assume that's 
correct. 

OK, sales-input-file at end. 

Just going through the AOOO code. 

Reads the records In. Assume their correct 

Assume that all records move. 

Customer-number-input to previous-customer-number. Customer-number looks OK 
now that It's Initialized up there. 

Salesman-number-input to previous-salesman-number. That's OK, then. 

OK, I'm just making notes that these are fields that are being updated. 

And branch-number updated. 

And it goes to process-and-read. 

Actually I'm encouraged just to jump down to..Well, maybe I won't 

Process-and-read until no more records. Perform B10-Process-customer-change, 
salesman-change, branch-change, got it. OK. 

This will change b10, which 1 belleve...where's it at? 
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OK, 1 was just looking at BOOO and trying to assemble them, because in the order of 
looking at procedures 1 usually try to number them In the order that 1 hit them. I don't 
see BOOO being hit In the first. In the first uh. In the AOOO steps in that procedure, 
steps that are part of that procedure, and that's probably what I would fit next. That's 
only a personal.. 

Oh, here It is. No, it's not. That's headings on the report. 

It's gotta be here somewhere. 

Well, I guess I'm just have to see where BOOO shows up on there. 

Sc.there it is. 

Print headings. 

I'm going to go by what It says. 

The next step is to perform A001-process-and-read, and there's BOOO. Got it. 

OK, process-and-read is the next step, and If branch-no-input not equal previous-
branch-number perform BlO-process-customer-change. Branch-number-input is not 
equal to previous-branch-number. 
OK, and it's going to be because it was updated up here. 

Perform salesman-change, process-branch-change, move 'yes' to branch-change. OK, 
If salesman-number-input not equal to previous-salesman-number perform BlO-
process-customer-change, salesman-change move 'yes'. 

Now to customer-no-input not equal to previous-customer-number perform BlO-
process-customer-change. 

Ok, now that's..the first one Is where we have a change and we're going to be putting 
that total... 

Process-customer-change we move the total-accumulated to customer-total-custtotal, 
and then process customer-discount 

And it has no consideration for anything less than 250. 

Let's see. 
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This accounts for that 

OK. How much time do 1 have? 

Monitor: No time restrictions. 

So this processes customer discounts and It Is entered from the process-customer-
change module. 

So, I don't see anything going to customer-discount-accumulated. 

I didn't keep track of where 1 was going. Let's see that's B011 from B010. Now I'm 
remembering some of what 1 used to do. 

And that was fi'om...A001. OK, so I'll go back up to B010. 

Move customer-discount-accum to customer-total-distotal. Write sales-report-line from 
customer-total-line after advancing two lines. 

Ok, sales-report-line from the customer-total-line 

Customer-total-line, it's supposed to read the customer-total-distot and the customer-
total-custtot. 

Wrong page. 

Sales-report-line from customer-total-line. 

And we didnl have anything in there in the first place, so zero. 1 understand, that 
should be there. 

OK, cause the original prep mod had zero In it, because it had never been updated 
beginning in B011. So it naturally went tc.printed out zero. According to the correct 
one, it should have printed out the same sales amount 

/bright, where are the rates? 1 assume that it was supposed to be the full amount 

One-hundred percent So, assuming If Its greater than, I'll go with zero since I don't 
know any of the parameters, since its greater than zero then we'll go with the fijll 
customer total accumulated. 

There it Is, OK. 



Customer-total-accum. 

I've got my customer-total and my customer-discount backwards. 

OK, so where did they start that? 

Now I'm just confusing myself. 

Well, I know I don't have it In there, and...the discount 

So, 1 would probably, knowing that It does prime the customer-total-accumulated, go 
ahead and put something under process-customer-discount for now. 

Until I realize what the program does. 

1 knew 1 should have read through this thing first 

Mover Customer-total-accum to customer-total-custotal, A001 ...A001, AOOO-Create-
sales-report. OK, I think that's correct. 

Customer-total-line. Customer-total-custot, customer-total-distot, OK. 

OK, 1 had just forgotten what one of my variables was. 

So, I'm just going to read through it again. Move customer-no-lnput to previous-
customer-number, got it. Initialize customer-number, salesman-number, branch, 
process-and-read. Process customer-change, salesman-change, branch-change. 

I still believe that's going to be correct. 

Perform process-customer-change. 

Process customer-change, OK. 

Just going through the process-detail-records, which 1 hadnl... 1 know where the first 
problem Is, and that It's not.doesn't have a total to begin with, but I didn't read the 
detail-records so, that's why I'm going to read through the process-detail-records just 
to make sure the variable that I'm certain about, that I know isn't being initialized didn't 
have any activity going on up there. 
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That's a little backwards, but that's what I'm doing. 

OK, move sales-input to sales-report Add sales-input to, there it is. customer-total-
accum, sales-accum, branch-total-accum, final-total-accum. So it does kx>k like he's 
initially getting a value right there. 

But. umm...and it is writing the sales line, so that's working alright And, the totals are 
correct on the sales amount So, it is just, um, on the first one, on a customer change 
It's just not, doesn't have a, any initialization of discount for process-customer-
discounts. 

Top-rate is 85%, OK. So, there's not going to t>e any discount at all for sales under 
250. 

So for now I'm going to put an "else If cust-total greater than zero then customer-
discount-accumulation is going to t>e the same as customer-total-accum." 

OK, I'll stop with that one. 

OK, we had a branch-number change, we had a couple of sales changes, we have an 
amount again that's under 250. and the previous value of whatever was in that 
discount-accum is the same because nothing has been done with it Makes sense, it 
should have been zeroed out though. But it's not going to matter, because the way 
I've written it it's going to initialize it anyway, because customer-total-accum is zeroed 
out after the print 

So for the second one and third one. which Is under a hundred, and those two are 
taken care of. Why isn't? Oh. That's under a hundred also, 1 mean 250. 

Those are both under 250. 

I'm going to try my own approach, just to see what output I get 

That's under 250, and that will add up by salesman. Those look right I tiiink. 

It looks like that's adding up correctiy. 

We've got.829.80, 82980. It's adding it up. 

I'm going to assume that 5%, or 85% is correct since that's printed. 
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And this is correct. 1426 is supposed to be for this branch. Right there, 1467. Total 
for branch 200, ah, here it is. And that is going to make a difference. Naturally. 

200, that's 200. And that's where the difference is. so that's going to make the 
difference there. 

And I will assume those totals are correct until 1 rerun It 

At this point 1 would run it again just to check what I've got 


